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I.

USTRODUCriOK

The mechanisms for the maintenance of genetic variability in sexually
reproducing species present problems that continue to fascinate biologists,
for it is true i^at -whenever the facade of the relatively homogeneous
phenotypic appearance of cross fertilizing populations was probed an
amazing degree of genetic diversity was revealed. The explanations for the
maintenance of genetic diversity range all the way from phenomena mani
fested primarily on an individual basis to the relationship between a
population and its environment.

Among the phenomena that manifest them

selves on an individual basis can be counted the biochemical superiorii^ of
heterozygotes and meiotic drive or non-random segregation. Next comes
inter-individual relationships like the mating of unlike parents and
various forms of con^etion. The relationships between a peculation and its
environment that can have same influence on -Qie maintenance of genetic
heterogeneity include factors such as the population being part of a geo
graphic gradient, the preference of different genotsrpes for different
ecological niches and the regular cyclic alternation of. selection pressure.
In this study we will focus our attention on two major hypotheses to
account for the maintenance of genetic heterogeneity in cross fertilizing
diploid populations. These two hypotheses are gene frequency equilibrium
theories based upon- 1) imitation-selection balance and 2) heterozygote
superiority. The technique of estimating genetic loads was proposed by
Morton, Crow and J&ûler (195^) and Crow (195^) as a possibility for
distinguishing between these two hypotheses.
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la their development of the topic, these authors made the following
assimptioas:
(i) Hardjr-Weinberg frequencies exist at all loci.
(ii) Gene action between loci is independent and multiplicative,
with each locus having a small effect on fitness.
(iii) The fitness of the fittest genotype is known or estimable,
(iv) All selection taking place is of the constant selection
coefficient type.
(v) Ifo sex difference in fitness exists.
(vi) The description of the genotypic array by Wright's coefficient
inbreeding is adequate for the purpose of the estimation of
genetic loads.
The purpose of this study is to provide a framework to clarify the use
of these assmcptions in the derivation of load theory and which will allow
the consideration of alternative assumptions that may be more realistic.
Such a framework will also enable one to see what the effect of likely
departures from the basic assumptions of the load theory may be.
In order to keep the mathematics at a manageable level we will assume
a population with only two life phases designated as -infancy and adulthood,
non-overlapping generations, random mating, a uni form environment and
infinite population size. The validity of this type of simplifying
approach derives from a feeling that in the advance of science it is not
simplification that leads to error, but rather the absence of a rigorous
and clear analysis of the problem at hand. A simplified approach may also
reveal whether a theory holds enou^ promise to warrant further investiga
tion.

On the other hand, stunijling blocks may be revealed that can preclude
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further development.
The headings of the different chapters and sections in this study are
believed to be such that a reasonable idea of the content can be formed.
Nevertheless a few remarks about the method of approach followed in each
chapter may be pertinent here.
In Chapter H a review of the literature is given. The treatment is
deliberately brief and sketchy since the formulation at present employed
in the treatment of fitness is considered to be inadequate.

Di Chapter HI

an attençt is therefore made to develop a theory of the genetic structure
of populations that can serve as a basis for the theory of genetic loads,
in much of Chapter TTT two-loci mathematics will be used, since the nota
tion is

sizE^>lified

in this manner and because in most instances the exten

sion to the case of n loci will be obvious.
Mich of the material in Chapter TTT is of interest in its own right,
so that no serious attempt was made to remain within the limits of the
prerequisites of load theory. The main results of this chapter are given
by Theorems 1 throu^ 5»
3

Theorems 1 and 2 appear in Section D and Theorems

^ in Section E. Theorem 4 has two corollaries. The work on border

points in the multiplicative case and on mutation and selection in Section
F has not been formalized in theorems. Theorem 5 is given in Section G.
The load theory in the case of reproductive fitness is given in
Chapter 17. The approach here is to work from the single locus results to
a generalized n-loci approach. This approach has the advantage that it
allows the derivation of the n-loci results with, a TniniTrnim of notational
difficulties. It is also easy to follow for anybody acquainted with the
existing theory.

k

The application of t^ load theory is considered in Chapter Y. Thus
far load theory has been applied mainly to the trait viability. The
theory for loads as applied to viability is therefore derived in this
chapter, and its application to experimental situations is considered.
Special attention is given to the problem of estimation of the load
ratios in relation to the experimenbal error structure, since this aspect
has received scant attention in the literature. This consideration of the
error structure is part of the attençt throughout to be explicit with
regard to the underlying assumptions of the load theory.
The equations are indexed according to the major subheadings. For
example. Equation A.3 refers to the third numbered equation of that section
of a particular chapter. In a reference to an equation in a different
chapter, the chapter number is given with the equation. For example the
reference Equation HI.A.3 refers to the third equation in Section A of
Chapter HI.
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II. KEVIBW OF LITERATURE

The general idea of genetic loads dates back to a paper by J.B.S.
Haldane (1937) entitled "The effect of variation on fitness." Haldane de
fined the fitness of a genotype in a hermaphrodite organism as half the
mean number of progeny left by an individual of that genotype. Progeny due
to self-fertilization are to be counted twice over, and individuals must be
counted at the same stage of the life cycle, e.g. at birth or maturity.
Also in determining average fitness arithmetic means are to be taken in
space and geometric means in time. Without being more explicit about it
Haldane then proceeded operationally in the same way as did Crow (I958) in
the paper in which the load concept was formally defined.
Crow defined fitness as the expected number of progeny of a genotype
where the offspring are counted at the same age as the parents. From the
way in which Haldane and Crow, and also most other authors in the field of
population genetics, employ a mathematical variable called fitness in their
derivations, it is clear that they handle fitness in the same way as a
metric trait, i.e., that they suppose it to be the property of a single in
dividual. This is true since the idea behind simple quantitative genetic
theory of a metric trait is that there is a genotypic value associated with
each genotype, after averaging over the relevant population of environments.
However, sexual reproduction, except in the case of selfing, is the product
of the interaction between two genotypes. It is clear, therefore, that the
concept of fitness needs to be reformulated, and that subsequent derivations
of the properties of the trait "fitness" will have to be done in the lign-h
of such a reformaLation. In particular,^ the idea, of defining fitness as
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half the number of offspring encounters great difficulties except undervery special assunptions.
This study is essentially an attempt to place the study of the trait
"fitness" on a sound footing and is based on an expansion of the work of
Kenpthorne and Pollak (I966). However, since in this chapter we are con
cerned with the genesis of the load concept, the load ideas will be repre
sented in their original form, and the reformulation will be presented in
later chapters after the relevant concepts have been introduced and
developed.
Haldane (1937) showed that the effect of mutation on population fitness
depends mainly on the mutation rate and not on the harmfulness of the in
dividual mutant. Ihis is true provided that the average selective disadvan
tage of the mutant gene in various genotypic combinations is large relative
to the mutation rate and that the mutant is deleterious or neutral in the
heterozygous state. If the heterozygote is fitter than either homozygote
at a locus, the average fitness, relative to that of the heterozygote, will
usually be decreased by a considerably larger amount than at a locus where
variability is maintained by recurrent mutation. These results will be de
rived throu^ the use of the load concept as formalized by Crow (1958).
The proportion by which the fitness of the average genotype in the
population is reduced in comparison with the best genotype has been desig
nated as the genetic load (Crow, 1958),
X

- X

L =

,

(1)

max
where

x
max

is the fitness of the maximal genotype and

x is the mean

fitness of the population. In the case where genetic heterogeneity is
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maintained by a balance between the forces of mutation and selection we
have the mutation load, and in the case where genetic heterogeneity is main
tained by a balance between selective forces we speak of a segregation load.
It follows that if there is some way by which it can be determined
whether one has mainly a mutation or mainly a segregation load in a popula
tion, one would be able to determine roughly the cause of genetic hetero
geneity in the population under consideration. In the last analysis one
can perform only two operations on a population. First, one can choose the
parents of the next gen^ation, and second, one can determine the pattern
in which they are mated. It will be shown that the two loads show a dif
ferent response under inbreeding, and that this provides us with a possi
bility of discriminating between the mutation and segregation loads. The
work on this possibility will now be briefly reviewed, together with the
development, in outline, of the load eirgument.
A. The Mutation Load
Consider a single locus with two alleles (l), (2) with frequencies p(l)
and p(2). Fitness is taken to be the average number of offspring per parent,
parent and offspring being counted at the same age. The random, mating load
or the expressed load (l^) is then calculated from the population described
as follows:
Genotype

(ll)

(12)

Fregaency

g^(l)

2p(l)p(2)

Fitness
or

x(l)

x(2)

c

c(l-hs)

(22)
p^(2)
x(3)
c(l-s) .

8

¥e assxiBi© (l) to "bsï <i<aniaarit over (2), and

c

is a coastsnt factor cozranoa

to all genotypes, 0<h<l , 0 < s < 1 . The average fitness of the popu
lation is X = X (l)p^(l) + 2x(2)p(l)p(2) + x(3)p^(2) = c[(l-2hsp(l)p(2)
- sp^(2)]. By definition the load is

X

max

so that the random mating load in this case is
.°(l-l-^hsp(l)p(a)-i-spg(a))

, 2hsp(l)p{2) +

sp=(2).

For fitnesses as is assumed here, and with grnaii mutation rates, the equili
brium frequencies given in the literature are

p(l) = 1 - ^ and

p(2) =

where u is the lorobahility of mutation from (l) to (2). The derivation of
these frequencies in a more satisfactory way than is possible with the nethodology at hand will be given in Section F of Chapter HI. On substituting
these equilibrium frequencies in the foregoing equation we get
Lg = 2u .
in the case where

h = 0 , we have that the equilibrium frequencies are

p(l) = 1 - ff 3 p(2) =

, and we find
I^ = u .

The foregoing are the values given for loads in the literature, and is a
proof of Haldane's (1937) conclusion that the effect of mutation on popula
tion fitness depends mainly on the mutation rate and not on the harmful ness
of the individual mutant.
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To calculate the inbred or total load (in contrast to the random
mating or expressed load) we assume that complete homozygosity is achieved
without any change in gene frequencies. We get
Genotype

(11)

(22)

Freqv.ancy

p(l)

p(2)

Fitness

x(l)

2c(3)

c

c(l-s)

or

X = x(l)p(l) + x(3)p(2) = c(l-p(2)s) .
The inbred load is then
L, =^= P(2)s

We have then that

^

21isp(l)p(2)+sp®(2)

a®(l)+p(2)

1
2h
if h > > p(2) , 0 < h < 1 , p(2) is small.

i(i)

^

- 0 ..

B. The Segregation Load
If the heterozygote is superior, it is convenient to let x(l) = c(l-s),
x(2) = c, x(3) = c(l-t) . Then there will be an equilibrium, with p(l)
=

and

p(2) =

. The proportion by Tfliich the average fitness of the

population is reduced, in comparison with a hypothetical population conmosed
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of (12) heterozygotes, is giYe»_ by
equilibrium, values of

p(l) and

sp^(l) + tp^(2). if we sxibstityfce the

p(2) into this, we get for the random

mating segregation load

T

Usually, s

St

and t will be much larger than the muftation rates, so that

in the case of the segregation, load will be much larger than in the
case of the mutation load. This provides the basis for Haldane's (1937)
conclusion, which was quoted eeurlier in this chapter, that the loss of
fitness through variation is greater in the case of heterozygote superiority
than in the case where variability is maintained by recurrent mutation.
We get the inbred load to be equal to ]!_ = sp(l) + tp{2) =
. It
L
^
follows that — = 2 , for gene frequencies at equilibrium. Crow (1958)
extended this ^
result to the multiple allele case and showed that h:
=— < m ,
tâiere

m is the number of alleles, and latere equality holds 36en the

heterozygotes are equal in fitness, and svqperior to any homozygote. This
1
result should be compared to ijie ratio =— = ^ in the case of lie mutation
h. ^
load.

The only information available on the value of the parameter

h is

from results of Drosophila experiments. By utilizing some of the experi
mental techniques which make Drosophila such a popular experimental organ
ism, Hiraizumi and Crow (i960) were able to compare the effect on preadult
viability of lethal and semi-lethal second chromosomes in the heterozygous
state against controls. These authors found no significant difference
between the lethal and semi-lethal classes, bufc found the viability of the
lethal and semi-lethal chromosomes relative to the normal chromosomes to
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be 0.9693* or that the selective disadvantage of these chromosomes relative
to the normal is 0.0307»
Hiraizumi and Crow found that the proportion of chromosomes in their
population containing lethals or semi-lethals was 0.288. %ey then assume
the mutants to be distributed in a Poisson fashion on the chromosomes.
This implies that the mean number of mutants among chromosomes with at
least one mutant is

——— , where e

the proportion of normal chromosomes.

1—e

It follows that l-e~^ = 0.288 , from which we can solve for m to obtain
—= 1.1ÔL. Assuming the loci to act multiplicatively, the authors get
1-e

the mean selective disadvantage per locus to be

~ 0.026 . This they

consider to be in sufficient agreement with the value of 0.02 - 0.03 calcu
lated indirectly from the data of Miller and Cangbell on which Morton, Crow
and Muller (195^) based their conclusions. The procedure of Hiraizumi and
Crow (i960) is certainly appealing heuristically, but a more rigorous ap
proach to the problem of estimating h is certainly desirable.
From the values of

h

quoted above one would expect the load ratio to

be between 20 and 25 in the case of the mutation load. In the case of the
segregation load, the load ratio is

e3q>ected

to be small, since it is be

lieved that the number of cases where many alleles are involved in some
system of heterozygote superiority must be small. The argument in support
of this contention is that the greater the number of alleles per locus, the
greater will the possibility be that some will be lost throu^ sangling if
the population is of a finite size. In the case of neutral genes Kimura
(1955) proved that the effect of random drift increases approximately pro
portional to the square of the number of alleles. Hofortunately no work
under the assunptions of diploidy and selection is available on this topic.
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The existing results on mutation and selection under the assumption of
finite population size depend, in the last analysis, on the assumption of
haploidy.

On the basis of this work Kiarura and Crow (1964) argue that a

population structure with many genes at which a segregation load exists is
imlikely.
If we now accept the theoretical evidence on the likely size of the
load ratios under the two hypotheses as reasonably compelling, we may try
to estimate =— for some population, and if it were sufficiently large,
conclude that the load was mainly mutational in the population under con,sideration.
However, before the foregoing theory could be applied, further exten
sions weire necessary. First, it was extended (Morton, Crow and Miller, 195^)
without change to many loci acting together on the sis sumption that their
effects are independent, or not "synergistic." Second,

, the load for

complete homozygosis, corresponds to an inbreeding coefficient, F = 1 , and
normal 1 y cannot be observed. However, it could be estimated from the load
in individuals resulting from the mating of close relatives, which happens
by chance in a fini te papulation with Kmall effective population size, or
which can be induced at will in laboratory papulations.
We now have a procedure which can shed some li^t on the genetic archi
tecture of a population. If the estimated load ratio is hi^ in magnitude
we conclude that the genetic heterogeneity is maintained by a balance beteen
matation and selection. On the other hand, a load ratio of small magnitude
would suggest that the genetic heterogeneity in a population is mainly the
result of a balance between selective fcsrces.
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Leveae (1963) noted a number of difficulties involved in applying the
genetic load method to questions regarding the genetic architecture of a
population. First, the studies in which the load methodology have been
applied were all concerned with components of fitness instead of fitness
itself. Second, studies involving all coirgonents of fitness over an entire
generation ir» a population in genetic eginlihrium are extraodinarily dif
ficult, "but even if they could he carried out, another difficulty would
arise. One would need an estimate of iiie fitness of the maTrîmAi genotype
in a population.

With many loci it will be difficult to find an individual

homozygous or heterozygous at all or nearly all loci.
Fa1 dane and Jayakar (19^5) point out that with respect to fitness
theire may be an overdominant relationship between the genotypes, but that
other relationships may hold with respect to the components of fitness. An
analysis based on the coz^onents of fitness will then give a false picture
as to the nature of the loads.
xhe problems caused by the foregoing and other possible difficulties
will become more intelligible after the relevant theory has been developed.
Aa evaluation of experimental applications of the load theory is, therefore,
best deferred until a later chapter.
Simura, Maruyama and Crow (1963) and Kimujra and Crow (19^) also did
some theoretical work on loads in •gmgn populations. This work must,
however, be regarded as of questionable value, since "Kie gene frequency
distribution theory on T&ich it is based can be assumed to be applicable in
the case of haploids only.

Maran (19^ P- 102) has s<xae instructive remarks

about the applicability of haploid models in the case of diploids igiich may
be pertinent here.
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Li (19$7> and other references contained therein) discusses some znisinterpretations associated with the load concept»

Often the idea of a

load is associated with the implication that selection acts only throu^
differential mortality; the image is one of a population carrying a "burden
of so many genetic deaths. The point is, of course, that selection may also
be due to differences in fertility. Let us consider a population in HardyWeinberg equilibrium consisting of genotypes AA, Aa and

aa with relative

fitnesses 2;3:1. If the allele a does not exist, the population will con
sist of

AA

genotypes only and there will be no genetic selection and con

sequently, no load. ITow, if there are two alleles and three genotypes with
relative fitnesses 2:3:1, the average fitness of a stationary population is
hi^er than before (for a general proof see Li, 1967), because of the higher
fitness of

Aa, in spite of the lower fitness of

aa . Thus, we see that

the situation may be equally arbitrarily described as a gain for the popula
tion rather than a load.
It is perhaps necessary to emphasize that the foregoing remarks pertain
solely to the *use of the load concept in the discussion of the biological
aspects of adaptedness of populations. If the load theory is valid, the
estimates of the load ratios will give us the information about -5ie genetic
architecture of a population which they were designed to reveal.
It is also necessary to note that one should be careful when conçaring
the magnitudes of loads in different populations.
in a population to be
_

^max ^
— '

max

We ha've defined the load
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"Where

is the fittest genotype and

x the mean of the popiilation»

This gives lis x = x^^^(l-L) . We see, therefore, that a comparison "between
loads will be equivalent to a comparison between mean fitnesses only when
the mftvîTnai genotypes are the same in all populations.
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III. EQUILIBRIA IK DIPLOID RAHDOM MATING POPULATIONS

A.

A General Description of the Model

A model should have the virtue of clarity in the statement of its basic
assumptions and allow for further development to take place without any con
cealed features.

As there are ambiguities involved with the overlapping

generations model, we will assume non-overlapping generations. The problem
is that Fisher's (1930), measure of "fitness", the Malthusian parameter, is
ill-defined for the case of a genetically segregating population.

Alterna

tive formulations of the overlapping generations model are those of Haldane
(1927a) and Norton (I928). However, this work is obscure with regard to
assumptions, and is furthermore not sufficiently general for an examination
of the problem at hand.
To achieve sufficient clarity in our model, we consider a population in
*

which the members have two life phases, infancy and adulthood. The probabil
ity of survival of an individual from infancy to adulthood depends only on
its genotype-

Mating takes place at random among adults. The fecundity of

a mating is described by a discrete probability distribution, giving the
probabilities associated with 0,1, ... ,q offspring. To ensure the pos
sibility of Hardy-Weinberg frequencies we assume that the ejected number of
offspring of a mating pair is the product of two means, one corresponding
to each parent.

These depend solely on the genotype of a parent and not on

sex. The viability and fecundity probabilities associated with pairs of
individuals depend only on their genotypes and are therefore independent of
the genotypic composition of a population.
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B. The Peimaictio Struct\ire of Gamete Frequencies
1. The panmictic structure of gamete frequencies in the two-loci case
The tvo-lcci case exhibits most of the complexities of the n-loci case
without causing the notation to become too cumbersome. It also allows easy
specialization to the single locus case. We therefore give the two-loci
derivations in detail, with the other cases following as strai^tforward
^etensions.
Assume that the members of the population are counted at two life
phases, designated as infant and adult. Suppose we have two loci with
1
1
1
2
alleles (i ), i
= 1,2, ... ,m at the first locus and alleles (i ),
2
/I
i
= 1,2, ... ,m
at the second locus, where
= 0 or 1 and 3^ = 0 or 1^
1122
Let us denote an arbitrary genotype as (i^i^i^i^), where it is assimed that
12
(i^i^) is on one chromosome and

12
(i^x^) is on the other chromosome. Let

us also suppose that gametes are produced in the following way:

12
(igig)

With frequency

12
(i^i^)

with freooency

12
(i^ig)

with frequency

12
(i^i^)

with frequency

Yqq ,
>

ana

We have that
Yoi = Yio .

Yqq + Ygg^ + Yq^q +

= 1 and assume that

Yqq =

18

1 2
Let us assume that the probability -Oiat a pair of genes (i^i^
)

mutates to the pair (i^ i^ ) is v(i^ i^ i^ i^ ). In general we "will
^1 ^2
^ 'l ^'2
have that

for 3ej^>a^,y^,y2 = 0

or 1. We define

%'
4.

so that it follows that

t t o o
Z V(4iy4iy)=l •
.1 .2
^ ^ ^ ^2

w
If the alleles at different loci mutate independently from each other, we
can write that

v(i^ i^ i^
) = v(i^
)v(i^ i^ ). In this case we de^
^ ^2
\yi
^ ^2
fine v(i i ) for a = 1,2, to be equal to
^a ^

^a

^a

from which it follows that Z v(i^ i^ ) = 1.
i^
^a ^a
1 2 1 1 2 2
Saznetiioes it may be necessary to write v (i i i i ) instead of
1 1 2 2
v(i i i i ) in order to indicate clearly that a miitation probability
*1 ^1 ^'2
refers to both the first and the second locus. In general we will prefer
to delete the superscripts in order to ease the notational problem. These
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remarks are applicable to all symbols en^lojred ia this stWy.
Extending the work of Kempthorne and Pollak (19^6), we take selection
into account in the fashion listed below.
(a) Suppose that individuals have survival from infancy- to adulthood
based on genotype, and that the probability that an infant of genotype
(i^i^i^i^) survives to adulthood is •t(i^i^i^i^) .
(b) Suppose mating takes place at random among +he adults, and that
the probability that a mating of genetic Igpe (i^i^i^^) with
gives t

infants is

b^(i^i^i^i^j^). We observe that fertility is

solely determined by the parental genotypes without any interaction between
genotype of offspring and genotype of parent. The fertility probabilities
are defined in such a way that

^

=1•

It follows

that the mean number of offspring at infancy due to the mating between the
adults

and

2(t) =

is

= ^(44444444) •

In order to simplify our further derivations it is necessary to assume

We will refer to this assuzoption by the term product fecundity.
(c) Assume that with the restriction on fecundilqr of a mating, and
ignoring motation, the probability distribution of the genotype of the off
spring is exactly "Hiat from ordinary îfendelian segregation at eadi locus
considered separately. The usual generalization of Ifendelian segregation to
two loci considered jointly is also assumed.
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(d.) We assume that generations do not overlap.

Suppose that in a generation of infants the genotypic array is

n&en the survival probabilities lead to the adult population

.1A.2.2....1.1.2^2
^O^l^O^l
This population now mates at random. The frequency of the mating
, 1 1 2 2. , 1 1 2 2 .
is proportional to
, 1 1 2 2.,f 1 1 2 2. ,1 1 2 2.,, 1 1 2 2.
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
for aU possible values of r^ , r^ , r^ , r^ , s^ ,
, s^ , and s^
Eie conditional probability of t

offspring is

- , 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2.
"t'ViViViVi' •
To get the conditional probability arrays of the different genetic
types of offsprii^, it is necessary first to get the gametic types given
by each of the genol^rpes tâien mutation is taken into account. The geno1122
12
type (r^r^r^r^) will give gametes of the type (i^i^) with frequencies
, 1.1 2.2.

, 1.1 2.2.

, 1.1 2.2.

^

, 1.1 2.2.
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X X 22
Similarly the genotype (S^S^SQ^S^) will produce gametes of the type
vlth frequencies
2. X 2 2
and v(8^ i^ s^ i^ )y^.^ . It is clear that we assume here that mutation occurs
independently from crossing over between chromosomes. It is also apparent
that we assume mutation to occur independently from the process of selec
tion, and that it can occur at any moment between one fertilization and the
next. It follows that the conditional probability array of the different
1122
1122
genetic types of offspring from the mating of (r^r^r^r^) with (s^s^s^s^)

xs

X122
Let us now denote QCr^r^r^r^) =

X1.22

12.22

follows that the resulting infant population has the probability array

tS) D .A
01
22 22
44 Vl^O^l

1 1 2 2^_, 1 1 2 2,

where
D =
%
44

2222
Vl®0®l

(B.l)

22

. 1 12 2. , 1 1 2 2.

, 1 .1 ? .2,

Now recall that ve assumed

I ^Vviwo^v^)
We also find it convenient to write
1 1 2 2.

^,112 2_ , 1122.

From, the definition of the mutation probabilities we have that

%
and hence it is easy to see that the denominator of Equaticm B.l is equal
to

, where we follow the usual convention to indicate with a dot

that a variable has been summed over. It follows that the probability
array of the infants can be written as
z

2 (
11
Vi 22
44 fo^i
"z

(

w.
(B.2)

z

=n4.
22
s s
_01

(^4# '
w.
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^diiob, is of the form

i.a

•

Heace, mder the present model the infant population has what we will
define as being the panmictic structure of gamete frequencies. We may,
therefore, take the numbers

p(i^l^i^^) to be of the form p(i^iQ)p(i^S^)

for every generation after the first.
Before we pass on to other matters it is of Importance to note that
•aie assun^tion of product fecundity, bCiQi^iQi^j^j^j^j^) = bCi^i^i^i^)
•1122
X
* implies symmetry in the way in which the genotypes enter
the b-function that refers to a mating pair. It is therefore clear "Qiat
with sex differences 'twere can not be product fecundity in the sense which
we use ijie tezm in this study.
The assumption of product fecundity merely inçiLies in mathematical
terms that a conditional ezpectation can be written as a product of two
functions. An obvious^but certainly not the only, wsqt in which this can
k^pen will now be given here. Let us denote the probability of an adult
(i^i^i^i^) contributing r offspring to a mating by b^Ci^i^i^i^). We
^so assume that all these probabilities add to one, and we denote
^b^(i^i^igi^) by bCi^^i^i^). We now assume the probability of t
infant offspring from the adult mating pair (i^i^i^i^) X
be given by
- ,.1.1-2.2JLJL.2.2.

t^

so -tbsA we can vrite

„

. ,.1.1.2.2., , J.J-.2.2.

. °r(

axj. rs=^

s( ^O^l^O^l) '

^
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bCiîi~iîi?nilbll?) = Ebb.
- V/ X V/ X-V/">i.-V/~X^ G

V X V X-V/*X-V/~X-

-f
=

\(4444)\(4ji44)

In this context

t

E means sximmation over all values that the integer
t
assumes. These values are not necessarily the consecutive integers as

can easily be seen by displaying the case idiere r = 1,2

and

s = 1,2 .

jUiother vay of dealing vi-Ui this problem in notation vould, of course,
singly be to define b^(

to be equal to zero for t ^ rs,

in vhich case the summation Z can go over consecutive integers.
2. The pa-nm-ictic structure of gamete frequencies in the n-loci case
It is clear that the method of proof emplc^d in the 2-loci case is
completely general and can, except for notational difficulties, easily be
extended to the case of n loci, ^y the choice of the two-loci case the
use of too cumbersome a notation vas avoided. Â full discussion on the
notation used to accommodate linkage can be found in van Aarde (19^3) or
Schnell (1961).
3. The change in gamete frequencies
We have from Equation B.2 that

w.... P'(44) =

(^-3)
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The ejctensiott of tke Equations B,3 to the case of a-lOQi "becosies now
immediately obvious. We get
,n^^

r

r

r

y(r^ ij;/

O

n
••VÎ
\^2 ...

• • • vî>

where the quantities involved are such obvious ectensions from the two-loci
case that they require no comment. The case of no imitation is accommodated
by defining
/ 1 .1 2 .2

n .n.

,

1

•••

'in'^0

.1
^0

2

.2
"-O

=0 otherwise.

Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a general way by idiich the
Equations B.4 can be sizglified when the restriction of no mutation is
taken into account. To see what sort of simplification can be accomplished,
let us write iiie two-loci case out in detail. We denote
,/ 1 1 2 2 _ , 1 1 2 2.

,1122.

12
1122
12
It follows that W.... = ^ p(rQrQ)a(rQr^rQr^)p(r^r^) .
Vo

From, the Equations 3.3 we have that

10
Vi
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...1.2.

„ , 1.1 2 2s .1 2.
Vo

^1^1

Vi

^1^0

^1^0

Vi

Vl

_ , 1 2. , 1 1 2 2.

(B.5)

Vo

1X22
From the sjimnetry of the situation we have that aCi^i^i^i^)
X 122
= aCi^i^i^i^) . By our initial assunçtions we also have that
and

Yqt= Y^q •

Yqq= Y^i

Hence it follows from the Equations B.5 "Uiat

W....p-{lji^) =2YgQ

£ v(rjijr®i®)p(rjr^)

Vo

^1^1

Vl

(B.6)

To ease the notational problem, and because the previous notation
served its main purpose in the derivation of the foregoing equations, we
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
write in the Equations B.6, 1^ = 1, i^ = i , r^ = j , r^ = j , r^ = k,

and

2
2
r^ = k to get

W....p'(jV) =2yqq ^^v(j^iVi^)p(jV)^i^P(kFkP)a(jV-A^)
(B.7)
+ 2yq3^ ^v(jWi^)^]^^p(3V)a(jVA^)p(kV).
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We note that the order of the sizbscripts is still i]#ortant, and that, thus
far, we only assimed that

a(j'S^j^k^) =

.

In the case of no mutation we have that

1122
1
1
v(j i j i ) = 1 if j = i

2
2
and j = 1 J so that it follows from the Equations B»7 that
W,...p'(iV) = 2YQ^(iV)^^(kV)a(iWls?)
(B.8)
, + 2Yjj ^(iV)a(i^\^i^)p(kV) .
^3

Again, we note that it was unnecessary in the foregoing derivations to
assume the absence of any sort of position or cis-trans effect. If no
position effect is assumed we write
a(iV"i\^) = aCiVk^i^) = a(k?-iW^).
The Equations B.8 correspond for the case of

1
i = 1,2 and

2
i = 1,2 to

formulas first derived by Lewontin and Eojima (i960).
4. Hardy-yeinberg structure in the single locus case
simgplicity of the single locus case derives from the absence of
cross-overs am? from the coincidence of gene and gamete frequencies. The
single locus case can be derived from the two-loci case by the assumption
of no recombination between loci. We assume that the gamete or chromosome
X 2
denoted by (i^i^) becomes the member (i) of a single locus allelic
12
series with mm = m allelic forms. To this purpose we construct a one-

1 2
to-one correspondence between the pair of numbers (i^,i^) and the number
1
12
2
denoted by (i), where i^ = 1, ... ,m , i^ = 1, ... ,m
and T&ere
(i)= 1,2, ... ,m , "sôiere

12
m = m m . Likewise ire set up the following

12
one-to-one correspondences (i^,i^) and

12
12
(3) , (t^,t^) and (r) , (r^,r^)
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7 p
12
and (s), (s^,s^) and (t) and (s^^s^) and (u). We write
1122
vCi^r^ji^r^) = v(ir) , where

Ev(ir) = 1 and where

v(ii) = 1 - ^^^v(iô) .

Since we assume no crossing-over to take place we have
Yqq^ = Y-j^q = 0 «

a

and

Equation B.2 then becomes

Z
2
ij rstu

(Y£MkïÙijl) w(rs)K(ut)(l3)
(B.9)

2
Z
ij rstu
where

Yqq = Y-,-, =

w(rs)«(ut)

'

W(rs) = p(rs)'t(rs)b(rs) , so that W(rs) = W(sr) since

p(rs) = p(sr), and since the same property holds for t

and

b.

Again

we use the notation that 2W(rs) = W(r.) = W(.r) and 2W(r.) = W.. .
s
r
Sence, Equation B.9 becomes on simplification
Zv(ri)W(r.) Zv(tj)W(t.)(ij)
iLZ
Î

(B.10)

W?.
which is of the form Zjp(i)p(j)(ij) . Thus, under the present model the
resulting infant population has Hardy-Weinberg structure.
We denote now t(ij)b(ij) = a(ij) , and let

p(i) be the frequency

of (i) in a given generation and p'(i) the frequency in the succeeding
generation. Hence, it follows frcm Equation B.IO that we can write for
the change in gene frequency
Ev(ri)p(r) 2 a(rs)p(s)
^

~

g p(t)a(tu)p(u)

'

In the case of no imitation we have, as before, v(ij) =1 if i = j and
v(ij) = O otherwise, so that the Equations B.11 become
P(i) ? a(i5)p(j)
P'(^) ~
ZZ p(t)a(tu)p(u)
ta

*

/g
V • ;
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Linkage and genetic fine structure
Since the late 19^0*s it has been clear that the old image of genes
"being like "beads on a rosary" on a chromosome no longer holds. In the
place of the "classical" gene> Benzer (I962) proposed respectively mutons,
recons and cistrons as uoits of mutation^ recombination by crossing-over
and of the phenotype as determined by cis-trans tests. A unit of biologi
cal function is still sometimes referred to as a locus, iihich then
apparently •«ill include one or more cistrons. Griffing (I966) proposed two
•ways by which the knoi&edge of genetic fine structure can be dealt with in
population genetics. Let us consider the genetic situation at a complex
locus, which has two genetic conditions (mutant and normal) at each of
two mutational sites. In the first zethod, the locus can be subdivided
into two subloci, one for each of the mutational sites. This approach
yields two sets of alleles, each set being the ^netic alternatives at
each sublocus. In this caise, the gene model for quantitative inheritance
Mist accommodate a position effect which may occur between alleles at

different subloci. From the Equations B.8 we can see that it is only when
recombination between the two subloci takes x0.ace that ijie consideration
of a possible position effect becomes inçortant, for with Yqq^ = 0 (no
recombination) the first part of the equations are equivalent to the
Equations B.12, as follows from the discussion in Section 3 on theEquations B.4.
The alternative method is to consider the overall locus as the basic
entity, and to regard all possible genetic structures at this locus as the
set of multiple alleles.

A resultant complication of this approach is that

mutation, in this case, will have to include both point mutaticm in the
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conventional sense and iatralocus recombination. It is clear that the
overall locus will have a Hardy-¥einberg structinre of "allele" frequencies,
but that with any significant degree of recombination, the change in
"allele" frequency would be given incorrectly. It will be obvious from
idle later discussions on equilibria that a pooling of the effects of muta
tion AMf) recombination may have far from innocuous results in many cases.
It is clear that the imitation probabilities can be defined to cover
any number of mutation sites^ and %iat a mutation probabili*^ can therefore
be defined for any recon to imrfeate to any other recon. It follows then by
the foregoing discussion that the recon (to use Benzer's terminology) must
be the fundamental unit of inheritance for the discussion of the type of
selection considered in this work. The conventional term locus as it is
commonly used in this chapter must therefore be considered equivalent to a
recon in Benzer's terminology. Modifications in the approach to this
matter, whic^ is of importance in the assumptions necessary for the theory
of genetic loads, will be discussed in Chapter V, Section A.4.b.

C. Haxdy-Feinberg Equilibria of Gene Frequencies in the
Single Locus Case with Selection and no Matation
¥e have from our previous work (the Equations B.12) that the formula
for change in gene frequency is
Vp'(i) = p(i) Z a(ij)p(3)
where

p'(i) and

(C.l)

p(i) are the frequencies of the all el e (i) in two

successive generations, and where we write V = Z 2p(t)a(tu)p(u) in
order to make our notation ccmsonant with that used by Kingman (1961a).
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As was mentioned before, ve see that by defining {^(ij)b(ij) as the fit
ness of the individual (ij) ve derive formulas equivalent to those
usually given for populations in which the genotype (ij) has "viability"
or "fitness" a(ij). It also follows from the way in which they are de
fined that the

a(ij)'s are symmetric.

Scheuer and ffendel (1959)# Malholland and Smith (1959)# Atkinson,
Watterson and Moran (i960), and Kingman (1961b) have been able to estab
lish the inequality
V = ? p'(i)p'(j)a(ij) > Z.p(i)p(j)a(ij) = Y ,
xj
13

(C.2)

the mean fitness increases from generation to generation. Using this
result, Milholland and Smith (1959) have proved that the gene frequencies
p(i) tend to a limit after a large number of generations, and that this
limit is a local maxiimmi of

V as a function of the

p(i). Discussions

of the stability of non-trivial equilibria have in general been based on
this property of V

as a function of the p(i).

Mbran (196^) has shown that the property of increase in the mean fit
ness does not hold in the multi-loci case. For the purposes of later
generalization to the multi-loci case, we therefore follow Kingman (196la)
in a discussion of stability of gene frequencies based directly on the
Equations C.l. Since we will need many of the results later on, we win
give the derivation of Kingman's results in detail.
We call

p(i)(i=l, ... ,m) an equilibrium if p'(i) = p(i) - From

the Equations C.l this means that, for each i , either p(i).= 0 , or
V = Z a(ij)p(j) -

We assume

p(i)

0 , and write the equilibrium as

p(i) =_P(i). We therefore inquire if there exists a nontrivial equilib.-

riim satisfying
P(i) > 0 , £P(i) = 1
2 a(ij)P(j) = Y ,
J
Û

(C.3)

vhere the subscript "E" denotes "equilibrium value." The symbol for the
equilibrium value of the quadratic form Z.p(i)a(ij)p(j) , VL , should
IJ
£>
throu^out this study be distinguished from the quadratic form
Z e(i)a(ij)e(j), Tdiich we will denote by Y(e) or V(e(i)) , wherever it
will be necessary to do so.
Let us assume the nan-trivial equilibrium P(i) exists and put
p(i) = P(i) + e(i) , p'(i) = P(i) + e'(i) .
Then using the Equations C.l and ignoring second order terms in e(i)
we obtain
e*(i) = e(i) +

Z a(ij)e(j) .

(C.4)

Let
y(i)
.
-Slil and

b(ij) = a(i3)/P(i)P(3) /V_ .

Then the Equations C.4 become
y'(i) = y(i) + Z b(ij)y(j)
3

(C-5)

and the condition Z e(i) = 0 becomes zyp(i)y(i) = 0 . Let us denote
the vector with elements /P(i) as /P and the matrix with elements b(ij)
as [b(ij)]. It follows that

is a characteristic vector of the matrix

[b(ij)] with characteristic value unity, since
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Z bCiâ) MU = &-Z a(iâ) MÏ)Hi) = ypHT •

C
Let

"E J

\,o: be another characteristic value and corresponding characteristic

vector. ïhen
Ç b(ij)o(j) = \a(i) .

2
Take i to be that index for vbich I

Xa(i) < z|b(ij)a(j)| = Z b(ij)
3l
I
J

is greatest. Then

<-|^'?b(i3)V^ = la(i)|
VpHT J
'

Hence, {x| < 1 . Let T = Z a(i)y(i) be the length of -Qie projection of
the vector

y on a , where a is taken to have tmit length. Then the

Equations 0-5 imply
Y' = Y + XY = (1+X)Y .
Here

(C.6)

y is any vector orthogonal to ^, and hence, in general, Y f 0-

Hence, the condition for the stability of Y is |l 4- x| < 1 , or, since
1^1

^ X<0 (X

is real, since [b(ij)] is syimnetric).

Eence, a necessary and sufficient condition for stability is that
[b(ij)] has exactly one positive characteristic valne.

For any e(i)

S Z b(lj)e(i)e(j) = Z Z a(ij)x(i)x(3)
i 5
i j
if x(i) = e(i)
• Hence, we can deduce that the matrices [a(ij)]
*
E
and [b(lj)] must have the same rank and signature.
It is also of some interest to look at the case where

p(i) may be

equal to zero at equilibrium. From, the Equations C.l it follows that for
each i , either p(i) = 0 or T = Z a(ij)p(j). Hence, any equilibrium
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may be -writtea as p(x) = P(i) vith
P(i) > 0 (i e I), P(i) = 0 (i

I)
(C.T)

2 P(i) = 1 , 2 a(ij)P(i) = Y(I)
isT
isl

(j e I) ,

vhere I is some subset of (1^2, ... ,m).
Kingman.(I9^1a) shows that a necessary and sufficient conditicm for
stability is that
Z a(ij)P(j) <V(I) (i jé I)
J
and that the sub-matrix [a(ij)] (i,jel) has exactly one positive charac
teristic value. Since the proof for this statement is closely duplicated
in the case of additive gene action between two linked loci, it was deemed
unnecessary to reproduce it here.

D. Hardy-Weinberg Equilibria of Gene Frequencies in the
Two-loci Case with Selection and no Mitation
1. General considerations
Ve have from our previous work (the Equations B.8) that

(D.l)

35
3. 2
1
Açain. p(i i )(i = 1,2,

12
2
,m , i = 1,2, ... ,m ) is called an

12
12
equilibrium if p'(i i ) = p(i i ). As noted previously, we write
1122
12 1 1 2 2
a(i j i j ) for a (i j i j ) in the cases where no great possibility
for confusion exists. We write any equilibrium as

12
12
p(i i ) = P(i i ).

At equilibrium the Equations D.l will be a system of cubic equations for
which, in general, no explicit solutions can be found. However, in the
simple case of two alleles per locus and symmetrical selection patterns
explicit solutions can be found for the gamete frequencies at eqiûJLibrium,
as well as conditions for stable equilibria.

An excellent review of this

work together with a couple of simple numerical examples to illustrate the
general features of the situation is given by Li (1967)»
We have only been able to prove that gamete frequencies have panmictic
structure, and consideration of the examples in Li (19^7) shows that even
at equilibrium under selection the gamete frequencies will, in general, not
12
12
be equal to the product of the gene frequencies, i.e., p(i i ) ^ p(i )p(i ).
The mean fitness of the population is therefore a function of gamete fre
quencies as indicated by the formula for

in the Equations D.l.

Consideration of the results given in the Equations D.l will also show
that the population equilibria (or stationary states) do not necessarily
correspond to stationary values of the mean fitness. The stationary states
in mean fitness will be given by

F =

and where

X

^ = 0 , where
ôp(iV)

- 2X( Z

- 1)

is a Lagrange multiplier. We get that
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,.1.2. ,.1.1,2.2.
^ P^ji
is. i Ji ; = A.

and

(D.2)

\=

.

If ve con^are Equations D.l and D.2 we see that they •will lead to equiva
lent equilibrium states if Yqq_ = 0 f or, in other words, if no cross-overs
occur.
It is also easy to show by means of counter-exançiles that in the twoloci case the theorem that mean fitness increases from one generation to
the next, no longer holds in general. This point is very well discussed
by Mbran (196^) and by Li (1967).
It is obvious from the foregoing discussion that in the multi-loci
situation the effects of selection must in general be discussed in terms of
gamete frequencies. The description of a population by gamete frequencies,
however, involves many more parameters than a description by gene frequen
cies. Let us assume we have t loci and
will need

m

alleles per locus. Then we

-1 parameters to describe the population in terms of gamete

frequencies, whereas if the description can be reduced to gene frequencies
we will need only -t(m-l) parameters. It is therefore of interest to in
quire under which circumstances a description of a population in terms of
gene frequencies will be valid in the two-loci situation. The validiigr of
a gene frequency description in the multi-loci case is of special im
portance for the extension of genetic load theory from the single locus
case to the multi-loci case.
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A clue for the conditions under vhich, at equillbriu®, a gene fre
quency description of a population will be valid is given by the work of
Bodmer and Felsenstein (1967). In our notation these authors define gene
action to be additive between loci if a(i^j^i^= a(i^j^) + a(i^j^) and
to be multiplicative between loci if a(i^j^i^3^) = a(i^j^)a(i^j^) . In
the case of two loci each with two alleles, they found that the gamete fre
quencies are equal to the product of the gene frequencies under the follow
ing conditions;
(i) if fitness is additive between loci, and if the equilibrium at
each locus considered alone is due to heterozygote superiority, i.e., if
a\l2) > a^(ll) , a^(22) , and if

a^(l2) > a^(ll) , a^(22) ,

and
(ii) if fitness is multiplicative between loci under the same condi
tions as given under (i) and the recombination value exceeds a simple
function of the selection coefficients. These resijlts of Bodmer and
Felsenstein will be derived as special cases of more general results.
12
Let us now consider the possibil ity of an equilibrium P(i i )
T

O

T

= P(i )P(i ), T&tere P(i ) is the equilibrium frequency of the allele
(i^) , P(i^) is the equilibrium frequency of the allele (i^) and
12
12
P(i i ) is the equilibrium frequency of the gamete (i i ). Equations
D.l become then
^(i^)P(i^) = 2YQQP(i^)?(i^) Z P(&p-)P(k^)a(iV-i^^)

+ 2Y P(i^)P(i^) Z P(k^)P(k^)aCiWi^) ,
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•vdùch if there is no position effect become
V^p(i^)p(i^> = P(i^)P(i^) S P(k^)P(k^)a(iV'i^k^) .
^

(D.3)

kV

Hence, if P(i^)P(i^) > 0 > the Equations D.3 imply
=

2 P(lc^)P(l^)a(iWi?) ,

(DA)

kV
•where
17^=2

Z P(j^)P(j^)a(jV-A^)P(kbP(k^) ,

jV
by definition, and Tdiere the subscript "E" to
"equilibrium value."

denotes, as before,

should not be confused with T^(e(or

V^(e) Tdiich will be used to denote
2

Z e(j^j^)a(A^jV)e(kV) ,

jV fkP
if the need to do so arises.
We see that

S

D.4. If we can regard

is common to all miSnP

iâ

equations in the Equations

as a constant then the Equations D.^ would be

a set of linear equations for which solutions are easily obtained if they
exist.

We will prove that

with elements

is a constant determined by the matrix

1122
a(i j i j ) for all solutions to which the restriction,

T
2
^Zpp(i )P(i ) = 1 , applies- The solutions to which this restriction
i i
apply, are, of course, the only set of solutions of interest in the present
circumstances, since the Equations DA refer to gene frequencies.
For the purposes of the argument employed here, let us denote the
1 2 1 2
1 1 2 2
mm X m m
matrix with elements a(i j i j ) by A, and the vector with
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12
12
m m
elements P(i )PCi ) by P. It follows that we can wite the Epila
tions D.4 in matrix notation as

AP = P'APt

or as

AP =

t , vhere

t

12
denotes a vector of unit elements of dimension mm. We follow Penrose
(1955) in. defining the ïbore inverse of the matrix A

as the unique matrix

A^ for idiich it is true that
a) A^A = A ,
b) a"*'aa'*" = A*" ,
c) (AA^)' = AA* ,
d) (a"^A)' = À^A .
Let us assume
equation AP = ct

c to be a constant and let the other terms in the
have the same ny^aning as before. The general solution

of the consistent equation AP = ct

is of the form

ê = cA"^t + (A^A-I)Z ,
vhere 2 is an arbitrary vector, and "sdiere I is the identity matrix.
Ve notice that if A

is of full rank, then

A

*1
^
= A , and P = cA

We now prove that ê'A^ = c^t 'À^i . We have that
P'AF =
=

-{- (A"^A-I)Z)'ACcA^^t + (A'^A-I)Z)
c^t'A^'AA^t

4-

Z'(A^A-I)'A(A^A-I)Z + 2ct'A^'A (À^A-l)Z .

From the.property (a) of the Moore inverse it follows that the last two
terms in the foregoing equation are emial to zero-' We can also see that
A

is syrrrmptric if and on]y if

is symmetric, as follows from (a) and

(b) and the uniqueness of A' . A is symmetric since we assumed
a(i^j^i^j^) = a(j^i^j^i^) as was discussed in Section B of this chapter,
^nce,
A A
2 +
-P'AP = c t'A t .
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Note now that if ve impose the restriction P't s i, it follows from
the equation AP = ci

that

P'AP = c . It follows immediately in all

cases where P't = 1,that
We note that in the full rank case the Equations D.4 will have a
unique solution as follows frcsa the form of the general solution to the
equation AP = P'APi . It is also necessary to note that not all classes
of solutions to the foregoing equation are acceptable to us, since in the
A

class of solutions târich satifies the restriction P't = 1 not all ele
ments of the vector P will be greater than zero, as we require.
2. Additive and

Eiultix>licative

gene action between loci

The definitions of additive and multiplicative gene action between
loci can be handled formally by writing

a(i^j^i^j^) = a(i^j^) + a(i^j^)

in the case of additive gene action and

a(i^j^i^j^) = a(i^j^)a(i^j^) in

the case of multiplicative gene action between loci. These definitions
1
1
2
2
merely imply that a function of the variables i , j , i
and j must
be expresible in a certain form.
It is, however, of interest to inquire how these properties of additivity and multiplicativity may arise, since these modes of gene action
between loci determine some important conditions for genetic equilibria.
The obvious way in which multiplicative gene action between loci can
arise is closely related to the manner in which product fecundity can
arise by independent fecundity distributions. The discussion on product
fecundity followed on the derivation of Equation B.2. It is now necessary
to recall that we denoted the probability of an adult of genotype
(i^j^i^j^) contributing u infant offspring to a mating by b^(i^j^i^j^).
We proceed then by defining b^(i^jVj^)

£^^^b^(i^3^)bg(i^3^) .

Ul

Hence, by our previous notation for the mean number of infants from an
X 122
adult with genotype (i j i j ) we write

= is

= [r rb^(iV)]C| s\(lV)]
= b{iV)b(l®3^),
1 1
where b(i j ) and

22
b(i j ) are conditional

which can be ascribed

to the different adult genotypes at the relevant loci.
We note that in this context
the integer

D
u

summatiŒi over an values that

u assumes. These values are not necessarily the consecutive

integers. The reason for this can easily be seen in the case where
r = 1,2 and

s = 1,2 which will cause

b(i^j^i^j^) to be equal to

[b^(i^j^) + 2b2(i^][b^(i^) + 2bg(i^j^)] , as follows from the forego
ing equation.

Another way of dealing with this problem, in notation would,

of course,simply be to define

1122
b^(i j i j ) to be equal to zero for

u ^ rs , in T^ch case the summation Z can go over consecutive integers.
1122
We also assume the probability of survival of an infant (i j i j ),
which we denote by 'C(i^j^i^j^) , to be ecpial to 'ù(i^j^)<.(i^j^) . It
follows that we can write
a(iVi^j^) =

= ^(iV)h(iV)-t(i¥)b(i^d^)
= a(i^j^)a(i^ô^) .

h2

In essence, then, ve assizmed. here that multiplicativity of gene action
"between loci resvilts from independent probability distributions for off
spring being ascribed to genes at different loci, and from independence at
the different loci of events leading to survival from infancy to adulthood.
In the case of additive gene action between loci let us define

X X 2^
or in other words we define the sequence b^(i j i j ) to be the convolu1 1
tion of the two sequences b^(i j ) and

22
b^(i j ). It follows from the

properties of the probability generating functions of convolutions that
b(iViV) = gubJiViV) = rrb^(iV) + &bg(iV) = ^(iV) + b(iV).
In essence what we assumed here is that the event of u = x offspring can
occur in any of the following mutually exclusive ways (r = 0, s = x),
(r — 1, s — X"l^ •••••• (r — X, s — O) •
The problem in the case of additive gene action is that there does not
seem to be a way in which the events associated with the probability func
tions,
a(i^j^i^J^) = t(i^jVj^)b(i^j\^j^) =

i^j^i^)(b(i^+ b(i^j^)) ,

can be inteipreted in order to give Ttn^g-n-îrig to the relationship denoted by
a(i^jVj^) = a(i^j^) + a(i^j^) ,
1122
except by assuzning t(i j i j ) = k , identically, where k is a constant
number such that 0 <" k < 1 . Even the relationship
-t(iViV) = -E-CiV) +

,

li-3

singly does not make sense, as it is^ies that survival oaa be dm to the
effect of one locxis

or the other. This point is also brou^t out clearly

if we try to use the same argument on viability as the one that we used on
fecundity. The reason for this is that we will have to consider the com.posite event of survival due to gene action at both loci, and that this
event will imply the survival of two adults from one infant. We are,
therefore, forced to conclude that if we assume additive gene action be
tween loci it implies that natural selection can only operate throu^
differences in fecundity. Another reason for regarding the assu3iç>tion of
additive gene action between loci in the present set-up as biologically
not very realistic is that the only infertile case would be due to the
11
22
event with probability b^Ci j )bQ(i j ), or, in other words, a leidial ef
fect can only be produced by "lethal" gene action at both loci.
The foregoing explanations of the mechanisms of multiplicative and
additive gene action between loci are certainly not the only ones that are
theoretically possible-

The reason for this is that although the postu

lated fecundity distributions jjoply b(i^j^i^j^) = b(i^j^)b(i^j^) and
1122
1-1
22
b(i 3 i 3 ) = b(i ;> ) + b(i j ) respectively for the two cases under con
sideration, these forms of "Hie fecundiiy means do- not imply the postulated
fecundity distributions.
From our definitions of additive and multiplicative gene action be
tween loci the Equations D.4 become in the case of additive gene action
between loci
-vj + vS = Z a(iV-)P(k^) 4- Z a(i^)P(k^),
k^

kP

and in the case of multiplicative gene action between loci

(D.5)

kk

lè£ = 2 aCi\-)PCk^> 2 a(i^k^)P(kP) ,
O A ,
'
o
.
IT
k

(D.6)
-

vhere

vi = £ 2 P(j^)a(jV)P(k^)
and
l£ = E Z P(f)a(3^^)P(kP) .

Since they are special cases of Equations

tdiich ve have shown to

have a unique solution in the full-rank case, it follows that the Equations
X X 2 «2
D.$ and D.6 have unique solutions when the matrix [a(i j i j )] is of
full rank. The solutions to the sin^e locus equations

Z a{lV)P(k^) = lè

kl

.

^

and
Z a(i\^)P(k^) = v5
k^
will therefore give unique soluticms to the Equations D.5 and D.6 in the

X X22
case -where the matrix [a(i j i j )] is of full rank.
X X 22
If the matrix [a(i j i j )] is written out, it is easy to see that

[a(i^j^)a(i^j^)] is the Kronecker product of the matrices [a(i^j^)]
22
and [a(i j )]. A simple example of the Kronecker product of two matrices
is given in Section D.2b. Bellman (19^) shows that the characteristic
XX
22
roots of [a(i j )a(i j )] are
X J.
roots of [a(i j )] and

X.p. , where
X ^

X.X are the characteristic _

22
are the characteristic roots of [a(i j )].

It follows that if [a(i^j^i^j^)] is of full rank, so are [a(i^]
22
and [a(i j )] and vice versa.

Stable equilibria in the multiplicative case

The problem is

1. 2
now to determine if conditions exist under vhich the equilibrium P(i i )
T
2
= P(i )P(i ) will be stable. Analogously to the single locus case, we
write

p(i\^) = P(i^)P(i^) + e(i\^) and

p'(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^)

12
+ e*(i i ). We assume no position effects, and

substitvction in the

X 2
Equations D.l, ignoring quadratic terms in the e(i i )*s and remembering

that
2

e(i^i^) = 0 ,

i^i^
we obtain
T^e'(i^i^) = 2y^e{±\^)V^ + 2YQQP(i^)P(i^) S a(iVi^^)e(kV)

kV
P(i^) Z e(iV)a(i\W)P(k^)

+ 2Y

kV

+ 2y

P(i^) Z e(lcV)a(i\^i\^)P(k^) .

(D.?)

kV
It does not seem to be possible to derive equilibrium conditions from
the Equations D-T for arbitrary fitnesses. We therefore proceed to the
multiplicative case where

a(i^j^i^j^) = a(i^j^)a(i^j^). We use the

Ring!A locus solutions to the Equations D.6 to write

= 2Y

QQ

e(iV)^ + 2y^ P(i^)P(i^) Z a(lV)a(lV)e(AP)

+ 2Y 3_ P(i^) Z e(lV)a(lV)T^
Q

k^
+ 2Y 3^ P(i^) Z e(kV)a(iV-)^ .
Q

k^

(D.8)
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We then make the foUovlos transformatloas;

ili2\ =
y(A^>
= -ÇlAîl
it(i^)P(i^)
b(iV) =

^

and

>

®

V^(i^)P(3^) .

(D.9)

Substituting Equations D.9 in the Equations D.8 ve get after siniplification
y'(iV) = 2Y

QQ

+ 2Y_

y(iV) + 2Y

QQ

2 y(kV)b(iV-)b(iV)

Z y(lV)b(iV) + 2Y

Z y(k\^)b(iV). (D.IO)

The condition
Z e(iV) = 0 ,
iV
becomes now
Z ^(i^)?(i^) y(iV) = 0 .

Let us denote the vector with elements ^P(i^)P(i^) as ^

and

the matrix with elements b(i^j^)b(i^j^) as [b(i^j^)b(i^)]. It
follows that

is a characteristic vector of [b(i^j^)(b(i^)
] with

characteristic value unity, since
Z b(iV)b(iV) Vp(Ap(f)

jV
=

z &(i_j ) Vp(i^) P(j^) ^(^3 )/|fp(i^) P(j^) = t(i^)P(i^).

d¥

^

^

^7

In "Che same "way we have that

andVP

is a characteristic vector of

is a characteristic vector of

Lb(i^j^}j

22
Lb(i j )], both "with characterise

tic value •unity. In the same way as in the single locus case (Section C
of "idiLs chapter), it can now easily be proved that for any other character
istic value, say

of any matrices of the form [b(i^j^)] , [b(i^j^)]

or [b(i^j^)b(i^j^)], it must he true that |yj < 1 .
Upon inspection it vill be seen that the matrix designated as
11
22
[b(i j )b(i j )] can be •written as the Kronecker product of the matrices
1 1
22
[b(i j )] and [b(i j )]. (This statement •will become obvious when the

two-allele case is considered in detail). It follows therefore that the
11
2 2
1 2
characteristic roots of [b(i j )b(i j )] are n p. , where

11
characteristic roots of [b(i j )] and

2

1

are the

the characteristic roots" of

22
[b(i j )]. The form of the characteristic vectors of Kronecker matrices

also deserves some attention.

Bellman (i960) shows that the components of

1 1 22
a characteristic vector of the matrix [b(i J )b(i j )] can always be
•written as a product of two components, one from a characteristic vector
of [b(i^j^)] and tim other from [b(i^j^)] •

It follows that we can
•j p
22
write for the congaonents of the characteristic vector y
that y(i i )
12
= y(i )y(i ), "sdiere
1
y

of
2 2

1
y(i) is a component of the characteristic vector

1
1
Cb(i j )] and

2
y(i ) is a cançionent of the vector

2
y of

'

[b(i j )]. Since the characteiristic vectors associated "with a certain
characteristic value form a subspace of the vector space associated -with a
matrix, it follows from the single locus case, where the y-vectors ha^ve the
property that Z yp(i) y(i) = 0 , that !!,/?(i^) y(i^) = 0 and that
/ ^
p
i
2L/p(i ) y(i ) = 0. It follows therefore that the maximal dimension of the
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vector space spanned by characteristic vectors of the type

12

y

is

(ia^-l)(ia^-l) . There will be (m^-l)(ia^-l) roots of the type

given

by the equations
2 y(k\^)b(iV)b(i\^) = 2 y(kbb(iV-) 2 y(k^)b(i\^)
k^
= X.V(i^)X^y(i^) = x\^y(i^i^) ,
1
2
and hence a (la -l)(m. -1) dimensional sùbspace of the matrix
[b(i^j^)b(i^j^)] conçosed of vectors of the type y^.
11
22
The vector space of [b(i j )b(i j )] must also contain a subspace of
1
dimension (m -1) of characteristic vectors of the type

1 I 2
y
and a

2
sTzbspace of dimension (m -1) of characteristic vectors of the type
as can readily be discerned from the equations

Z y(k^) /p(k^) b(iV-)b(i\^) = Z y(k^)b(iV-) Z Jp(k^) b(i\^)
kV

k^
= X^y(i^)iy?(i^) =

and
Z /p(k^)y(k^)b(iV)b(iV) = Z /p(k^) b(iV) Z y(k^)b(i\^)
2

= iVp(i^) X^y(i^) =
Since

Vp(i^) y(i^) .

is also a characteristic vector of [b(i^j^)b(i^] we now

have accounted for

12
m m linearly independent characteristic vectors to

1 1
22
span the vector space associated -with the matrix [b(i j )b(i j )]. It
now remains to formalize our definitions of the vectors
and "J}p

y^

j y^

by associating with them vectors consisting respectively of
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the components y(i-)

einct Jp(±-}f{^) .

, y(i^)

It follows frcaa the foregoing discussion that for characteristic
11
22
7p
vectors of the matrix Lb(i j )b(i j )] of the type y , ve can write
the Equations D.IO as fcûlovs
y'CiV) =

+ 2y^\%(±h^) +

2YQ^(iV) +

.
(D.n)

Let

12
12
Y = ^2^ a(i i )y(i i ) he the length of the projection of the vector

12
^^
y
on a > -Where a is taken to have imit length. Then the Equations
D.n amply
Y' = YC2Xqq(1+ XV) + 2YQ3_(X^ + X^)3 ,
or remeTTibering that

^ (l-p) and that

Yqq^ = ^ p , "sdiere

(D.12)
p is the

coefficient of recombination
Y' = YCI +

+ p(X^ +

- 1 - \h?)2 .

(D.13)

12
Since they have to he associated with distinct characteristic roots, y
is any vector orthogonal to JiP

, and hence, in general, Y ^ 0 .

Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of Y is
that
1+

xV

+ p(X^ + X^ - 1 - 7?1?)j < 1 .

We also have that it is true for

X^^,

x\

(D.l4)

X^ that jxj < 1 . If we

assume that the equilibria at the two loci considered separately are stable,
we have
that

1
2
X <0,X <0,as was shown in the previous section,

X^X^ >0, |x\^| < |x^| and

{xSf| < [x^|.

xt follows
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It is now advajatageous to write

g = 1 - 2p. The Bquatioa D.l^

becomes then
J (1 + 1^7? + \^ + }?) + 1(1 + \^T? -

- 1?)

< 1.

Under the assumption of single locus stability, i.e., -1 <

(D.15)

< 0,

2
-1 < \ < 0 , the quantity inside the absolute sign in Equation D.15 is
always positive. Consequently we can write

12
1
2
p < 1 - Ya
1 + \\ - pr - X

(D.16)

or
.1.2
p>
2_ 2
1
2
1 + XX - X - X
It is now essential to make a distinction between the observed or in
duced perturbation vectors and those which are characteristic vectors of the

IX

22

matrix [b(i j )b(i j )], although in some cases the two may coincide.
Let us denote
efiV)

12
12
by z(i i ) if it is an observed perturbation,and by y(i i ) if it is a
conçjonent of a characteristic vector. Since

12
,IUe(i i ) = 0 , it is true
i i

that
zyp(i^)p(i^) sKiV) = 0 =

We showed that
^p

y

2;7p(i^)p(i^) z(iV) .

(D.18)

12
12
y(i i ) = y(i )y(i ) and that consequently the space of
T

2

vectors has a dimension of (m -l)(m -1). This will, however, not be
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true in the case of the s^vectors, as the space of the 2-vectors has in
X 2
general a dimension of m m -1 , as follows from Equation D.I8. Hence,
12
iy~2
2/~T
vectors of all the types y , y / P , y /P a r e n e e d e d t o f o r m a b a s i s
for the space of z-vectors.
We new note that the components of the 2-vectors change from genera12
tion to generation according to the Equations D.IO, with 2(i i ) sub-

12
stituted for y(i i ). We can, therefore, study the change in the com
ponents of the z-vectors by observing the change in conçK>nents of the basis
vectors on the assumption that they change according to the Equations D.IO.
Hence, we substitute ^P(i^) y(i^) for y(i^i^) in the Equations D.IO to
get on simplification that

y'(i^) = 2Yooi/PCi^) y(i^) +

X^y(i^)

+ 2Y(y_V^Ûb y(i^) +

•which, on remembering that

,

2^^^ + 2^^ = 1 , reduces to

y'(i^) = y(i^)(l+ X^) .
In a precisely analogous manner we get on substituting

y(i^)^(i^) for

12
y(i i ) in the Equations D.IO that

y'(i^) = y(i^)(i +

-

These results correspond to that given as Equation C.6 in the sin^e locus
case.
We summarize the foregoing results in Theorem 1.
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Theorem 1

In. the case of raaltipliQ^tive gene actioa between

loci the Hardy-Weinberg .equilibrim p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) >0 is stable
if and only if the single lociis fitnesses are such that both the sin^e
locus cases are stable, and the linkage between the two loci is not too
ti^t.
In quantitative terms this means that the characteristic values of
[b(i^j^)] and [b(i^j^)] > which we denoted by
that

1
X < 0 and

and

, must be such

2
X < 0 arri that the amount of recombination must be

large enou^ so that the inequalities given as Equations D.l6 or D.l? hold.
It must be enghasized that this is a local result and does not say
anything about the possibility for the existence of other types of equilib
ria other than that of

P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) . This matter will be discus

sed further in Section E.^.
b. Multiplicative gene action in the two-ml 1 ele case

It is in

structive to consider the case of two alleles at each of the two loci in
detail.

We follow the pattern used by Bellman (i960) for the characteristic

12
vectors of Kronecker product matrices and write the vector y
as
~y(ll)
'
y(l2)
y(2i)

-y(22) - .
¥e can write
Z y(À^)b^(iV-)b^(i\^)

1
2
for i =1,2 , i = 1,2 in matrix notation as follows;
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0\xx}0 vj-x;

» ]L A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ %

« ]L / ^ ^ V « A * N
D V-LX/O

•» A •» r> N«k
^S
D
V-u./

b^(ll)b^(21)

b^(ll)b^(22)

b^(l2)b^(21)

b^(l2)b^(22)

b^(2l)b^(ll)

b^(2l)b^(l2)

b^(22)b^(ll)

b^(22)b^(l2)

y(i2)
y(2i)

-b^(21)b^(2l)

b^(2l)b^(22>

b^(22)b^(21>

b^(22)b^(22)_

.y(22)_

^/

> /-y\"

f—'

N—
orv-^/

(D.19)

From, the form of the matrix

Cb^(i^^)b^(i^^)l in the Equations D.19 we

see clearly that it is the Kronecker product of the matrices [b^(i'S^)]
and [b^(iPl^)]. It follows that the characteristic values of
)b^(i^k^)] can be found by finding the characteristic values of
Cb^(i^^)3

and [b^(i^kP)].

Let us write the fitness matrices as:
a^(l2)1

[l - s^

)J

~ I 1

a^(22

1 1
1 - t^

and

3 • f; ;J

a^(ll)

a^(]2)

a^(2l)

a^(22)

[:

At equilibrium P^(l) =

, P^(2) =
s"+ t~

1. .X -

s + t

S + t

It follows that we can write
b^(ll)

b^(l2)

b^(21)

b^(22)

^^^^WF^(1)F^(2)

4

^

VP^(2)F^(2)

4
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1

t^+ s^-

t^+ s^-

/sV
t^+ s^'- s\^
The characteristic roots of "tdie matrix [b^(i^j^)] can be derived to be

p?" = 1 or |/ =

"^
t^+ s^- s^t^

2 22
and in the same vay the characteristic roots of [b (i j )] can be seen

to be

2

,

2

H = 1 or n = ^2 2 2^2
t + s - s t
The (diaracteristic roots of

Cb^(i^j^)b^(i^j^)] are therefore 1 ,

- sV
t^+ s^- sV

.sV
.2^ 2 2.2'
ô + s - s t;

AMI?

1?-}?

sVsV

=

(t^+ s^- sV)(t^+ s^- s^t^)
From the definition of a genetic load (see Chapter H, Equation l) we
see that the load at the first locus at equilibrium is
-1
Ir = s\^
t^'+s^ '
and at the second locus is
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A 8^
It follows that

1.1. 1'

L^- 1

nSxe Equation D.IT becomes after simplification
p>L^^ .

(D.20)

Ehis is the special case of Theorem 1 derived by Bodmer and Felsenstein
TO
T
P
(1967). These authors also show that with p < L 1.
and X <0,X <0,
12
12
there exists one or more stable equilibria -with, P(i i ) > 0 and P(i i )
^ ?(i^)P(i^). In some cases P(i^i^) m^ be appreciably different from
P(i^)P(i^) .
c. Stable ecr^ii ibria in the additive case

It is now easy to derive

the conditions for stability for the case of additive gene acti(m between
loci. We assume

1122
11
22
a(i j i j ) = a(i j ) + a(i j ) and ttse the restilts given

in the Equations D.5 to obtain, by virtue of the Equations D-7, that
•W^e'(i^i^) = 2YQQV^e(iV) + 2Y^P(i^)P(i^) Z [a(iV) + a(i^^)]e(k^^)
kV
+ 2YQ^P(i^)[Z e(i\^)T^ + Z e(iV)a(i\^)]
kP
-5- 2Y_P(i^)[Z e(kV)a(iV-) 4- Z e(^i^)?2].

Hence, by the stibstitufcion of the Equations D.9 in the foregoing, we obtain
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_

.,.1.2, .
i ; = ^oo^E

^

.1.: 772, ,1.2.
; ni"i ;

,
2
V^(iV)
+ 2Y P(i^)P(r) 2 [/^
+

i ;
^
TP
yPC3^)PCk^) y(kV)

A^VPU^PC?) '/p(i^)p(k^)

+ 2YQ^P(i^)[s/ P(i^)P(k^) y(i^% + zjP(i^)P(k^) y(

k"

k"

+ 2Y P(i^)[Z /p(k^)p(i^) y(kV)
k^

/p(i^)p(k^)

.

y;sâ

2yp(k^)p(i^) y(kV)T^].
k^

lo is now necessary to remember that in the case of additive gene action
"between loci,

£>

="5^+7?, so that on rearranging terms we obtain
j!«
a

(y^ 4- T^)/p(i^)P(i^) y'(iV) = 2YQQ(1/^ + T^)/p(i^)P(i^) y(iV)

+ 2Yoo(^+v|)^P(i^)P(i^)^3^y(kV) X

^(iV-/p(i^)P(k^) + ^(iV)/p(i^)P(k^)

57a

T&ich on the cancellation of common terms "become

:
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UV' + 2y^ Zy(kV)[-^

;—f
"E

2
+ 2y 2 yCk-^i'^)

k^

:

E

+ ?g/p(l^)p(k^)
3—^
]

4+ 4

In the consideration of the matrices and vectors associated with the
Equations J),22., ve vill follow the same notational conventions as in the
case of multiplicative gene action "between loci. Let tts first study the
matrices

ljyp(i^)p(lc^)] and

o/p(i^)P(k^)].

is a characteristic

vector of [j/p(i^)p(k^) ] with characteristic value unity as can he seen
from the equations ^^P(i^)P(kF') =//p(i^) . In the same way
characteristic vector of

is a

^/p(i^)p(kp)] with characteristic value unity.

We also note that (^P(i^)P(lc'^)] and [V^(ïF)P(^)] hoth have the rank of
unity. It follows that both these matrices have one characteristic value of
unity and the rest equal to zero.

Also, inspection of the matrix

Cb(i^^)</p(i^)p(k^)] shows it to he the Kronecker product of the matrices
Cb(i^k^)!l

and

&/p(i^)p(k^)].

In the sane way as in the case of multiplicative gene action between
loci we now make a distinction between the observed or induced perturbation
vectors and the vectors T&ich are characteristic vectors of the matrix
11
22
[b(i 3 )b(i 3 )]. In this case we note that the conçonents of the z-
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vectors change from generation to generation according to the Equations.
12
12
D.21, with, of course, z(i i ) substituted for y(i i ). As "before ve
study the change in the components of the z-vectors by observing the
change in the can:ç>onents of the basis vectors

12 l/~2
y , y/P and

2.r
yvP

vhich vill also take place according to lâie Equations D.21.

12 to be characteristic vectors of
We consider again the vectors y
1 1 22
the Kroneclcer product matrices [b(i j )b(i j )], so that ve can wite for
12
12
1
their components y(i i ) = y(i )y{i ), where y(i ) is a coo^nexxt of a
1
characteristic vector y

1
1
2
of [b(i j )] and likewise y(i ) is a com-

2
22
ponent of a characteristic vector y
of [b(i j )]. Since the vector
i2
/ g
.P
2
vP
belongs to the range space of the matrix CvP(i )P(j )], y has to
belong to the null space of

c/p(i^)p(

as this matrix has only one non

zero characteristic root. 3ji the same way vectors of the type
belong to the null space of &/p(i^)P(

y^ has to

].

Since by the foregoing argument ^y(kP)/p(i^)P(I^) = 0
= Z.y(k^i^)P(k^), it follows that for all elements belonging to vectors
^
of the l^rpe

22
y , the Equations D.21 can be written as

y'(iV) =

or since ^Yqq = (l-p) and.

= P

12
12
y'(iV) = y(iV)[(l-p) + P(

?

Define, in the same manner as before, that Y =

p 3] .

(D.22)

12
12
Z a(i i )y(i i ).
iV
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¥e get

Y' = Y[(l-p) + p(-—I

^)] .

\
If we asSlime single locus stability , w e have

(D.23)

1
2
- 1 < X < 0 , -1 < X < 0.

We see from Equation. D.23 that this is enough to ensure the stability of
Y , since in the regular case P < ^ •
It is now necessary to remember from our work on the sin^e locus case
and from the case of multiplicative gene action between loci that
Z^y(l5?-)b(iV-) = \^y(i^) and that
= ^P(i^). We shall
k
k
use these facts to study the change in the absolute magnitude of components
of vectors of the type

y^. On substituting y(i^),^(ïF) for

y(i^i^

in the Equations D.21, we obtain on simplification that
^^1
y'(i^)/p(i^) = 2YoQy(i^)v5(?) + 2y^y{2?-yH?)

+ 2y

+ 2y
E

E

On recalling that ^"Yqq + ^Yqq^ = 1 we obtain easily that

y'(i^Vp^) = y(i^v5u^) (1 +

p).

(D.2lt)

.

(D.25)

In precisely a similar fashion we deduce that

'(i^)/p(i^) =

(1 -i-

6o

v5
Since -=—- ^ - and -tj—are always positive it is now obvious
that in order to secure stability from the Equations D.2k and D.25,
2
X must always non-positive.
2
\

I 1
We also recall that | \

and

<1 and that

< 1 . It follows that the systems defined by the Equations D.24 and

D.25 are stable if and only if

1
1 < \ <0 and

2
-1 < X. < 0 . Hence, we

conclude from the Equations D.23, D.24, and D.25 that the equilibrium
p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) >0 is stable if and only if the sin^e locus fit
nesses are such that both the single locus cases are stable, i.e., that
1
2
X < 0 and'X < 0 , where

1
X and

2
X are the non-unity characteristic

roots of the matrices [b(i^j^)] and &)(i^j^)]respectively.
We now succeeded in proving Theorem 2.
Theorem 2

In the two-loci case with additive gene action be

tween loci, stable Hardy-Weihberg equilibria exist if and only if both the
constituent single locus cases are stable.
We note again that this is a local result. The conditions under which
Theorem 2 becomes a global result will be discussed in Sections E.l-and E.2.

E. The Relationship "between Selection Equilibria and Stationary
Points in Mean Fitness in the Two-loci Case
1. The increase in the "population mean fitness in the case of additive
gene action between loci
It has been mentioned in Section C that several authors were able, in
the single locus case, to establish the inequality
V = 2 2 a(i3)p'(i)p'(j) > 7 = Z Z a(ij)p(i)p(j) ,
i j
i j

6l

i.e.f the meaa fitaess increases from generation, to generation»

Using this

result MxLholland and Smith (1959) have proved that the gene frequencies
p(i)

tend to a limit after a large nuinber of generations, and that this

limit is a local maximum of

V as a function of the p(i). Kingman

(1961b) showed that V = Y if and only if for each i either

p(i) = 0 ,

or Za(ij)p(3) = V . 55iis last condition is equivalent to the condition
J
for a stationary point that ve get "tdien we put p'(i) = p(i) = P(i) > 0
in the formula for gene frequency change (Equation B.12). Thus, the mean
fitness must increase if the initial point is an internal point which is
not stationary, and a stable stationary point must be local TnavîmiTm of V.
We will now prove that in the case of additive gene action between
loci the mean fitness increases from generation to generation, i.e.,
. Let us substitute from the Equations D.l in
z

z:p'(iV)Ca(iV+

lY jY
to get
=

Z

+ Zy

Z (V^)'^{2^

p(iV) Z p(k\^)[a(iV-) + a(i^)]

T. p{iY)Ca(i\^) +

]p(kY)

+ a(lY)]

£2YnnP(3^3^) Z p(kY)[a(A^) +

+ 2y

Zp{jY)[a(j\^) + a(A?)]p(kY)} -

(E-1)
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Since "we caa, for example, argue from, the symmetry of the variables in the
\
different functions and from the property
= 1 , that
E a(lV)t2Yn^(i^i®) Z p(k\^)Ca(iV-) + a(A^)]

iV

kV

+ SYrt. 2 p(l\^)[a(i\^) + a(t\^)]p(l!?'i^)}

= 2 a(l^j^)(gy 2 p(A^) ^ CaCiV) + a(i\®)]p(k\^)
il
~ ±2
kV

+ Sy. £ p(1^2) S Ca(iV-) +

^ k^
=

kV

Z a(iljl)p(l\2) 2 p(k\^)[a(iV') + a(i\2)]
iV

,

kV

it follows that ve can vrite Equation E.l as
V'^ =

Z

2 (V^)"^{p(iV) 2 p(k\^)(a(iV-) + a(i\^))}

iV
(E.2)
{a(i^j^) + a(i^ô^)}{p(3^j^) Z p(kP]f)(a(jV) -i- a(j^^))}.
kV
12
12
Let us relabel in a one-to-one fashion i , i
with i , and k , k
with k to get

a(i^^) + a(i^^) = a(i^^i^k^) = a(ik). Equation E.2 then

has the same form as the single locus case where the different partial
averages give rise to the result

V > V . It follows that with additive

gene action, "between loci V'^ >

. It also follows from Kingman's

(1961b) result in the case of a sin^e locTzs, that

V*^ =

if and only
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if p(i^i^) = O

or
2 P(5^Ô^)[a(iV) + a(iV)] =

(E.3)

à¥
for all i^ , i^ .
The interesting thing to take note of in the argument presented here
is that it is the assmgption of additive gene action between loci which
allows the Equation E.l to take idie form of the Equation E.2. The change
in gamete frequencies in the case of no recombination between loci is, as
apparent ftom the Equations D.l, given by
T^p'(i\^) = p(i^i^) Z p(k\^)a(i\W^)

.

Thus, it is only in the case of no recombination between loci that the
Equations E.l and E.2 wiU be equivalent for arbitrary gene action between
loci. This conclusion is in agreement with the result of Kbjima and
Kelleher (1961) that in the case of two alleles per locus, V'^ >
holds in general only if there is no epistasis.
12
Frcm the discussion on Equations D.4 and D.^, we have that p(i i )

12
1
= P(i )P(i ) is always a solution to the Equations E.3, where P(i )
(i^= 1, ... ,nP') is the solution to the single locus equations
21,P(j^)a(iV) = ZL ZLP(l^)a(i^j^)P(j^) and likewise
j
i J
-

P(i^) (i^= i, ... ,

B^) is the solution to the single locus equations at the second locus.
We also have from the previous discussion (Section D of this chapter) thafc
•Hie Equations E.3 have an unique solution of the form

12
12
p(i i ) = P(i )P(i )

1 _1
22
"sSien [a(i j ) 4- a(i j )] is of full rank, so that in this case the
Equations E.3 are equivalent to the Equations D.$. Sence, in the case of

6k

additive gene action "between loci, it follovs that in. the full rank case
the population mean fitness increases until Hardy-Weinberg frequencies
are reached at both loci. Hence, there are no equilibria of the form,
12
1
2
P(i i ) ^ P(i )(P(i ) in the case of additive gene action between loci
^^
22
when the matrix [a(i j ) + a(i j )] is of full rank. We have not been
able to obtain a proof of this result for tbe non-full rank case. However,
we have that fitness increases until

_ ZLa(i^j^i^)p(, tdiich
j3
implies that at equilibrium the Equations D.l will have to be of the same
form. From a comparison of Equations D.l with Equations D.4 and D.$, it
seems that in most cases the only way in which the Equations D.l will be

equivalent to

^Z^a(i^j^i^j^)F( j^j^) =
3 3
for P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) at equilibrium.

(the Equations E.3), would be

We summarize the results of this section in the theorem given below.

Theorem 3

In the case of additive gene action between loci

1 1
22
and the matrix [a(i j ) + a(i j )] being of full rank,the population mean
fitness increases tintil Hardy-Weinberg frequencies are reached at both loci.
2. The relationship between eouilibria and stationary points in mean
fitness in the case of additive gene action between loci
The fact that

V'^ >

does not necessarily imply that fitness will

increase until the Tnairimum of the function V^(p) is reached. From a
conmarison of the Equations D.2 and B.3 it is clear that the point at ^Aiich
may equally be a saddle point. It is therefore necessary for
us to prove that p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) >0 is a local TTKxiTmnn of V^(p)
if p(i"^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) >0 is a stable equilibrium for the additive case.
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X 2

We define a local maximm here such that if P(i i ) is a local aaxi=
mm of V^(p), every point in a neighborhood of P(i^i^) vill give the
function V^(p) a lesser or equal value than it has at P(i^i^) . We
note that since

^2^P(i^i^) = 1 , the function

V^(p) will be defined

12
12
on an open region for the p(i i ) which are such that P(i i ) are

> 0.

The necessity for an open region arises from our definition of a maxizQUza.
The inclusion of border points will cause no great difficulty, but a dis
cussion on them is best deferred to a consideration of border points in
conjunction with the survival of new genes in Section E.6.
Let us write
= P(i^)P(i^) + e(i^i^) ,
1
1
2
where P(i ) is the equilibrium frequency of the gene (i ) and P(i )
2
is the equilibrium frequency of the gene (i ) •

Then, on the assumption

of the existence of a stable Sardy-Weinberg equilibrium under additive
gene action between loci, it follows from the Equations D.4, and from
-2Ue(i^i^) = 0 , that
il
Tr^(p) . Z

Z P(l^)P(l^)a(iViV)PC3^)PC3^)

iV jV
Eence, P(i^)P(x^) is a local mm-xiTmm of V^(p) if and only if
S

Z e(xV)a(iVi¥)e(jV) < 0 ,

for all e(x^x^) satisfying

£ e(i^x^) = 0.
iV

(2-5)

^
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¥e can •write
S

Z

jV) =

2 e(i\)a(i%(j^.)

(B.6)
+

Z

X.f).

i¥
2
12
1
•where, e.g., e(i .) = ZLe(i i ), and consequently Z_e(i .) = 0 . We
i
i
have from the assumptions necessary to -write Equation E.4 in the given form
that

Z,e(i\) Z.P(j^)a(i^j^) + ZLe(.i^) 2pP(â^)a(i^j^) = 0. Since we
i
j
13
'12
12
assume p(i i ) = P(i )P(i ) to "be stable, it follows from Theorem 2,
Section D.2.c,that we can assume both single locus situations to give rise
to stable equilibria, so that we can write

Z e(i\) Z P(o-^)a(iV) = 0 = 2: e(.i®) Z P(f)a(i^f ) ,

(B.7)

by reason of
Z P(ô^)a(iV) = VÎ and Z P(j^)a(iV) = ^ 1
^
.2
^
a
J
By using Equation E.7 and Z^e(i^.) = 0 , it follows from the single locus
case covered by Kingman (1961a) that
r

11

^2^e(i\ )a(i^j^)e(ô\) <0 if and
^ j

only if the matrix [a(i j )] has exactly one positive characteristic
value.

2

2 2

2

A similar result holds for ^Z_e(.i )a(i j )e(.j ). The requirei 2 .
ment of exactly one positive characteristic value in the fitness matrix is a
necessary and sufficient condition for sin^e locus stability.

We proved,

however, that in the case of additive gene action between loci the

6?

7 p

sclzHzbritzz.

2

\

2
\ > Q Is

if* ^lB/Î

if the eon-

12
12
stitueat sin^e locus cases are stable. Hence if p(i i ) = P(i )P(i ) > 0
is a stable equilibrium it follows from Equations E.4, E.5> and. S.6 that
P(i^)P(i^) >0 is a local maximum of
V^(p) =

E

Z p(iV)Ca(iV) + a(i^à^)]p(âV) •

iV jY
We shall now prove that if

V^(p) has a local tnavimnTn on the points

12
with P(i i ) > 0 , then this tnavitmnn implies a stable equilibrium on the
points where P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) .
Let us denote the local mmxiTmim of Y^(p) by

. We now assigne

for all i^ = 1,2, — ,ja" and all i^ = 1,2, ... ,m^ that

P(i^i^) > 0

12
^2Up(i i ) = 1 . It then follows from
i i
_
the derivation of the Equations D.2 that it will be true at
for
and iagose the restriction that

X =

, that
Jii

oV^^CP)

=

112 2
12
Z a(iVi 3 )p(j j ) = X ,

(E.8)

ôp(i^i^)
where

1

1

i = 1,2, ... ,m and

2

2

i = 1,2, ... ,m .

If we compare the Equations E.8 with the Equations D.4 and D.5 it is
12
12
easy to see that, under the assunration of additivity, P(i i ) = P(i )?(i )
will always be a solution to the Equations E.8. Consequently the assusrotion of a local imaTr-iTrtrnr. iaç>lies that there exist points on the maximum for
which it will be true that

P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) , where P(i^) and P(i^)

are solutions to
^aCiV)P(3^) =1^ and Z^aCi^f)P(j^) = ^ ,
respectively.

(E.9)
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Since

assume

12
12
p-(i i ) = P(i i ) to be a local maximum, it follows

analogously to the Eauations E.4 and E»5 and by virtue of the Equations E»8
that
S

S e(i\^)a(i^j^)e(j^j^) +2
iV

L e(i^i^)a(i^j^)e(j^j^) < 0 . (E.IO)

i^j^ i^j^

It also follows from, the Equations £.9 that
2 e(i\) Z a(i^à^)P(j^) = 0 = 2 e(.i^) 2 aCi^)P(5^) ,

(E.ll)

vhere 2pe(i^i^) = e(i^.) and lûiere ZLe(i^i^) = e(.i^) .
T
i
12
12
Equation £.10 saist hold for all e(i i ) such that ^Z^e(i i ) = 0 •
Let us assume that for some
for

2
i

2
k , where

1
12
2 2
i ,e(i i ) ^ 0 for i = k , and

12
e(i i ) = 0

2
2
k is an arbitrary value of i • From the assumption

of

_Z_e(i^i^) = 0 , it follows immediately that 2_e(i'S^) = 0 . If we
i i
12
^
now substitute the e(i i ) as specified above in the Equation E.lO, we
obtain the result that the relationship
2Le(i\)a(iV)e(3^) < 0 ,
i j
must hold if the Equation £.10 is to be satisfied for all
that

(S.12)
12
e(i i ) such

,2Ue(i^i^) = 2^e(i\) = 0 •
i i
i
In the sasB way we can show that the Equation £.10 implies that
pZLe(.i^)a(i%e(.f) <0
i j

(£.13)

for all e(i^i^) such that 2Ue(.i^) = 0 .
i
Equations E-9, S.ll, S.12 and £.13 describe two single locus situ
ations to which the theory developed by Tflngman (1961a) can be applied.
It follows from Kingman's results that the inequalities given as Equations
£.12 Ana £.13 will hold if and only if the two single locus systems are ;
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stable. It follows from Theorem 2 that the stability of the single locus
systems implies stability of the Hardy-Wexnberg system associated with
both loci.
The results which we obtained, thus far, in this section can now be
summarized by Theorem 4.
Theorem h

In. the case of additive gene action between two

loci the Hardy-¥einberg equilibrium is stable if and only if the mean
fitness function has a local maximum.
It is also of interest to inquire under which conditions the function
p) will have a strict local maximum, that is, we inquire under which
conditions every point in the neighborhood of the equilibrium point
P(i^)P(i^) > 0 will give the .function T^(p) a strictly lesser value than
it has at

1
2
P(i )P(i ). It was pointed out in our discussion following

on the Equations D.4 that a general solution to equations of the type given
in the Equations E.8 is given by
P = XA^t + (À^A - I)Z ,

(E.14)

12
4where P is a vector with elements P(i i ), A is the unique Moore in1122
verse of the matrix A with elements a(i j i j ), t

is the column vector

with unit elements, I is the identity matrix and where

Z is an arbitrary

vector. It is clear that the restriction
Vg^= P'AP to be ecpial to the constant

12
^Z^P(i i ) = 1 forces

X for all vectors P satisfying

the Equations E.8. Hence, the requirement of a strict local TnaYîTrmm for
p) implies that the Equation E.l^ must have a unique solutionquires the matrix A (with eleinents

This re-

1122
a(i j i j )) to be of full-rank, in_

which case the Moore inverse becomes the conventional inverse, A ^.

TO

It is clear that the assumption of full rank for A will also imply a
strict local maximum of Y^p).
From the relationship between the Equations E.9 and the Equations D.4
and D.5 it is clear that if [a(i^j^) + a(i^j^)] is of full rank, then
!L *L
22
[a(i j )] and [a(i j )] are of full rank. The reason for this is that
the Equations E.9 always represent solutions to the Equations D.5, so that
if the Equations D.^ have a unique solution, then the Equations E.9 must
have unique solutions.
It is easy to see that in the case of the fitness matrix being of full
rank Kingman's (1961a) single locus results on local main ma hold for strict
inequalities so that a relation ship "between stable'equilibria and strict
local mmxtmm can be established.
The same type of argument as that which was employed in the derivation
of Theorem k- can therefore be en^loyed to prove Corollary 4^1.
Corollary 4.1

In the case of the matrix [a(i^j^) + a(i^j^)]

being of f%ll rank the two-loci Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is stable if
and only if the mean fitness function has a strict local maximum, with all
the internal points being positive.
Corollary 4,1 is pertinent to our understanding of the relationship
between Theorems 3 and 4.

In the case of a singular matrix of fitness-

values the position on the possibility of non-Hardy-Wei nberg equilibria
remains ambiguous under the present approach, as follows from the remarks
in the derivation of Theorem 3»

It should also be noted that the method of

approach which we followed in the derivation of Theorem 2 does not allow
the consideration of non-Sardy-Weinberg equilibria.
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So we have proved results giving the relatioasMp "between stable
equilibria and maxima of the mean fitness function^substantially equivalent
to those of Molholland and Smith. (1959) in the single locus case.

In this

respect, then, the introduction of another locus does not change the
picture substantially as long as gene action remains additive between loci.
It is of some interest to note that «n local mayi ma will be ^obal
Tna-x-îTOft on the points where the gamete frequencies are greater than zero.
This result follows immediately from the discussion on Equation E.l4, where
it was pointed out that at equilibrium the mean fitness is equal to a con
stant on all internal points.
3. The relationship between equilibria and stationary points in mean
fitness in the case of multiplicative gene action between loci

In the relationship between equilibria and stationary points in mean
fitness, the results of the multiplicative case are diametrically opposed
to that of the additive ease, for it is easy to show that the stable equi12
12
librium, p(i i ) = P(k )P(i ) > 0 , where these terms have the same mean
ing as before, does not constitute a local maTrîTmm, of the mean fitness
function, V^(p) .
In the same way as in Equation E.4 we can write

^(P) = .Z iZLP(i^)P(i^)a(i^j^)a(iy)P(j^)P(j^)
i i j 3

" 1^2 .Zpe(iV)a(i^j^)a(i^j^)e(jV) i i 3 5

(E.I5)
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AiS before "we write the equilibrium fitness as
follows that

Js

»

From Equation. E.15 it

is a local maximm if and only if the quadratic form in

the perturbations is less than or equal to zero. From Kingman's (l^Sla)
work it is easy to see that the quadratic form in the perturbations will
X X

2 2

be less than or equal to zero if and only if the matrix [a(i j )a(i j )]
has only one positive characteristic root.

We showed before (Section D.2.b)

1 1
22
that the matix [a(i j )a(i j )] is a Kronecker product of the matrices

11
22
[a(i j )] and [a(i j )] , and therefore that the characteristic values of
11
22
[a(i J )a(i j )] are equal to the product of the characteristic values of
[a(i^j^)] and [a(i^j^)]. We also have that stability of the form
P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) ingolies the conditions for stability in. the con
stituent single locus cases, and these necessary and sufficient conditions
-

11

22

are that [a(i j )] and [a(i j )] have only one positive characteristic
root each.

It follows from the properties of Kronecker product matrices

that the matrix [a(i^j^)a(i^j^)] has (m^-l)(m^-l) + 1 positive characteristic values. Hence, the point

12
12
p(i i ) = P(i )P(i ) > 0 cannot be a

local Tna-v-jTmnTi of V^(p) in the case of multiplicative gene action be
tween. loci.
k. Hon-^rdy-Weiziberg egnllibria and mayiTnnm mean fitness
Let us consider the case of a two-loci model of two alleles per locus
under the restriction that a(i^J^n) = a(i^3^22) for i^= 1,2 , 3^ = 1,2
and

a(ll i^j^) = (22 i^j^) for i^= 1,2 and j^= 1,2 . We follow

Lewaatin (19&) in denoting a(ll 11) =' a , a(ll 12) = c , a(l2 U) = b
and

a(l2 12) = d .
Under these simplii^ying conditions Lewontin could prove that
+ 4lf(a + d - b - c) ,
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Mdiere D = [p(ll)p(22) - p(l2)p(21)] ^ and where
rivim mean fitness and

denotes the equilib-

the mean fitness on the assumption of Hardy-

Weinberg frequencies, or in other words, on the assumption that the gamete
frequencies aire equal to the product of the gene frequencies. We now have
to note from the work of Lewontin and Kojima (1960) that non-Hardy-Weinberg
stability of the foregoing system requires
(a + d - b - c ) > 0 .
It follows, for the system under discussion, that Lewontin's (196^) result
implies that at any stable equilibrium of the form

12
12
p(ii)=P(ii)

1
2
P(i )P(i ) the mean fitness at equilibrium is always greater than the
mean fitness at the point p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^).
This is q\iite a remarkable result, which will be of great importance
to our understanding of the genetic structure of populations if it can be
shown to be generally true. Attenç>ts to generalize this theorem of
Lewontin's have been unsuccessful this far.
In the case of additive gene action between loci it is easy to see
that
a + d - b - c = 0 .
This would suggest that in the additive case the mean fitness at equilib
rium is always equal to that at the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium point
12
12
P(i i ) = P(i )P(i ). This result can be seen to be true, since the
equations giving maximal fitness (Equations E.3) and extreme values
(Equations D.2 and E.8) have the same form and since we proved in the dis
cussion on the Equaticais 3.h that

V^(p) has the same value for all

solutions to the equations mentioned. We also have that

12
p(i i )

7k

= Pf

is alwavs a solution to the Rouat.ions g.

Haioe-

has in all cases at equilibrium the value it would have at the point
P(i^>P(i^).
5«

Local and global equilibria

In, the case of additive gene action between loci it follows from the
n O
proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 that in the full-rank case p(i i )=
1
2
P(i )P(i ) > 0 is "ttie only stable equilibrium, or in other words that

p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) >0 is a ^obal equilibrium.
In the case of multiplicative gene action between loci no result like
12
12
> V
holds, so that the only way to determine whether p(i i )
1
2
= P(i )P(i ) is a global equilibrium would be a direct examination of the
V

12

Equations D.l. Imfortunately this is a system of cubic equations, for
which literal solutions cannot be in general obtained. In the simple case
of two alleles at each of two loci, and with the restriction that
a(rL i^j^) = a(22 i^j^) and

a(i^j^ 11) = a(i^j^ 22) for

i^ ,

, i^ ,

j = 1,2 , Lewontin and Ebjima (i960) found literal solutions together with
i6eir stability conditions. This result of Lewontin and Kojima shows that
p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) is a global equilibrium if it is stable.

A similar

result holds in the cases considered in the numerical work of Eei (196^4-).
Eei considered a case of multiplicative gene action between loci with the
following selection patterns at the first and second loci respectively

(11)

(12)

(22)

1 - s^

1

1 - t^

(11)

(12)

(22)

1-

1

1 - t^
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12
•ïïhere t - t = 1 azzd

1
2 1
s - s ~ 2'

rscczkizzatien vzlizzc tzkcz intc

coasideratiori are 0.01, 0.05> 0.10, 0.20, and 0.50. The product of the
loads at each locus is equal to 0.111. Stable equilibria of the type
12
12
p(i i ) = P(i )P(i )

are found only in the cases of the recombination value

being equal to 0.20 and O.5O, as "we -would eaqpect frcm the inequality given
as Equation D.20. These two stable equilibria are also global equilibria.
It is only in the cases where

p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) is unstable that two

alternative stable equilibria of the type p(i^i^) = P(i^i^)

P(i^)P(i^)

exist as is also true in the model considered by Lewontin and Kojima (i960).
These results give hope that the general stable local equilibria of the
12
12
form p(i i ) = P(i )P(i ) may also in the multiplicative case be global
stable equilibria, but no method of proof seems to be evident.
6. The stability of border points and the survival of new genes
a. Border points in the general case

The stability of border

points is another instance where interesting contrasts between the single
locus and two-loci cases exist. Let us, therefore, in a fashion analogous
12
to the single locus case, consider the situation when P(i i ) may be equal

to zero. We again confine ourselves to the case in which there is no
1
2
± be some subset of (1,2, ... ,m ) and

position effect. Let

^2
x be

2
sœne subset of (1,2, ... ,m ), and let I be the cartesian product of the
TP
12
sets ± and x . Let us consider the general equilibrixim P(i i ) >0
for i^ e

and

e I^, and P(i^x^) = 0 for x^ /

or

i^ /é

.

As before, let p(i^i^) = P(i^i^) + e(i^i^). Then it follows that
e(i^i^) > 0 for i^ ^

or i^

, and that

^Z^e(x^i^) = 0 , where
i i
12
the summation goes over all possible values ofthe ordered pair (i i ) .
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In general, we will indicate in our notation when the summation is restric
ted to all members or to all non-members of the sets

or I , what

ever the case may be. Without any such indication the subscripts attached
to the summation sign will indicate summation over all members of the set
1
2
(1,2, ... ,m ) or (1,2, ... ,m ) or their cartesian product, as the case
may be. From, the Equations D.l it follows that for

i^ e

and.

e

that
f^(l)P(iV) = 2y(

Z P(kV)a(iVi^^)

(E.16)
+ 2Y

2 P(i^^)a(iV-i\^)P(k\^) .

¥e also have that
V^(p) =

Z

S [P(dV) + e(]a(j[P(lA^)+ e(lAf)]

jY kV
= v^(l) + 22

Z e(jY)a(jV-j^kP)P(k^)

(E.l?)

3Y kV
+

2

2 e(j^j^)a(3\^3\^)e(k\P) .
kV

Let us define
2 P(l&^)a(j%^^) = Y^(I) + a(â¥), (E.18)
kSf
and ignore products of e's. Then we can write Eqiiations E.17 as
V^(p) = f^(I) +2

£ e(jV)o(A^) .

{E.19)
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X
Let us first consider the case %here i ^ IT
on substituting
or

and

2
2
i jé I »

p(+ e(j^j^) with
/ 3^

We get

= 0 for

in the Equations D.l that

V^(l)e«(i^i^) = 2y e(iV) Z P(kV)a(iVi^^) ,
°°
kV
which "by Equations £.X8 and E.19 yield for

e'(iV) = YoQe(iV)(l +

i^

and

'

i^

(E-20)

It follows that for stability

or

(E.21)

Eence^ it follows from, the Equations E.lS that for the stability of the
Equations E.20, ve have to have
Z P(À^)a(iV-i\^) <r-^ V^(I) ,

(E.22)

kV
for

and

i^ ^ 3^ .

Sexfc, consider the case

1
1
2
i e±,i /éx. In the same way as for the

Equations S.20, ire get
T^(l)e'(iV) = 2y e(i\^)

Z P(AP)a(iVi^^)
kV
(E.23)

+ 2Y

Z P(iV)a(i^i^^)e(]^i^)
kV
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For the case i ^ IT

and

2
2
i € I , ve get

V^(l)e*Ci^i^) = 2^ e(i\^)

£ P(k^^)a(iW^k^)
kV
(E.24)

+ 2^..

Z e(i\^>a(i^^i\^)P(k\^) .
kV

There does not seaa to be imxc^ to be said about Equations E.23 and E.2^ in
the general case. In the case where i^ e
substituting

and

e 3^ , we get on

p(i^i^) = P(i^i^) + e(i^i^) in the Equations D.l and utiliz

ing Equations S.l6^ E.17> and E.lS that
V^(l)e'Ci^i^) = 2Y e(i\^)
~

Z P(kV)a(iV-i\^)
kV

+ 2y P(i\^)

Z e(k\^)a(iV-i\^)

kV

+ 2y

Z e(i\^)a(iV-i\^)P(k\^)

(E.25)

kV

+ 2y

Z p(i\^)a(iV-i\^)e(k^i^)

kV
- ^(iV)

Z ct(J^/)e(/3^) .
A"

The Equations E.25, E.2k, and £.23 certainly show why it is so diffi
cult to make general statements about stability when linkage is involved.
The only result that can be deduced in general is that the inequaliig- of
the Equations E.22 must hold for the stability of border points.
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b»

Border -points in a s?rateat with Hardy-Weinber^ structure

¥e aow

retTorn to the more amenable cases of multiplicative and additive gene
action between loci, where the existence of Hardy-Weinberg equilibria is
possible.
Let us therefore assume that for P(i^i^) > 0 , P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^).
Hence, the Equations E.I8 become in the case of multiplicative gene action
2 2 a(jV")a(jV)P(k^)P(k^) = ^(1^)^(1^) + a(jV)
k?"

(E.26)
= [f-(f-) +

) + a(j^)3 .

where 7^(1^) and

have the same definition as
12
1
1
the Equations D.6 and where a(ô j ) = 0 if j e
and

and
2
p
j e IT

where cz(j^) =0 if 3^ e

by Equations

and

=0 if

e

in
and

D.^ and D.6. In the case of additive gene action between loci the
Equations E.18 become
Z Z Ca(jV) + a(j^)]P(]^)P(k^) = f-cf) 4. f(f) + a(dV)

2- k^
= EAi^) + a(A]+
where

+ a(f)] .

(2.27)

X 2
1
2
<%(j j ), 0( 3 ), and a(j ) are as defined in the Equations E.26

and where their properties follow from Equations D.4 and D.5.
1) Border points under multiplicative gene action

We now

proceed to discuss Equations E.23 and E.24 under the assumption of multi
plicative gene action between loci and under the assumption that the
Equations E.22 hold and so
The case of

1
1
i e i and

e(i^i^) —>0 for

and

i^ /

.

2
p
i ^ I (the Equations E.23) becomes then

8o

1?, . . , 1 2 .
,
V—(,x;e'U"i J =

. , T P.

2:

, 1 T. , 1.

z:

, P P. , P.

k^+ pP(i^) 2 a(i^)P(lf) 2 a(i\^)e(k\^) .
k^el^
He&ce, by the Equations E.26 it follows that
Tr(l^)V^(l^)e'(iV) = (l-p)e(i\^)f-(l^)[f(I^) + a(i^)]
+ pP^(i^)[V^(]f) + a(i^)] Z a(iV-)e(k\^).
k^el^
Let us now make the transformations

z(iV) =

^ ) and

a(iV)yP(i^)P(j^) ,

to get
(f)z' (iV)/p(i^) = (l-p)2(iV]/p(i^)
+ PVP?) V^(l^)[V^(l^)+a(i^)] Z z(kV)b(iy-).
k^el^
1 2
1 1
We note that z(i i ) > 0 when i e x

2
p
and i ^ x , as follows from

the definition, p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) + e(i^i^) , where
x'^

or

p(i^)p(i^) = 0 for

i^^ 1^. It follows that, for a specific value of

i^/

all

the vectors z cannot be characteristic vectors of the matrix [bCi'^'j^)],
since some of these vectors are known to have negative elements. However,
for a fixed

2
i we can study the behaviour of the z-vectors in terms of

a linear combination of vectors in the set of characteristic vectors of
the matrix [b(i^j^)]. ¥e will denote the characteristic vectors of
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"by the vectors

y with, elements y(i^i^) .

The characteristic vectors of

Cb(i^J^)] vill change in. the same

fashion from generation to generation as the vectors z , so that we get
2
y'(i^i^) = y(iV)(l + ^y-)(l-p(l-^)) ,
v^(r)

idiere 5^y(k^i^)b(i^^) = J^y(i^i^) , where

7^

(E.28)

is a characteristic value

of the matrix [b(i^j^)] and where [??"| < 1 as was shown in Section C.
12
Since the coefficient of y(i i ) is positive^ the system given by
Epations E.28 will be stable if and only if

[1 + °p

2
2 3Ci-p(i-^ )] <1 ,

ir(r)
which is equivalent to
a(i^) <

(E.29)

l-p(l-r )
and which in turn implies, from Equations E.26 that

Z a(i\^)P(k^) <—6^ ,
l-p(l-X^)

(E.30)

£ a(iV-)a(i\^)?(k^)P(k^) <
) ,
kV
I-P(l-X^)

(E.31)

or

,.1.
for 1
e a
X
and all i_.2

For i ^ ±

and i e i

we can in the same way deduce that if the

Equations E.22 hold the Equations E.24 will give rise to a stable system if
and only if
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, T.

r,f-\

,

(E.32)

l-p(l-\ )
or equivalently from the Equations E.26, if and only if

S a(iV)P(k^) < ^(^^2 >
1^1
l-p(l-X )

(E.33)

or
Z a(iV)a(lV)P(kbKk^) <

,

(E.3,)

l-pd-X'")

for all i^ and for i^ e

.

Still under the assumption of multiplicative gene action between loci
and with the further assumption that the inequalities of Equations E.22^
E.29, and E.32 hold so that
Equations E.25 become for

e(j^j^) -> 0 for
11
g
p
i e j. and i e 1

or

, the

(f)e'(iV)
= 2YQ^e(iV)f(f-)f(f) + 2Y^P(i^)P(i^)

Z^a(iV)a(iV)e(kV)
k^e ]f

+ By P(l^)

Z e(iV)a(i^^)f-(f)
k sX

•f 2Y_P(ib 1 Z ie(kV)a(iV)f(f),
^
k^e ±
(E-35)
•fay virtue of the Equations E.26. The Equations E.35 are of precisely the
same form as Equations D.8. Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition for
Ear(^-Weinberg equilibrium of the genetic system defined on the points
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(1,2f

1

2

J and (1,2, ... ,bi ) is that the inequalities of Equations S.22,

E.29, and E.32 or their equivalents hold and that for the system, defined on
1
2
the points "belonging to the set I, \ < 0, \ <0 and that the Equation
1
X and

D.16 hold, where

2
X are non-unity characteristic roots of the

matrices [b(i^j^)] and [b(i^j^)] for which i\

X X

and

i^,

, and

22

•where [b(i j )] and [b(i j )] are as defined previously in Section D.
2) The increase of a new gene under multiplicative gene action
From the foregoing the necessary and sufficient condition for the initial in
crease of a new gene which is introduced in emai 1 numbers in a population
c^ be deduced.

Consider the genes (a^) as being introduced at the first

locus. AH other genes are supposed to belong to the set I.
12
1 1
We note here that, as p Z pe(i i ) ^ 0 for i jé 1 , the vector with
12
^ s J.
elements z(i i ), which we defined at the beginning of the previous section.
will have to have the characteristic vector with elements c ^P(i^) in its
2 2

basis of characteristic vectors of [b(i j )], where

c

is a multiplicative

constant. We showed in Sections C and D that the characteristic root asso
ciated with the vector with elements c Vp(i^) has the value of unity. An
analogous result holds for the case of

1

1

i e x

and

2

^

i f. 1.

It follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the genes
(a^), 0?" > 0, to start to die out immediately is, from the Equations E.33
and E.3^ with
P(k^)P(kP) <

= 1, that I^a(Q:\^)P(k^ < V^(l^) and ^^a(aV-)a(3-^^)2
. The new genes'(o?") will increase if and only if
^a(c^)?(k^) >

(E.36)

and
Z Z a(c^)a(j^)P(l^)P(^) > 7^(1^)7^(1^) .
Ic" kP

(E.37)

8k

Equations E-Sô and E.37 pertain only to an initial increase of a new gene
in a population with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. One might suspect that
if a new Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, were possible, the population would
eventually attain it, but at present there is no way of proving it.
3) Border points under additive gene action

The case of addi

tive gene action between loci is somewhat more tractable than the other
cases because of the results following from the relationship

.

We proceed to discuss Equations E.23 and E.24 under the assumptions of
p(i^l^) = P(l^)P(i^) at equilibrium and of

a(l^j^l^j^) = a(i^j^)

22
+ a(l j ), and under the assuz^tion that the Equations E.22 hold so that
e(i^l^) ->• 0 for

1^/f

and 1^^

. The case of l^e

and

^

(Equations E.23) becomes then by the application of the Equations E.27
+ ?^(]f)]e'(lV) = (l-p)e(lV)CAl^) + f(I^) + a(l^)]
+ pP(l^)[ T Z ^a(lV)e(kV)
k e ir
+ (f(f) + a(l^))(
E e(kV))] .
k er
Then we get in the same fashion as vas used for the derivation of the
Equations E.28, that we can write
H- f

= (l-p)y(i^l^)[V^(l^) +
+

) + a(i^)]

, Z y(kV)b(lV-)
k e ]r

k e
(E.38)
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2

For a specific value of i , let

12
y
be a ciiaracteristic vector of the

matrix [b(i^j^)]. It follows that , 2 ,y(k^i^)b(i^^) = \^y(iH^) ,
1
^ ®I
11
where \ is, as before, a characteristic root of [b(i à jl • Front the
properties of characteristic vectors of [b(i^j^)] in Section C it follows
that

n 2 y(k?'i^)^P(k^) = 0 , for vectors associated with the non-unity

k G ir
ebaracteristic roots. Hence we write for elements of these vectors, that

y(iV) = y(iV) [<i-p)i:Ai^)

.
V^(I^) + f(I^)

Since

< 1 the coefficient of

12
y(i i ) in the foregoing equations

is always positive so that we have for elements of the vectors under con
sideration that a necessary and sufficient condition for stability of the
genetic system on the points i^e

and

i^^

is

A f) + f (f )

'

or
(1-p)
or by the Equations E.27
Z a(l%P(f)

),

(E.39)

or
Z Z [a(iV) + aCi¥)W3^)P(/) <3^

+ f(f)],
(E.ko)
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for all .1^

and for i^e

.

la the same way we caa show that a necessary condition for stability
of the genetic system on the points i^)6

and

i^e

is that

aCi^) <5^
or
2 a(iV)P(5^)<

^

f(l^)(l-X^)

(SAI)

or
£ (a(iV) + a(iV))P(3^)P(3®) <î^ [f'(f) + V®(I®)(l-*.®p)] ,
as
"
3 J
(E.42)
for all i^ and for i^c

.

For the same reason as we noted in the derivation of the Equations
E.3^, "we also have to consider in the Eqxtations E.38 the case where the
elements of the vector

y^ are egTial to

c

, where

û

is a con

stant cammon to all elements of the vector. In this case it is easy to
see that we obtain from the Equations E.38 that
[V^Cr'-) + f(]f)]c' yp(i^) = c/pcF) [vV") + f(f)4. a(i^)] (S.43)
We see that the Equations E.43 result in stability under the assunro2
tion of a(i ) < 0 , which give rise to the same result as that embodied in
the Equations E.39 under the assuo^tion of p = 0 .
X
1
2
p
For the case of ± ^ ±
and ± e x
it is possible to derive in the
same way that for stability we have to have that
a(i^) <0 .

(S.44)
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The Equations E.44 give rise to a result equivalent to that of Equations
E.4i and E.42 with

p = 0.

We note further that if the inequalities given by Equations E.ij-3 and
E.44 hold, the inequalities of Equations E.39 and E»4l or their equivalents
must also hold, since |

< 1 for a = 1,2 and 0 < p < ^ •

Hence, under the assm^tion of additive gene action between loci and
with the further assutt^tion that the inequalities of Equations E.22, E.43
and B.U4 hold so that e(j^j^) -» 0 for
Equations E.25 become for i^e 3?" and

i^ e

or

, the

of precisely the same

general form as the Equations D.7, from which the Equations D.21 were
derived. This argument is entirely analogous to that employed in the multi
plicative case. It follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for
the

Eardy-Weinberg stability of the genetic system defined on the points

1
2
(1,2,...,m ) and (l,2,,..,m ) is that the inequalities of Equations E.22,

E.^3, and E.hh or their equivalents hold and that for the system defined on
12
12
the points belonging to the set I, X < 0 and X < 0, where X and X are non1 1
22
unity characteristic roots of the matrices [b(i j )] and [b(i j )] for

•which i^,

and

i^, j^e

, and where [b(i^j^)] and [b(i^j^)]

are as defined previously in Section D. This last condition is precisely
that the two constituent single locus cases on the set I most both be
stable.
We are now in a position to extend Hieorem 4 of Section E.2 to the
case of border points xmder the assunration of additive gene action between
loci.

We shall prove, first, that if p(i^i^) = p(i^)p(i^) is a stable

1
2
equilibrium on the set of points (l, ... ,m ) and (l, ... ,m ) with

p(i^)p(i^) > 0 only if i^e

and

i^e

, where

and

are
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X
2
i 2
) aiid (l, ... ,m ) respectively, then p(i x )

s\?bsets of (1, ..

= P(i^)P(i^) is a local maximum of T^(p) in which only the

p(i^i^)'s

1
2
vith P(i )P(i ) >0 are allowed to vary.
The proof follows immediately from the fact that with stability on the
"border points, e(i^i^) —> 0 for •5?'^

or i^/

where

e(j^j^) are

defined as before.
On the converse side let us assume that we have a local mayimnm on the
points

1 1
i e
and

2 __2
i e i , idiile the

12
p(i i ) are not allowed to vary

1 7
2 2
12
away from zero on t h e p o i n t s i ^ i o r i / ^ I . This implies that e(i i )
= 0 always for

i^/^

or i^/é

This is enou^ to io^ly the stability

of the border points, whereas the local TnaY-îTmTm on the internal points will
imply stability there.
¥e state the foregoing results as Corollary ^.2.
Corollary 4.2
p(i^)p(i^) > 0 for

i^e

The equilibrium p(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) with
and

i^e

and P(i^)P(i^) = 0 for

or

i^jé

is stable if and only if it is a local maximfim of V^(p) in which
12
1
2
2
only the p(i i )'s with i e IT and i e I are allowed to vary away from
zero values.
1 1
22
In the full rank case, i.e., where the matrix [a(i j ) + a(i j )] is

1 "L _1
of full rank for i ,j e I and

2 2 _2
i ,j e I , it follows from Corollary 4.1

that Corollary 4.2 can be stated in terms of a strict local maximum of V^(p).
The foregoing extension to Theorem 4 and the results, following on
the Sedations S.44, that preceded it, effectively summarizes the results
that can be obtained with the inclusion of border points under additivity
between loci. The conclusions following the Equations E.35 effectively
summarized the results that can be obtained with the inclusion of border
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points Luzàer ills assuirapblôu ôx mLLLtxplxctLtlYe Qsns «tctiozi between loci.

4) The survival of new genes under additivity

From the fore

going the conditions forthe increase of new genes and their persistence can
2
2
1
%
be deduced. Suppose that a system P(i )P(i ) > 0 , (i = 1, ... ,m -1 and
2
2
^ pi
i = 1, .. ,m -1), is in a stable non-trivial equilibrittm. Then, if
is the equilibrium mean fitness we know that
2 £

1
for all i
and al 1

+ a(iV)] =

,

(E.4;)

2
i .

1
2
Kow introduce small proportions of the genes (m ) and (m ) into

the population. Clearly (p(l)p(l), ... ,P(m^-l)P(m^-l),'^-5-^^-2') is an
m+ m -1
equilibrium for the system and is stable if by the Equations E.22

z P(AP(j^)[a(jV) +

< 5^

jY
and by the Equations E.44
Z P(j^)a(mV) < f
3^
and by the Equations E.43

z

<f .

xf this is the case, the system will resume its original equilibrium, so
i
2
that (m ) and (m ) will die out.

If any of the foregoing inequalities

are reversed the equilibrium is not stable, and hence will not be resumed
after perturbation.
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¥e now asstoae that the following inequalities hold:

Z P(5^)a(m^j^) >

(E.46)

r
and
>f .

(eA?)

i
n
O
Then if the system on the points (1,2, ... ,m ) and (1,2, ... ,m ) is

1
stable, the genes m and

2
m vill increase until the equilibrium fre

quencies of this system are reached. In this case, then, the new genes
•will persist without displacing any of the other genes.
1
2
If the system on (1,2, ... ,m ) and (1,2, ... ,m ) is not stable,
there is, at present, no telling in advance what may happen. The new genes
may increase at first and later perhaps die out. However, we proved that

2,

two-loci system under additivity is stable if and only if its constituent
single locus systems would have been stable on their own, so that we can
use some of Kingman's (1961a) results here. We know that the matrix
[a(i^3^)] in the single locus case can give rise to a stable equilibriizn
if and only if it has only one positive characteristic value. Sow if
[a(ij)] has

p positive characteristic values, it was shown by Tr-i-ngwa-n

that a least (p-1) genes must die out before equilibrium can be reached.
If only one of the Equations S-46 and

E-^7 hold, then only one of

1
2
the genes (m ) and (m ) will have a chance to become established.
Hence, we can conclude that a necessary and sufficient condition for a new
gene, say (m^) , to increase is
^P(5^)a(mV) >
3

,

V
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and that a sufficient condition, for it to persist is that the system in
which it is included must be stable. The foregoing condition corresponds
to that of Kingman (l^Sla) for the single locus case.
P. Hardy-¥eihberg and other Equilibria of Gene
Frequencies vith Selection and Mutation
1. The single locus case

An. examination of the equations giving the change in gene frequencies
(the Equations B.ll) will show then to be a system of cubic equations, for
Tdiich, except in the simplest cases, no literal solutions are available.
For the purpose of taking miztation into account, we will, therefore, have
to make do with approximations of various sorts. However, the two-allele
case win be examined in detail and an example of Haldane's (l927b) will
be worked.
a. Stability conditions

¥e again make the transformation

p(i) = P(i) + e(i) , and writing V

= Z P(i)a(ij)P(j) , we get by sub-

stitution in the Equations B.ll that
V^e^(i) = Z g v(si)e(s)a(st)P(t) + Z Z v(si)P(s)a(st)e(t)
^
s If
s t
- 2P(i) Z Z e(s)a(st)P(t) , (F.l)
s t

njhsre the perturbations e(i) are considered to be «^«11 enou^ so that
squares and cross products can be neglected. As before we define P(i) to
be the equilibrium value when, in the Equations B.ll, p'(x) = p(i) = P(i) .
We assume that, when i ^ j , the T(ij) are so small that their cross
products with the perturbations are negligible. The Equations F.l then
become
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Vge'(i) ^ e(i)|a(it)P(t> + P(i) 2a(ia)e(s) ^ 2P(i)
|
|e(s)a(st)P(t).

(F.2)
In the case of two alleles we denote
= V

and remembering that

v(ll) = 1-u, v(l2) = u and

e(l) = -e(2) and

v(2l)

P(l) = 1 - P(2) -we can write

the Equations F.l as
Vge*(l) = e(l)[2P(l)P(2)(a(ll) - 2a(l2) + a(22))
+ 2P(l)(u(a(l2) - a(ll)) + v(a(22) - a(22)))
T a(l2)(l-u+v) - 2va(22)] .

(P-3)

TShen the mutation rates are small Equation P.3 can be written as
Vge'(l) = e(l)[2P(l)P(2)(a(ll) - 2a(l2) + a(22)) + a(22)].
(P.4)
On intuitive grounds one would expect that, in a multi-allelic situa
tion, if one of the hoiaozygotes, say (H), is superior to all other gene
combinations, then there would be an equilibrium of the sort where P(l)
would be near to unity and where the other gene frequencies would be small.
Since this situation is of importance in the consideration of the mutation
load, it will be considered here. With ?(i) emai 1 for

i ^ 1 , so that

P(i)e(j) can be neglected for i / 1 , we get from the Equations P.2 for
•%
i 1 that
a(ll)e'(i) = e(i)a(il) .
Hence, since
i

a(ll) > a(li) for

i ^ 1 , the genetic system an the points

1 , will be stable. Since Ç e(i) = 0 and the e(i) for i ^ 1 will

approach zero after sufficient time elapsed, the same would be true for
e(ll). Therefore the genetic system described by the assumed gene
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treque&cies -aill be stable*.
b. The approximation of a selection system, -with mutation by a
system, -without mutation

Since the inclusion of mutation complicates

matters so much it is of incerest to consider vtnder •which circumstances a
system, without mutation would be a good approximation to a selection sys
tem in vhif^h mutation is taken into account.
Let us define an equilibrium
p(i) = P(i) = Q(i) + Z(i)
Tûiere

Q(i) >0 if i e I and

Q(i) =0 if ±

,

(F.5)

I , where I is, as

before, some subset of (l,2, ... ,m). The Q(i) >0 are further defined
as a solution to the Equations 3.12 which are the equations giving the
change in gene frequencies in the absence of mutation. As before, we adopt
the convention iiiat a subscript to a summation sign indicates that summa
tion tai.es place over aH members of the set (1,2, ... ,m). If summation
takes place over a subset of (1,2, ... ,m) only, the subset under con
sideration will be indicated.
It now follows that we can write
V(P) = 2 (Q(i) + Z(i))a(i3)(Q(3) + Z(3))
ij
= Z Q(i)a(ij)q(j) + 2 Z Z(i)a(i3)Q(j) + Z Z(i)a(ij)Z(j)
ij
ij
ij
= V(I) + 2 E Z(i)a(i3)Q(3) + V(Z) .
ij

(F.6)

We define
Z a(ij)Q.(j) = 7(1) + a(i) .

3

(F.7)

sk

¥e then, sxibstitute the Equations F»5 and P.6 in the Equations P.2 to get
\
(V(I) +22 Z(i)a(ij)Q(j) + V(Z))e'(i) = e(i) 2 a(it)(Q(t) + Z(t))
ij
t
+ (Q(i) + Z(i))2 a(is)e(s) - 2(Q(i) + Z(i))2 2 e(s)a(st)(Q(t) +Z(t)).
s
s t
(F.8)
Consider now the case where

i

I and -where the Z(i) are so amai i that

V(Z) and products of the type Z(i)e(j) can he neglected. The Equations
F.8 then become by virtue of the Equations F.7

Y(l)e'(i) = e(i)(V(l) + a(i)) .
In the case where

i eI

(F.9)

and where the assumption of stability on the sys

tem defined by F.9 causes e(i)-?- 0 for i ;£ I , the Equations F.8 be
come by reason of the Equations F.7
V(l)e'(i) = e(i)V(l) + Q(i) 2 a(is)e(s) .
s eI

(F.IO)

As can be seen from Section C the Equations F.9 and F.IO agree
precisely with Kingman's (1961a) equations for the stability of the selec
tion system defined on the points (1,2, ... ,m). Thus, when the Z(i)
are small the systems with or without mutation have precisely the same
stability conditions.
What row remains to be done is to try and determine conditions under
t^ch it would be likely for the Z(i) of the Equations F.5 to be small.
Let us substitue

p(i) = Q(i) -r z(i) , -where the

Q(i) are the

selection -without mutation equilibrium and the z(i) are deviations from
that equilibiâum, in V(p)p'(i) = 2^v(si)p(s)a(st)p(t) (the Equations B.ll)
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to get by reason of the Equations F»7 that

V(p)p'(i) = ^ v(si)(Q(8) + z(s))(v(l) + a(s))
st
+ 2 v(si)(Q(s) + z(s)) 2 &(st)z(t) .
8
t

(P.H)

If we neglect terms containing squares and products of the z(i) •with
the

v(ij) (i ^ j) the Equations F.ll "become
V(p)(Q(i) + z'(i)) = z(i)(V(l) + a(i)) + Q(i} 2 a(it)z(t)
t
+ Z v(si)Q(s)V(l) ,
s

since

v(ii) = 1 - 2 v(ij) "by definition, and since
ôA
IÎOW, if i ;£ I , then the Equations P.12 "become

(F-22)

Q(i) =0 for i jé I.

V(l)z'(i) = z(i)(v(l) + a(i)) + 2 v(si)Q(s)V(l)
s
or
z'(i) = z(i)(l +

+ 2 T(si)Q(s) .

(F.13)

The pertinent solutiaos to the recurrence equations given in Equation F.13
are
=%(!) =

^

(Z v(si)Q(s))D, - d*

,

where k denotes the k-th generation and 0 the 0-th generation. If k
becomes large we obtain, if 1 +
<i) »

-^C

< 1 , that
2 v(si)Q(s)) .
S eI

(F.Ik)
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We note that if we want to xtse the results of Section 0, ve need the
restriction that ^ ^^z(i) = 0 . This, of course, implies that we have
to have the z(i) for i

I to be approximately zero. It follows that

the mutation probabilities in the Equations F.l4 must be very small.
In the case where

i e I , and under the assumption that z(i)

0

if i / I , we can write the Equations P.12 by virtue of the Equations

F.6 and P.? as
2'(i)

= z(i) +

2 a(it)z(t) + 2 v(si)Q(s) - Q(i).
\ ^ t e l
s

Let us now transform y(i) =

and

b(ij) =

VqHT

(P-15)

a(ij)^Q(i)Q(j) for

\'

i,j el, so that the foregoing equations became

y'(i) = y(i)

g
^ ^

- Q(i)) . (F.i6)

Vô(ï) ^ ^ ^

The correct solution of the Equations P.l6 is more difficult than the
homogeneous case represented by the Equations C.6. In the case of the
solution of the Equations C.6 we used a somewhat heuristic approach which
had the advantage of laying bare the nature of the characteristic roots
and vectors. This procedure was especially helpfull in the more coarolex
cases covered in Section D. However, for the solution of the Equations
?.l6 we will need a more rigorous matrix algebra approach to the solution
of the recuzrrence equations.
In matrix notation we can write the Equations F-l6 as

= (1+
or

+ c
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•where the subscript

t

denotes the generation and

column vector with elements
b(ij) , I is the

y(i) , B

is the

p x p identity matrix and

p x p
c

is the p x 1
matrix -with elements

is a vector with elements

( z v(sl)Q(s) - Q(i)) ,

A
and where

i e I , i = 1,2, ... ,p .

We recall from Section C

that

B has a characteristic root equal to

unity and that the vector with elements yôÇTJ is associated with it.
From the restriction that

^ Z jz(i) = ^ Z ^Q(i) y(i) = 0 , we have that

the perturbation vectors belong to the subspace generated by the character
istic vectors of

B

associated with the roots unequal to unity. We assume

that the rows and columns of
root

B

are arranged in such a fashion that the

Xp = 1 occupies the last position in the diagonal matrix composed

of the roots of B.
It is clear that it fallows that we can express any perturbation
vector as
y^ = w^Cl)

+ w^(2) Zg + ... + w^(p-l)

,

where X^, — ,X^ ^ are orthogonal

p x 1 vectors associated with the

non-unity characteristic roots of B

and where the w^(i) i = 1, ... ,p-l

are scalars.

It follows that we can write
w^ = X'BXw^ _ + X'c ,

where S is the p x p matrix (B + I), X is a p x (p-1) matrix with
columns consisting of characteristic vectors of
(p-1) X 1 vector.

B and where w^

is a
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It is clear that the characteristic vectors of

B are also the charac'

teristic vectors of H , with the characteristic roots of
to

+ 1 , "Where the

H "being equal

are the noa-unity characteristic roots of B.

It follows that we can write

w^ = I^w_^ ^ + X'c , where

is a

(p-1) X (p-1) diagonal matrix consisting of the characteristic roots of H.
îChe solution of the foregoing difference equation is known to "be
w, = D^w + (I-d!?)(I-D-) ^X'c . We now assume the genetic system, on the
^
«L O
.L
X
points belonging to the set

I to be stable, that is, we assume

= 0

after a sufficient number of generations elapsed^ where 0 is the matrix
elements equal to zero. The necessary and sufficient condition for

"With

this to be "fche case is "fchat 11 +

< 1 , which is in agreement "with the

condition for stabili"ty derived in Section C.
It follows that with t

becoming very large we can write
w^ = - D"^'c ,

or

(F.17)
y^ = - XD'^'c ,

where

D is a diagonal matrix consisting of the non-unity characteristic

roots of B , which, we denoted by

, s = 1,2, ..- ,p-l. The vector c

we defined before as the vector "with elements

2 v(si)Q(s) - Q(i)) ,
S G I
for i = 1,2, ... ,p .
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It should be emphasized that the foregoiiig resvilts apply only to the
description of a selection system with mutation in a neighborhood of a
selection system without mutation that is small enough so that the squares
of deviations from the selection without mutation equilibrium are negligi
ble. From the form of the Equations P.l4 it is clear that the mutation
rates from the internal points to the boundary points must be very small.
In the case of Equation P.17 it is more difficult to judge how large the
mutation rates in the vectœr c must be so that it will be true that
will be negligible as we assumed in the
derivation of the Equations P.10 and P.l6. Que would guess that the
mutation probabilities will have to be rather small.
To extend the foregoing local result to a global result will be
extremely difficult. The reason for this is that with mutation and selec
tion, the result that the mean fitness of a population never decreases
from one generation to the next, no longer holds. It was pointed out in
Sections C and E that all global properties derive from this non-decreasing
property of the mean fitness.
However, in the next secticm we will derive some two-allele results
that are pertinent here. In the discussion following on the Equation F.22
we will show that in the case of non-zero mutation rates and non-zero
fitnesses there can be only one stable equilibrium if x = a(ll) - 2a(l2)
-Î- a(22) is negative. It is known that the condition a(l2) > a(ll) and

3.(12) > a(22) is necessary and sufficient for stability in a two-allele
selection system. It follows that if the mutation rates are small enough,
the selection without mutation equilibrium will be an adequate approxima
tion to the ^obal equilibrium of the selection system with mutation.

IQO

For- the purposes of the mutatioa load we are also interested in how
a "border point selection system, would be modified by mutation. We write
P(i) = Q(i) + z(i) >
where
Q(i) =1 if i = 1
and where
Q(i) = 0 if i ^ 1 .
substitution in the Equations F.12 we obtain
V(p)(Q(i) + z'(i)) = Y(li)a(ll) + z(i)a(il) 4- Q(i) Z a(it)z(t) .
Eence, if i

1 we have by assuming small

z(i)'s that

a(ll)z'(i) = v(lx)a(ll) + z(i)a(il) ,
T&ich iii5)lies for

a(il) < a(ll) that lim(z(i)) =

for all

i ^ 1 . Since Z z(i) = 0 , it follows therefore that
1

It is of some interest to note that for the parametrization used in
the two allele system (Section c) we have that
liBi(z(l)) = - ^ ,
tâiich gives

p(2) = ^ in agreement with Equation F.19-
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c<

The two^allele system
1) Approximate solutions in a special case

In load theory an

important case is that of no overdominance, where the fitnesses are denoted
as

a(ll) = 1 , a(l2) = 1 - hs

and

a(22) = 1 - s

0 < s < 1 . We denote the gene frequencies as

for 0 < h < 1 ,

p(l) and

p(2) , and write

Y(11) = 1 - U , Y(12) = U , v(21) = V , and v(22) = 1 - v . 33ien we can
deduce from the Equations B.ll that the change in

p(2) denoted as

Ap(2)

must be
Ap(2) = ^ C(l-Y)p(2)(l-sp(2)-hsp(l)) + up(l)(l-hsp(2))
- P(2)(l-2hsp(l)p(2)-sp^(2)]

,

where
D = l-2hsp(l)p(2) - sp^(2) .
To get the equilibrium frequency we put

Ap(2) = 0 . The resulting

cubic equation has a general solution in terms of cube roots which is not
very informative. We therefore resort to approximations. For the range
of values assumed for

h and

s we expect on the basis of the theory of

selection without mutation that, for the usual values of u
will be very near to unity after sufficient time elapsed.

and

v , p(l)

p(2) will then

and

2
p (2) can be considered negligible canç)ared to p(2)
o
2
p (2) ne^igible conipared to p (2). Also the magnitude of up(2)

and

vp(2) will be considered small enough to be negligible. In the case

be so small that

of h » p(2) the equation

Ap(2) = 0 becomes under these conditons

approximately
-hsp(2) -Î- u = 0
p(2) =

.

'

(F.19)
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la the case h = 0 ve get approximately
P^(2) = ?
or

P(2) =

"

If we neglect the cubic terms in Pg
terms containing

(F*20>

in

Ap(2) = 0 , together vith

hp^(2) , we can examine the resulting quadratic in order

to try and see under which conditions the Equation F.20 will be a satis
factory approximation. This procedure, then, makes the assumption of h
"being of the same order as p(2). The result of this analysis shows that
we have to consider terms containing
negligible magnitude.
same order as

u^^^,

and

u^^^hs^^^ to be of

We conclude, therefore, that h must be of the

u, v and p(2) in order for the Equation F.20 to be a satis

factory solution to the equation

Ap(2) = 0 -

By substituting the solutions given by Equations F.19 and F.20 in
Equation F.4 we can test for the stability of the given genetic systems.
In the case of

p(2) = P(2) = ^, Equation F.4 becomes
ns
e'(l) = e(l)[l - 2u - 2 g - hs][l + 2u]

or
u
e'(l) = e(l)[l -J-2u-2g-hs-r2u- 2hu],
from, which it is apparent; that the system will be stable for hs > 2u ,
since

0 < h < 1 by assumption. In the case of Pg =

Eq^tion

F.4 becomes
e'(l) = e(l)[l + 2u - 2Vus][l + u] = e(l)[l + 3u - 2i/ïs] ,
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so that the system will be stable if anâ aaly if 2-/ûs > 3u »
2) The location and number of roots in the equilibrium equation
Let us again consider two alleles (l) and (2) with frequencies p(l) and
p(2). As before, we denote the fitnesses of the different genotypes by
a(ll), a(l2) and

a(22), and we deduce the change in

Equations B.ll and denote it as
Y(12) - u ^-and

p(2) fraa the

Ap(2) . Putting Ap(2) - 0 and writing

v(21) = v , we get

[a(ll) - 2a(l2) + a(22)]p^(2) + [a(l2)(3-v+u)-(l-v)a(22)-(2+u)a(ll)]p2(2)
+ [a(ll)(l+2u)-(l-v+u)a(21)]p(2) - ua(ll) = 0 .

(P.21)

Let us define
X = a(ll) - 2a(l2) + a(22)
y = a(ll) - a(21)
z = a(22) - a(21) .
It follows that

X = y + z , so that

Ap(2) = 0 becomes

- [y(2+u) + z(l-v-)]p^(2) + [y(l+u) + ua(ll) + Ta(21)]pg- ua(ll) = 0 .
(F.22)
From the facts that if
p(2) = 1 , then

p(2) = 0 , then

Ap(2) = -ua(ll) , and if

Apg = va(22) , and from the assxacption of ua(ll) > 0 and

of va(22) > 0 , it follows that

Ap(2) has at least one real root in the

interval [0,l] We now have to consider the three cases of x>0,x=0,x<0.
First, consider the case of x > 0 . It follows by the definition of the
quantities that one or both of y and z must be positive-

Assume

y

10^

to be positive. Then if z is non-negative or if z is negative aM
y(2+u) > - z(l-v), it follows by Descartes' rxile of signs that there caa
be at most three positive real roots. Also, in this case there can be
no negative real roots.
We would now like to know under which circumstances p(2) =1 is an
upper bound for the real roots of

Ap(2) = f(p(2)). We require that

f(l) > 0 , f(l) > 0 , f"(l) > 0 and that f"(l) > 0 . Now, f'(p(2))
= 3xp^(2) - 2[y(2+u) + z(l-v)]p(2) + y(l+u) + ua(ll) + va(2l) , f"(p(2))
= 6xp(2) - 2[y(2+u) + z(l-v)] and f'"(p(2)) = 6x .
We have that f(l) = va(22) and that

f'(l) = 2(l+2v) + a(l2)(urv) ,

which will be greater than zero if
z(l+2T) > -a(l2)(uri-v) ,
or
-z(l+2v) < a(l2)(vti-v) ,
or if
a(12) - a(22)

.

Also,
f"(l) = 2y(l-u) + 2z(2+v),
which will be greater than zero if
y(l-u) > -z(2+v),
or if
X > -z(l+v) + yu ,
and f *''(l) = 6k , which will be positive by assunmtion.
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Ho« we thus have that for the case

x

positive the necessary con

ditions for three real roots in [o,l] are that:
(i) y(2+u) > - 2(1-v) if z is negative, or z > 0 ^
(ii) a(l2) - a(22)

;

(iii) X > - z(l+v) + yu .
If we add that the discriminant of the cubic equation

Ap(2) = 0 must be

greater or equal to zero it will ensure the existence of three real roots,
which if the foregoing three conditions are fulfilled will all fall in the
acceptable interval [o,l].
In the case where

x and

y are positive and

z negative with

-z(l-v) > y(2+u) , there is by the rule of signs only one positive real
root, which must be between zero and one.
The case of x > 0 has now been covered in enou^ generality, because
if

y is negative and

z positive, one can obviate the difficulty simply

by relabeling the genotypes.
Second, if x = 0 , there will have to be two real roots for Equation
F.22-

If iia(ll) ^ 0 and

Ap(2) a«

p(2) = 0 and

va(22) ^ 0 , it follows from the values of

p(2) = 1 that there can be only one real root in

the interval from zero to one. Wiizi either iia(ll) or va(22) or both
equal to zero, there may be two real roots in [o,l].
Third, when x < 0 , we again distinguish two cases:
(i) both y and z are negative,
(ii) only one of y and
(i) If both y and

z is negative.

z are negative we get from Descartes' rule that

there can only be one negative real root with two positive real roots.

xqS

It ua(ll) ^ 0 and \ra(22)

0 , we get only one root in [o,l].

(ii) Without loss of generality we can assume

y to be positive.

Again we obtain the same result as in (i).
We thus come to the conclusion that xialess ua(ll) and/or

va(22)

are equal to zero, we can have more than one root in the interval [o,l]
only when x > 0 and when
(i) y(2+u) > - z(l-v) if z
(ii) a(l2) - a(22) <

is negative, or z > 0 , and
, and

(iii) X > - z(l+v) + ya , and where we need the discriminant to
be positive to ensure the existence of three real roots.
We now consider the influence of the different modes of gene action
on the number of acceptable roots for the equation
first consider the case where

y is positive and

Ap(2) = 0 . Let Tis
z < 0 , so that we can

use the parametrization a(ll) = 1 , a(l2) = 1 - hs , a(22) = 1 - s ,
0 < s < 1 and 0 < h < 1 . Then, x = 2hs - s , y = hs

and

z = hs - s .

Hence, x is positive only when h > ^ , and therefore it is only when
h > "I" that there exists a possibility for three acceptable real roots to
Ap(2) = 0 , under the present parametrization. The other case where x
can be positive is when both homozygotes are superior to the heterozygote.
In the case of "overdomi nance" x is negative so that in most cases only
one real root can exist for the equation

Ap(2) = 0 -

Haldane (l^Tb) considered the case where

a(ll) = 1 + k., a(l2) = 1 ,

a(22) = 1 and k = .008 with mutation rates u = .000^0 and

v = .000001.

He found three real roots, which is in accordance with the given three
necessary conditions. In this case the three roots of

Ap(2) are
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(i) p(2) = 0.053,926
(ii) p(2) = 0.949,824
(iii) p(2) = 0.997,368 .
Substituting these equilibria in.Equation P.3 we find respectively
that (i) e•(2) = .993298 e(2) , that (ii) e'(2) = 1.0003^1 e(2) and
that (iii) e'(2) = .9996^0 e(2). We therefore conclude, as did Haldane,
that equilibria (i) and (iii) are the only stable ones. The possible
evolutionary implications of this result are discussed by Ealdane (op. cit.)
3) Some cornaient s on the three and higher nuiaber of Allele cases
An atte2ç>t was made to handle the three-allele case along the same lines as
the two allele case. For this purpose let us denote the three alleles by
(1), (2) and (3).

We find then that we have only two independent equations

for the change in gene frequency, since

p(l) + p(2) + p(3) = 1 , and,

hence, Ap^+ Ap^-i- Ap^ = 0 •
The problem can therefore be handled as follows:
(i) Substitute
for

Ap(l) and

Ap(2) , and

(ii) Write both
which

p(3) = 1 - p(l) - p(2) in the two equations

Ap(l) and

Ap(2) as polynomials in p(l) in

p(2) is regarded as a constant.

We write
Ap^ = ap^(l) -f- bp^(l) + cp(l) + d = 0
Apg = jp^(l) 4- kp(l) -r t = 0 .
In order for these two equations to have a common root in the variable
p(l) Sylvester's determinant must be equal to zero, i.e.
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&^D =

a<, - CJ

tK,-Ci£-aj

- dk

ak - bj

a-C-cj

- dj

mast be equal to zero, where D denotes Sylvester's determinant.
%r pxitting D = 0 we get a polynomial in

p(2) , the roots of which

can then be found. The roots of D = 0 with 0 < p(2) < 1 can then be
substituted into the equations

Ap(l) = 0 and

cornmon to both equations in the interval

Ap(2) = 0 and the roots

0 < p(l) < 1 will then be re

garded as acceptable solutions.
Eowever, as is readily apparent from the outline of the argument
presented here, the three-allele situation is too complex to yield any
intelligible answers by the application of the methods einployed in the two
allele case.

Numerical answers for specific cases can, however, be readily

obtained by the method outlined here-

xa the case of more than three

alleles substitution with the help of Sylvester's determinant will probably
be too cltcasy so that alternative electronic coBî>uter methods will have to
be employed.
"o test for stability in the three-allele case we substitute
e(3) = - e(l) - e(2) in the Equations F.2 to get the following two inde
pendent equations:
3
V_e'(i) = e(l){^[(v(il)a(lr) - v(31)a(3r) + (v(rl)a(rl) - v(rl)a(r3))
3
- 2?(l)(a(lr) - a(3r))]p(r)} + e(2){^Cv(2l)a(2r) - v(31)a(3r)
^ Cv(rl)a(r2) - v(rl)a(r3)) - 2p(l)(a(2r) - a(3r))]P(r)} ,
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Ytvô'CS) = e(l){_^[(Y(i2)â.(lr)- v(32)a(3r)) + (v(r2)a(rl) - v(r2)a(3r)
^

X.—a.

^

- 2P(2)(a(lr) - a(3r))]P(r)}
+ e(2){^^[Y(22)a(2r) - Y(32)a(3r) + v(r2)a(r2) - Y(r2)a(r3)
- 2P(2)(a(2r) - a(3r))3P(r)}.
In. matrix notatiaa we can write that
e'(l)

c(ll)

c(l2)

e(l)

e'(2)

c(21)

c(22)j

e(2)

L
If the characteristic values of the mtrix [c(ij)] are less than
unity, the smal 1 deviations from equilibria will decrease, so that stabil
ity can he assumed.
2. Zhe two-loci case
introduction

In the case of two loci with mutation and selec

tion we again have a system of cubic equations (the Equations B.j), the
solution of T^ch will give the equiliborium state of gamete frequencies in
a population. In the sane way as in the case of selection without imitation
we will inquire under which circumstances a description of the population
in terms of gene grequencies instead of gamete frequencies will he
legitimate.
Stability conditions
p(i^i^)

Let us again make the transformation

P(i^i^) -5- e(i^i^) , where as before the P(i^i^) are a equilibno
TP
rium point (i.e., a solution of the Equations B.7 with p'(i i ) = p(i i ))
=

and where the

i i

12
e(i i ) are

perturbations. Again we write

ZLP(i\^)a(i^j^i^)P() . From the Equations B.J it
3 3

no

follows, then, that by aegLecting squares and, products in the perturbations,
we can write

= 2Yqq

^e(kV)a(iViV)
1 X

+ 2Yqq 3^^v(iVi^j^)e(i\^)^^P(lcV)a(iVi\^)

+ 2Yoi

^e(iV)a(iViV)P(kV)

+ 2Yqi

) ^Z^P(iV)a(iVi^^)e(kV)

(P.23)

- 2P(ôV)^ 2^2e(i^i^)a(i\\\^)P(k\^) .

Hence, if the mutation rates are small enoti^ so that the cross products
of the
with i^ ^
or i^
with the perturbations
12
e(i i ) are negligible, the Equations P.23 become
V^e'CjV) = ^YooP(jV)^i^e(kSf)a(j%^^)

+ 2YQQe(ôV) ^P(kV)a(AVk^)
k £.

•

%1 , i^e(jV)a(jV]fj^)P(kV)
K&

-!- 2yq^ ^e(]^j^)&(jVkPf)P(jV)

- 2P(jV) 1 2?V
i x^hs.

(F.2t)

Ill

For the purpose of the BsA&tioa load, ve postulate an equHibriim
described as

p(j^j^) =

, with both P(j^) and P(j^)

1
2
having frequencies near to unity for j = 1 and j = 1 and with all other
gene frequencies near to zero. We want to know whether sucdx an equilibrium
will be stable.
Let us first consider the case where j ^ 1 and
assuii5>tion that products of the igpe

j ^ 1 . By the

e(i^i^)P(k^^) are negligible if

2
2
k ^ 1 or k ^ 1 the Equations P.24 become
a(llll)e'(j^A = 2YQQe(â^/)a(â^^l) ,
for

1,

(F.25)

ji^ 1 . We have that 2Y^ < 1 , SO that if

a(llll) > a(j^j^l) for all
1,
^ 1 , it will be true that
12
e(j j ) —^ 0 after enough generations of selection elapsed. The second
1
case that should be considered is where j = 1 and

2
j ^ 1 . Under these

circumstances we derived on ne^ecting terms like e(i^i^)P(k?k^) , if
k^

1 or k^ 5^ 1 , and assuming that

e(x^i^)P(ll) is approximately equal

to e(i^i^) y that

a(llll)e'(jV) = 2YQQe(âV)a(ô^A) - 2^^ ^e(kV)a(jVlf).
Hence, if we assume no position effect (see Section B.3) and that
e'(j^3^)

0 for all ^ ^ 1

and

^ 1 we obtain

a^(llll)e'(5^3^) = e(3V)a(AA) ,
for

1
5 =1 and

(P.26)

2
3 ^ 1. It can easily be seen that the Equations F.26

1
2
also hold for j ^ 1 and j = 1 .

the argument given for the Equations

F.25, the genetic system on the points j = 1 , j / 1 and on the points
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3^ é 1 T
1 vill ^ stable- if «(Hll) >
for tbs specified
12
12
j 's aad j 's. Since ,2pe(i i ) = 0 , it follows that the system will
1
^^ 2
be stable for j =1 and j = 1 if all the other points are stable.
We conclude that the postulated genetic system will he stable if
a(llll) > a(ljllj2) for

^ 1 or

^ 1.

c. The appiy^vi motion of a selection system with imitation by a
system without mutation

In the case of two loci the same motivation as

in the single locus case exists to try to approximate a mutation-selection
system by a selection system with Hardy-Weinberg structure of gene
frequencies.
Let us define an equilibrium
p(iV) = P(i^i^) = P(i^)P(i^) + Z(i\^),
12
where the P(i i ) occur at the poin t w h e r e

(F.27)

12
12
p ' ( i i ) = p ( i i ) in the

1
2
Equations B.7# and where the P(i )P(i ) are a solution to the Equations

D.3 with P(i^)P(i^) > 0 only if i^ e
—1

X

1

is some subset of (1,2, ... ,m ) and

and

i^ e

. As in Section E

_2

i is some subset of

(1,2, ... ,m^) . As before, I is the cartesian product of

and I^.

Again it is understood that P(i^) is the frequency of the gene (i^) and
2
2
p(i ) is "Hie freq^ncqr of the gene (i ).
in the same way as in Equations E.17 and E.l8, we write
V^(F^) = f^(l) + 2

Z Z(j^f)a(j^j^) + f^(Z) ,

(F.28)

We also define CK(i1) and ot(i2) in the same way as they were defined be
fore in Equations E.26 anH E.27.
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We now substitute the Equations F.27 in the Equations P.24 to get by
virtue of the Equations E.18 that
= 2YQQ[P(Ap(j^) + 2(3 V)]^]_Zge(

jVjV)

+ 2Yooe(jV)^l^CP(k^)P(k^) + Z(kV)]a(jVA^)

+ 2Yoi ^i^e(jV)a(jVjV)[P(k^)P(f) + Z(A^)]
(F.29)

+ 2Yq3^ ^^^e(kV)a(j^^A^)[P(j^)P(k^) + Z(jV)]
- 2[P(j^)P(j^) + Z(j^j^)][ ,S

e(iV)a(iV)

i ex
.2 2
i el
e(iV)a(iV-i\^)Z(k\^)] .

Since

3^

and 3^ /£

inçly P(j^)P(j^) = 0 and since we

12
assume that the Z(i i ) are small enou^ so that their products with
each other and their cross products with the

12
e(i i ) can he ignored, it

follows from the Equations F.28 that the Equations F.29 become

= 2y^eUh^)ÏX +

Eow if a^el^and
and

i^ /

;6

and if

^

(F.30)

e(i\^) -> 0 for all i^ /

the Equations F.29 become under the same conditions on the

Z(i^i^) as before
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X—f— v^ w

é

—^OOi"

°°

V A 7-~ 7~x-— /—\-- /-—v«> — V — /

Is. eir

k^ei^
+ 2y i Z e(kV)a(jVA^)P(j^)P(k^) .
^ k^er

(P.31)

k^el^
In the same vay tinder the sazne conditions as in the Equations P.31 ve get
for

;6 I?" and

G

that

= SYc^eCôV) ]^Z.P(k^)P(k^)a(jVjV)
^00 k^el^
+ 2Y_
e(jV)a(jVjV)P(k^)P(k^) .
^ k el^

(p.32)

k^ex^
12
12
Still asstnning that the Z(i i ) are Rwaii and that e(i i ) —*• 0
for i^ /

or i^ /f

, we get frcsa. lixe Equations P.28 Ami p.29 that for

G f- and z
= 2YQQP(5^)P(d^) ^Zie(kV)a(AVk^)
k ei
k G:
+ 2Yooe(jV) .Z.a(fk%^)P(kp-)P(l^)
00'" "'k e
^
ifef
-Î- 2Y^

Z e(jV)a(jVjV)P(k?-)P(f)
k ex
k^el^

+ 2y^
^

Z e(kV)a(jVA^)P(j^)P(^)
k-^el^

(p.33)
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12
Hence, under the assumption of small Z(i i ) the Equations F.30,
F.31, P.32 and F.33 define a genetic system on the points (1,2, ... ,m^)
and (1,2, ,,* ,m ) equivalent to the system defined in Section E (Equations
E.20, E.23, E.24 and E.25 and their subsequent develojanent in Section E.5*b).
>
2. 2\
¥e therefore conclude that under the assuinption of small Z(i i ), the
selection system without mutation is a good approximation to the system in
which mutation is taken into consideration.
Analogously to the single locus case, we now would like to determine
12
conditions under which the Z(i i ), as defined in the Equations F.27,

will be small. Me will give the development of the argument in outline
only, since it closely parallels the single locus case which has been given
in detail, and since the representation of the matrices involved is cumber
some compared to the sin^e locus case. It is also believed that t^ie
definite conclusions which can be reached are discernible enou^ in the
argument that will be given. Let us write
p(iV) = P(i^)P(i^) + z(iV) ,

(F.3i^)

12 2
where the P(i )P (i ) are a selection without mutation solution to the
12
Equations D.3 and where the z(i i ) are smnl 1 deviations from HardyWeixiberg equilibrium.

X
2
1
1
As before we assume P(i )P(i ) > 0 if i e
and

2
_2
1
2
e ex and P(i )P(i ) = 0 otherwise, where
1
(1,2, ... ,m ) and

_1

is a subset of

_2
2
I
a subset of (1,2, ... ,m ). The Equations F.3^

are then substituted in the Equations B.7 to get, by virtue of the
12
Equations E.26, and on the assumption that the z(i i )'s are small, so
that their squares and cross-p ^oducts with each other and with the
v(i^j^i^j^) with i^ ^ 3^ or ^ ^

can be ignored, that we can write

Il6

u*

\^j

-«-

*-

—

**v^

/ JL-K-v/'^\'^

/

J J.

4$
= .i!2v(AVi^)P(f")P(f)^2^(k^)P(kP)a(jVA^)

+ 2YQQP(i^)P(i^)^z(kV)a(iVi^^)

+ 2YQQ2(iV)^^(k^)P(k^)a(iVi\^)

+ 2y^ ]^Zpz(iV)a(lVi^f)P(k^)P(i^)

+ 2Ym
OJ. i2:2P(i^)P(j^)a(iV-iV)z(kV) .

In the case Tâiere

/é I^ and

(P.35)

the Equations F.35 "become
12

z(iV) = i%v(jWi^)P(3bP(f) + 2YQQz(iV)[l +
If "we have a system "with stability on the "border points i^

.

(F.36)

I^ and

i^ ^ I^ we have that 2Y (l +
))< 1 (see Equations E.20 and E.21 and
00
T^(I)
their discussion), so that under tMs stability condition
z(iV) -> - ( .ZpT(j^i^fi^)P(j^)P(j^)
jj
a(i 1 )

lim(z(iV)),

(F.37)

say.
If we assume

z(i^i^) = lini(z(i^i^)) for

Equations F.35 "become in the case of i^ e

i^ ^ I^ and i^ ^ I^ the

and

i^ /é I^
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«
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j ei^
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+ 2YQQz(iV) ^2 ^P(ls?-)P(k^)a(iVi\^)

+ 2Y

+ 2y

2 P(i^)P(j^)a(iVi^5^)z(kV)

(P.38)

gZ P(i^)p(j^)a(iV"!^j^) lim (z(k^i^)) .
J er
k^jél^

Under the same assTiaçrtîians as for the Equations P.38 ve get for i^ ^ jf"
and
V^(l)z'(iV) =

Z T(j\^A^)P(j^)P(f)f^(l)
j
J e]L
3"e;

+ 2Y^z(iV) -Z P(k^)p(k^)a(iVi\^)
^
k^enr

(P.39)

k^el^
+ 2y

Z z(iV)a(iV-i^Ô^)P(k^)P(i^)
Ic el^

+ 2Ym

^ lim(2(iV))a(iWô^)P(k^)P(i^) .
k:'eil

Let there he k^ elements in (1,2, ... ,2?') which belong to
2

similarly k

2

and

p

elements in (1,2, ... ,m ) which "belong to ± . Then for

the same reason as was given in the derivation of Equation P.17 we have to
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- 1 diŒeaslonal vector space,

la order to secure this, we

12
1 / _1
2
2
have to assume that lim(z(i i )) for i p x or i /é I is so near to
zero that we can assume
2 z(i^i^) = 0

.

i^el^

We see from the Equations P.36, P.38 and P.39 i^at in order to achieve
this result we have to assume

^Z^v(j^i^j^i^)P(j^)P( ) to he small
J J
1 / _1
2 / 2
enough to be negligible for all cases where i f
or i f I ' Ihese

conditions will give the Equations P.38 and P.39 the same form, as the
Eardy-Weinberg cases of the Equations E.23 and E.2U. If one would like to
see precisely what linear combinations of
_ ZLv(j^i^j^i^)P(j^)P(j^) for
1 , 1
2 ,^
jj
i p 1 or i p ±
must be assumed negligible, the non-homogeneous
analogs of the équations of Section E.6.b can be solved according to methods
analogous to that employed in the matrix solution of the Equations F.16.
11
For the case of i e I and
12 •
1 1
of z(i i ) = 0 for ± jé 1 or

2 _2
i e 1 , then, and under the assumption
2 2
± fé 1 , ve deduce from the Equations

P.35 that
T^(l)z»(iV) =

,v(3VA^)P(3^)P(3^)T^(I) - P(x^)P(i^)V^(l)

3

+ 2y^z(ih^)V^(l) + 2YQQP(i^)P(i^) 2
k^efkPel^
1^ iz(iV)a.(iVi^3^)P(k^)P(i^)
^ k"Gl'

+ 2y

Z P(i^)P(j^)a(iWj^)z(k\^) .

(F.ho)
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It is clear that the Squatloous F.4o are the noa-hoinogeneous coiinterparts of the Equations D.

With specialization to the cases of additive

and multiplicative gene action between loci, it is possible to solve the
Equations F.4o in a manner analogous to the solution of the recurrence
relations given by the Equations P.l6. ïhe solution to the Equations F.4o
will be in a similar form as the sin^e locus solution given as Equation
F.I7, vxth the vector c in this case consisting of elements of the form
^

for i^e

[,2 ,v(j\^A^)P(Ap(f) - P(i^)P(i^)] ,

and

It does not seem possible to make more general statements about the
imgOLications of this type of ansifer than the ones 1jiat vere given in the
discussion on Equation F.I7. The conclusions in the two-loci case are,
therefore,very closely similar to that given in the case of a single locus.
For classical genes the mutation rate is usually assumed to be of the
order of one to ten per million. If one could equate our units of inheri
tance that ccffiibine in an additive or a multiplicative; way ifith classical
genes, we would hazard the guess that in most cases the effect of mutation
would be negligible.
For the purposes of the mutation load we are interested in the possi
bility of an equilibrium with
p(i^)p(i^) =1 if i^ = 1 and
and
p(i^)p(i^) = 0 otherwise.

i^ = 1
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or, ia our previoua aotatloa, with uP" = (l) aad 3^ = (l).
n
For the case of i

1 and

2
i / 1 the Equations F.35 "become

a(llll)z(i^i^) = Y(li^^)a(llll) + 2y(^si(xhx\)z(ih^)
•fcûiich ia^lies for 2y a(iS.i^) < a(llll) that

z(iV)^

,

(P.41)

12
= lim(z(i i ), say.
£
If i =1 and

2
i ^ 1 the Equations F.35 become

a(mi)z*(li^) = v(llli^)a(llll) 4- 2YQQz(li^)a(lli^l)

+ 2Yq3^ ^ a(lk i l)z(k"i") ,

•which, after a sufficient number of generations, ve can -write to be
aOm)z'(li^) = a(llll)v(l21i^) + z(li^)a(lli^)
+ p .Z a(li\^)lim(2(k^i^)) ,
k-^A
by virtue of the Equations P.^tl and the fact that ^Yqq = 1-p and 2yq^= p.
It follows that
a(llll)v(llli^) + p

a(%k\^l)lim(z(l^i^))

z(li^) -»

,
a(llll) - a(lli^l)

for

a(mi) > a(lli^l) with i^

1.

(P.42)
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We "write
z(li^) —> lim(z(li^)) , say.
1
la the same way we have for i ^ 1 and

2
i =1 that

a(mi)Y(li^) + p p2 lim(z(i^j^))a(i^j^)
z(l\) -»

(P.43)
a(llll) - a(i-4jl)

—*• lim(z(i^)) , say.
52ie Equations

hold only for a(llll) > a(i'SjLl) , with i^ ^ 1 .

12
^Zpz(i i ) = 0 , it follows that we can solve for z(ll) from
i i
the Equations P.^1, F.42 and P.43. However, we note in the Equations F.^l
Since

that

v(li^%i^) is the probability for mutations at both loci during the

same generation. If we assume this probability to be so small as to be
negligible we get from Equations F.42 and F.43 that

z(U)

( a(lirLMll'll)). V ( a(mi)v(llM^).
i A a(llll) - aCi-TJLl)
i^l a(llll) - a(lli 1)

The Equation F.W- is clearly a straightforward generalization of
Equation F.l8 to the case of two loci.
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G*

Keirdy-Heîriberg Equilibria of Geae Frequencies ia the
a-Loci Case with Selection and no Mutation

The problem in the extension of the work in Section D to the case of
n loci is mainly notational»

However, if we take care to present the

relevant equations in a form that will allow straightforward generalization
to the n-loci case, the problem can in some instances be avoided by follow
ing the nature of the necessary manipulations in the 2-loci case.
We sbaT T find it advantageous for the present purposes to return to
the notation that was used at the beginning of Section B.
Recall now that if we assume no mutation to be taking place,
v(i^ i^ i^ i^ ) is equal to one only if i^ = i^ and i^ = i^ , and is
^ ^1 ^ ^2
^
^1
^ 3^2
equal to zero otherwise. Then it is easy to see that we can rewrite the
Equations B.5 under the assumptions of no mutation and no position effect
as

(G.l)
The Equations G.l are analogous to the Equations B.8, which are the basic
equations from which the formulas of Section D were developed.
We now proceed in a fashion precisely analogous to the derivation of
the Equations D.7 by making the transformation
+ e(i^i^) in the Ecraations G.l to get
x^x^

12

12
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By reason of symet^ it follows that we can write

(G.2)
Like the Equations D.7 the Equations G.2 allow specialisation to both
the cases of additive and multiplicative gene action between loci. For
reasons that will be stated later on, we will concentrate on the case of
multiplicative gene action between loci.
We now utilize a set of transformations analogous to those given as
•aie Equations D.9 in the Equations G.2 so that, on recalling

i^ = 1,2,

12
2
... ,m and i^ = 1,2, ... ,m , we obtain

^^

(G.3)

It is an easy job to convince oneself that the Equations G.3 are
equivalent to the Equations D.IO, if one recalls that we assumed

In Secticaa. D it was pointed out that elements of the characteristic
1 3.
22
vectors of the matrix [b(iQi^)b(
^

be written as products of

corresponding elements from the characteristic vectors of [bCi^i^)] and
Xiet us now assume y(i i ) to be an element from a characteristic vector of [bCi^i^)!}(i^^)], so that we can write

y(i^i^)

12
1
= w(i )w(i ), "smere w(i ) and
X^^
35^''
^ X^

2
^
w(i ) are elements from the characX2

terxstic vectors of [bCi^i^)] and

Cb(1^1^)3 respectively.

22k

It follows therefore that for characteristic vectors of
[b(i^i^)b(i^^)I we obtain from the Equations G.3
w'(ibw'(i|) = w(ibw(i^)
Z 2Y
°
°
°
^X^X2=0,1 %
where

and

are characteristic roots of [b(

,

] and

(G.4)

BiCi^i^)]

respectively. The Equations 6.4 are precisely equivalent to the Equations
D.ll.
The form of the different characteristic roots of the matrix
11
22
Cb(iQi^)b(iç^i^)l and their associated vectors was given in the discussion
following on the Equation B.lS. It is dear from this discussion that the
11
22
only characteristic vector of [b(iQi^)b(iQi^)] that should be excluded
from consideration in the Equations G.k is the one associated with the root
= 1.
It follows that the necessary and sufficient condition for the system
of perturbation vectors associated with the Equations G.4 to be stable is
that
2

2Y

(X^) (r)

<1 ,

(S.5)

11
2 2
for all characteristic roots of [bCi^i^)] and [bCi^i^)! with the excep1
tion of the case where both X and

2
X are equal to unity.

The extension of the result given by the inequality of the Equation
G.5 to the case of n loci is now immediately obvious, and will be stated
in the theorem given below.
Theorem 5

In the case of n loci with multiplicative gene

action between loci the necessary and sufficient condition for the
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existence of a stable Kardy-Weinberg equilibrium is that the condition.

n
Z

2y

(\^) (\^) ... Cx"")

hold, where not all of the characteristic roots

<1

(G.6)

a = 1,2, ... ,n may

be taken to be equal to unity at the same time.
The

are defined to be the characteristic roots of the matrices

[b(i^i^)] , which were defined in the Equations D.9 for the specific cases
of a = 1 and

a = 2 . The properties of the

follow from. Section C

and from the derivations following on the Equations D.IO. The
are defined by the natural extension of the

v

y

whinh were defined at

the beginning of Section B.
The proof of

Theorem 5 follows immediately from the natural exten

sion of the Equations G.l throu^ G-5 to the case of

n loci.

Theorem 5, like Theorem 1, is of course applicable to internal points
only, i.e. the points P(iQ)P(iQ) ... PCi^) = 0 were excluded in its
formulation. The border points can be handled by the techniques of Section
E. Let us denote the set of internal points by the symbol I. Then we
speculate on the basis of our work in Section E that, under the assumption
of Eardy-Weinberg equilibria, a border point associated with the k-th locus
will be stable if and only if Z ,?(i?)a(i^i^) <
, for i^ -é I, where
i-& -L
O -L
- Ji
0
^ JL
t
T
a(iQi^) is the fitness at the k-th locus and -jfiiere
is the nean fit
ness at equilibrium at the _k-th locus.
It is olear that, for eïai^le,
represent

and

.f.

probabilities associated with the same events. The work of
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Scimell (1961) and van Aarde (1963) show furthermore that probabilities
like the ones mentioned above can be represented uniquely in terms of the
same functions of the coefficients of recombination. It follows that in
the consideration of terms containing

y

Xg...x^
delete the variables that have been summed over.
Let us now consider the case where

it will be natural to

1 and

X^= X^= ... = X^= 1

in the Equation G-6. It is easy to convince oneself that 2^^= ^7^^= 1
Hence, Equation G.6 becomes

1 + X^

< 1 . The same argument holds for

all the other cases where only one characteristic root unequal to one is
considered. We also have from, Section C that 11 + X |< 1 is the con
dition for stability in the case of a single locus. Eence, it follows that
a necessary condition for Hardy-Weinberg stability for n loci is that all
the constituent single locus cases most be stable.
Ifext, let us consider the case "s&ere

X
X / 1 and

2
X ^ 1 , with

X^= X^= ... = X^= 1. Equation G.6 becomes then

<1 ,

which is clearly equivalent to Equation D.l4. The natural extension of
this argument gives that all two-loci systems must be stable in order to
allow stability for the n-loci system.
The foregoing argument extends obviously until the case is reached
where all n roots must be unequal to tmity. Hence, we can rephrase
Theorem 5 as given below.
In the case of multiplicative gene action between loci the Hardy•Weinberg system associated with the set of loci (1,2, — ,n) will be stable
if -and only if the Hardy-Weinberg systems associated with «n subsets of
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(1,2, — ,n) are stable.
The problem with Theorem 5* as is also the case with Theorem 1, is
that it is only a local result. There does not seem to be any obvious way
by which oae can show in general that when the Hardy-Weinberg system is
stable, the non.-Hardy-¥eihberg system must be unstable.

In any case we

know from the examination of simple systems that when the Hardy-Weinberg
equilibria are unstable, there may very well be stable non-Hardy-Weihberg
equilibria.
It is difficult to imagine any evolutionary mechanism that will favour
the development of stable Hsurdy-Weinberg equilibria.

Here it is relevant

to remember that we proved in Section E that in the case of multiplicative
gene action between loci, a stable Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium does not pre
sent a local may-timm of the mean fitness function. It is easily seen that
the argument used in Section B extends naturally to the case of n loci.
Lewontin's {196k) result on the mean fitnesses in the case of two loci,
each with two alleles, suggests that there may very well be advantages to
the non-Hardy-Weinberg equilibria, since they result in a higher mean fit
ness of the population. This is obviously a very deep problem which we
will have to leave aside for the time being. The present state of know
ledge on some aspects of these questions were discussed in Section E.
In the case of additive gene action between loci the proof of the
theorem that the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is stable if and only if «n
the constituent single loci of the n-loci system are stable, does not
appear to go throu^ as smoothly as the proof for the stability conditions
in the case of multiplicative gene action between loci.

A proof for the

additive case will, therefore, not be attezopted here, especially since
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there is very little reason, to dotfot the validity of the posttzlated n^loci
result.
In all the results on additive and multiplicative gene action between
loci the device of working with the 2-loci case was employed only to ease
the problem of notation, and was in no way enforced by the logical or
mathematical structure of the problem. Most of the results in Section £
will, therefore, carry over to the case of n loci in a logical and obvious
way. The speculation about the nature of the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the stability of border points in the case of multiplicative
gene action, which followed immediately on the derivation of Theorem $,
will for this*reason carry over to the case of additive gene action between
loci.
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IV. LOAD COIKSPTS MD THEORY

A.' TW Sirig3.e Loctis Case
1. General introduction
Even a cursory ^ance at the literature is enou^ to convince one that
the load theory was designed in single locus terms and that the generaliza
tion to the multi-loci situation was introduced without adequate theoreti
cal justification. However, the historic approach to the multi-loci case
via the single locus case will be followed here, because seme of the re
sults derived in this way will be needed later on, and because it is be
lieved that to do so would be revealing.
A comparison between Qiapters U and HI will reveal that fitness was
treated in essentially different ways. In Chapter H fitness was handled
in the same way as a metric trait, that is, fitness was conceived to be the
property of a single genotype. In Chapter TTT the fecundity aspect of
fitness was described by a probability distribution associated with a pair
%
of adult genotypes- However, it was shown that some mpAning can still be
given to the concept of a fitness value ascribed to a sin^e genotype if
the property, which we referred to as product fecundity, is assumed.
It is clear that the only observable quantity in an experimental con
text is the number of offspring per mating.

It seems that the only

rational way in which offspring can be attributed to a sin^e parent is to
assume that the offspring distributicm of a pair of parents is equal to
the product of two parental distributions, as follows from the discussion
on Sqaation III.B.2. In other words, what is done here is to assume that
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from, the tu offspring of a mating between two parents of the genotypes
(ij) and (rs), say, t

can be ascribed to (ij) and

u to (rs) .

The problem here is that there is no way of knowing how to factor the
tu (^spring into the number ascribable to each parent, even if we are
willing to make the assumption of independent offspring distributions,
which is a more restrictive assungtion than that of product fecundity. It
follows that the best procedure is to work with pairs of genotypes in our
derivations.
Let us, therefore, find the expectation of the number of infant off
spring per adult mating pair. We will do so by finding conditional
expectations. Ehe expected number of infant offspring of the adult mating
pair (ij) X (rs) is .j^tb^(ijrs) = b(ij)b(rs), as we defined it before
in Section B of Chapter HI. In the same way as before, let us denote the
probability of survival from infancy to adulthood of the infant (ij) by
-t(ij). It follows then from the theory in Section B, Chapter HI that in
a random mating population we can write
..Z b(ij)b(rs)t(ij)t(rs)p(i)p(j)p(r)p(s)
E(b(ij)b(rs)) =^
(^'t'(vw)p(v)p(w))
(^^a(ij)p(i)p(j))^
(Z^t(vw)p(v)p(w))^

where, as before, we denote b(ij)'ù(ij) by a(ij).
It will be convenient for the purpose of the development of the load •
theory to define the mean fitness of a population by the expression
Z^a(ij)p(ij) , -sdiere

p(ij) is the frequency of the genotype (ij). This

definition is in accord with our previous usage of the term mean fitness of
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a population in Chapter- HI.
We see that the expected nuniber of infant offspring per adult mating
pair is a function of both the mean fitness "and the mean, viability of a
population. It would, however, be convenient if we could find some quan
tity which may be observable and the expectation of which will be a function
of the mean fitness alone. We will, therefore, investigate the expectation
of the number of infant offspring per infant mating pair. For this purpose
we clearly have to envisage an experimental procedure by which infants can
be mated at random.
We first note that the event that a pair of adults are (ij) and
(rs) implies that the pair of infants were (ij) and (rs), and vice versa.
It follows that the expectation of the number of infant offspring from
infant mating pairs can be written as
E(0) = E
Identity
of infants

E

E(0/infants survived/^^).

Survival
of infants

The mean number of infant offspring of the adult mating type (ij) x (rs)
q
is .2 tb.(ijrs) = b(ij)b(rs), as we defined it before in Section 3 of
"C—0 t»
Chapter III. The expected number of infant offspring for the pair of
infants (ij) and (rs) is t(ij)b(ij)/&(rs)b(rs) = a(ij)a(rs), where -e.(ij) is
the probability that the infant (ij) survives to adulthood. Hence, we have
E(a(ij)a(rs)) = 2^ Z^a(ij)a(rs)p(i)p(j)p(r)p(s)
= (2^a(ij)p(i)p(j))^ .

(A.l)

If we use the method of moments, it follows that the experimentally
observed mpan nuniber of offspring per mating would be used as an estimator
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of the s<iu£u?e of the mean fitness of a population.
The mean number of infant offspring that one can ascribe to a specific
infant genotype is also of some interest. We again assume random mating
between adults. The expected number of infant offspring of a (ij) adult
ls> according to Sempthoi^e and Pollak (1969), equal to
2s^(rsH(rs)p(r)p(s)
b(ià)

2 a(rs)p(r)pCs)
= b(ij)^
.
§yt(mr)p(u)p(v)
Since the probability that a (ij) infant survives to adulthood is
{.(ij) , the expected number of infant offspring of a (ij) infant is
S a(rs)p(r)p(s)
a(ij) —
.
Z^{(uv-)p(u)p(v)
It follows that the relative frequency of offspring attributable to the
infants of the type (ij) will be
a(ij)p(i)p(j)2^a(rs)p(r)p(s)
Z^a(uv)p(u)p(v))^

=

.

(A.2)

Z^a(uT)p(u)p(v)
It is clear that the Equation A.2 also holds for the case of random
mating between infants.
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The Equation. A.2 shows clearly the reason why the approach given in
Chapter III is operationally equivalent to the "conventional" way in which
the change in gene frequencies is calculated. For a discussion of the
"conventional" way of handling fitness Li(1967% or any standard textbook
can be consulted.
In order to elucidate fully the extent to whidi fitness can be treated
in the same way as a inetric trait associated with selectively neutral genes,
we now have to proceed from the previous discussion which assumed random
mating, to a consideration of inbreeding. We shall assume that the selec
tive forces are weak and that inbreeding takes place over a short period
of time, so that the effect of selection on the inbred population structure
can be considered to be negligible.
Let us first consider two individuals, X

and

Y, who are members of

a population derived by some form of inbreeding with no selection from a
random mating %)opulation with genotypic array Z p(i)p(j)(ij) - The nature
ij
of the relationship between X and Y and the nature of their inbreeding
is specified by the values
(19^). • Considering X

and

— ,P^ , which were defined by ^rris
Y to be random members of the subpopulation

conroosed of all pairs of individuals related as
the same values for

-Î^

X

and

Y, i.e., who have

P^ , the genotypic array of such pairs Is

fjp(i)p(5)(ij)(i3)
^|^(i)p(5)p(r)(ii)(jr) + P^ ^|^(i)p(j)p(r)(i5)(rr)

(A-S)

Pg i|jjP(i)p(j)p(r)(i3)(ir) + P^ ^J^gP(i)p(3)p(r)p(s)(i5)(rs).
We now compare this genotypic array of pairs of individuals on inbreed
ing with the one derived from
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[F ?pCi)(ix) + (l-F)|:^p(i)p(j)(iJ)P ,
X
which is equal to
+ 2F(l-F)^Ç^(i)p(à)p(r)(iâ)(rr)
+ (l-F)^-J^gP(i)p(à)p(r)p(s)(ij)(rs) . (A.4)
Ï2ie two genotypic arrays will be equal to each other if and only if
= 0, Pg = F^f. P^ = Of Pjj^ = Of P^ = Of Pg + Py = ^F(I-F)
^8 ~

^9 ~

J

•

A moment's reflection on the nature of mating pairs on inbreeding in
a single population will convince one that it is rather unlikely that the
arrays given as Equations A.3 and A.4 are going to be equal. Pg will in
our present setup be defined as
dicates identity by descent, and

Proib(a=b^=d) , where the symbol = in
indicates non-identity by descent. The

condition that Pg = Prob(a=b;^c=d) = Prob(a=b)?rob(c=d) = F^ , implies
that the sources of inbreeding in the mating pair (ii) x (ii) must be
independent in origin. This does not seem to be possible in any of the
siz^ler mating systems, and can easily be verified not to be the case by
following the inbreeding process for one generation "sàien full-sibbing or.
selfing is practiced.
In the case of full-sibbing we can derive that P^ =
P^ =

and that P^ =

= P^ =

Pg = -f,

= P^ = P^ = 0 . These values can be

verified from recurrence equations given by Giilois (1964). The case of
full-sibbing with selection will be discussed in Chapter V, and since the
foregoing values can easily be obtained from the formulation given there,
we will delete their direct derivation. The value of F
one generation of full-sibbing is ^ , as is well known.

in the case of
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Let us non define the seaa fitaess of a population derived from a
random mating population with. Hardy-Weinberg structure by a process of
mating "based purely on consanguinity until a degree of irdjreeding F is
reached, as
P ^(i)a(ii) + Cl-F)2 2p(i)p(j)a(i5).
i 3

(A.5)

fhe expectation of number of infant offspring in an infant subpopula
tion given by the genoi^ic array given as Equation A.3 can be obtained by
substituting the symbols a(ij) for (ij). A formal derivation of the
expected nymber of infant offspring in such an infant subpopulation can be
obtained by the use of conditional expectations in the same way as in the
"random mating case.
It has been noted that the genotypic arrays given as Equations A.3 and

A.h will not be equal, except possibly in very special cases. It follows
that the expected number of infant offspring derived from the infant array
in Equation A.3 will not in general be equal to the square of the mean
fitness of the inbred population given in Equation A-5-

This iiig>lies that

under inbreeding the mean number of infant offspring per infant mating
pair will not be an estimate of the square of the mean fitness of the popu
lation, with the exceptions to this statement being in the cases •s&iere the
arrays given as Equations A.3 and A.k- are equal.
We shall meet this problem of not having an estimate of the mean fit
ness of a population on inbreeding by constructing a population of inbred
mating pairs with the desired genotypic array-

The construction of a popu

lation tri-th an array of mating pairs given as Equation A.4 is a relatively
easy affair. The procedure is singly to obtain a number of independent
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iiibred liaes frora the same base population and to allow inbreeding to take
place until each line reached the same degree of inbreeding as measured by
the inbreeding coefficient F. The members of each line are then, mated
randomly to the members of the other lines. Our experimental procedure is
then to mate infants at random within the required pattern, and to count
the number of infant offspring per infant mating pair.

Ko substitutions

for mated infants who do not survive to adulthood are made.

This procedure

is important because it is only the mean number of infant offspring per
infant mating pair which is an unbiased estimate of the square of the mean
fitness of a sub-population with a specified degree of inbreeding.
In this context it is worthwhile to note that the expected number of
offspring at infancy per adult mating pair for a population derived by the
procedure given in the previous paragraph is
[P ?p(i)a(ii) + (l-F)? ?p(i)p(3)a(i3)]^.
—1
3' 3
J
CF 2p(iH(ii) + (l-F)Z %)(i)p(jX(ij)]^
1
,
1J

(A.6)

as follows easily by the procedures employed previously. It follows that
if we want to work with adult mating pairs a correction will have to be
made for the mortality between infancy and adulthood.
Kote now that
sCmmtber of adults/the infant was (ij)]
= 1 t(ij) + 0[l-^(ij)]
=

U±3)

.

It follows that E(number of adults per infant)
= F Zp(i)^(ii) + (l-F)Z.p(i)p(j)t(ij) .
1
J-J

(A.7)
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Since •we are dealing, vith a binomial variable which takes only the
values zero or one, it follows that the ratio of the number of adults to
the number of infants is an unbiased estimator of
F Çp(iH(ii) + (l-F)2.p(i)p(âH(iâ) .
X
We observe that

Prob(a pair of infants survive to adulthood)
= .2 p(ijrsX(ij)4(r8) ,

where

p(ijrs) is the frequency of the pair of infants (ij) x (rs).

The structure of the population induced "by random mating "between inbred
lines causes p(ijrs) = p(ij)p(rs) . It follows that the probability of a
pair of infants surviving to adulthood is equal to the product of the
probabilities that each of them survives. It follows that
E(number of pairs of adults per infant pair)
= (E(nuinber of adults per infant ))^ •
It is of some interest to observe that
Ero'b(a pair of infants survive
= iJrgPC ij

fl t

offspring from a pair of adults)

ij)"b^(i^rs)p(rs)^(rs)

= Prob(t offspring from a pair of adults) Prob(a pair of infants survive)
p(ij)Z(ij)b^(ijrs)p(rs)t(rs)

In this context the notation, (1 indicates the intersection of two events
in the sample space.
It follows from the foregoing equation that we are dealing with in
dependent events in our consideration of the viability and fertility
aspects of fitness. Together with the results following from Equation A."J,
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this indicates that it vould he possible to consider a correction of the
Equation A.6 for the purpose of the estimation of the square of the mean
fitness.
We will, however, proceed "by considering only the case in which the
infant offspring per infant mating pair are counted, since it is theoreti
cally the simplest and also the most direct procedure for the estimation
of the square of the mean fitness of a population. In most cases where
the foregoing theory is applicable there probably would not be any advan
tage to counting the number of infant offspring per adult mating pair,
since knowledge of the mortality bettfeen infancy and adulthood is neces
sary for coirrection to render the estimate unbiased.
Before we move on to the consideration of other topics we note that
the variance of the number of infant offspring per infant mating pair is
given by
ijrs t ^°t(^^j

):P(^j)P(

)

= (.|j,s''^(ijrs)p(i0)p(rs)) - (Z^a(ij)p(ij))^ ,

(A.8)

T&iere
A(ijrs) = Z t^b^(ijrs)'C(ij)rs) .
ô
''
We observe that this variance pertains to the procedure where infants are
paired and their offspring are counted at infancey. We also note that
the variance of the nusber of infant offspring per infant mating pair de
pends on the degree of inbreeding throu^ the genotypic frequencies

p(ij).

This result is, of course, only applicable to populations obtained in the
manner indicated for the estimation of the square of the mean fitness of
the population.
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For "the calculation of the variance of the inean number of infant off
spring per infant mating paii^ it is necessary to remember that the covariance between the number of offspring derived from different mating pairs
may not be equal to zero. Let us consider a pair of infants from the same
inbred line and denote their genotypes by (ij) and (de). Their fre
quency vill be

p(ijde), say, with the different cases of identity by

descent described by the array given as the Equation A.3»

Likewise let

(rs) and (fg) be a pair of infants from another inbred line with the
same degree of inbreeding as the first. According to the mating scheme
that we described previously, the infant matings (ij) x (rs) and
(de) X (fg)- occur with frequency p(ijde)p(rsfg). The probability of
obtaining t

infant offspring from one mating and

u infant offspring

frasi the other mating is b^(ijrs)b^( defg)^(ij)/&( de)/&(fg). The covariance
between

t and

Cov(t,u) =

u is therefore derived to be
^^(ijrs)b^(defg)t(ij)^(rs)^(de)t(fg)p(ijde)p(rsfg)

defg
- (j^S^s

(ijrs)t(ij)^(rs)p(ij)p(rs))

X (^l^g Zub^(defg)t(de)t(fg)p(de)p(fg))
= (i^de^(ij)a(de)p(ijde))^ - (Zja(ij)p(ij))^ .

(A.9)

The other case of interest in the consideration of covariances between
the number of offspring from different infant mating pairs is where we have
one pair of infants with genotypes (ij) and (de) from one inbred line
mated to a pair of infants (rs) and (fg) from different inbred lines.
In this case we obtain

l4o
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y

^
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We are now ia a position to consider the possibilities of adapting
the method of maximum, likelihood to the estimation of the mean fitness of
a popxilation. Let us assume that we construct an array of mating pairs by
random mating between members of equally izibred lines. Also assume that
we take only one individual from each inbred line as a parent in ouir esti
mation population. We therefore denote the probability of obtaining t
infant offering per infant mating pair by
i|j.s\(idrs)p(ij)p(rs) = Qj. , say,
where the

p(ij)'s take on values according to whether i is identical

by descent to j or not, in the same way as in given in Equation A.5-

We

note that the definition of the Q^'s is in no way dependent on the assump
tion of a specific number of alleles and that the definition of

Qq needs

to include the event with probability 1 -^S^g-t.(i3)^,(rs)p(iô)p(rs) of zero
offspring due to the death of one or both paired infants before adulthood.
Let us now classify the outcome of n independent matings from a
population of mating pairs with respect to the number of offspring per
mating, and let us denote the number of matings with t offspring by n^ .
k
''
Hence,
= n . It follows that the probability of obtaining
n ,n^, ... ,n. infant pairs with respectively 0,1, ... ,k infant offspring
0 -L
jC
per pair is

where we assxmie that

> 0 , for t = 0,1, .

The TnayinTiTm likelihood estimators of the
known, and are sinmly given

,k .
are, of course, well

^t
— for all t . From, tiie definiticm of the

l4l

var-ious quantities involved we have that
\
=i^r8 |c\(ijrsK(iJ)-t(rs)p(ij)p(rs) = (|^a(ij)p(ij))^ .
Hence, ^ — will be an imbiased estimate of the square of the mean fit^t
t ST
ness, since the — are xinbiasecL estimates of
V
n"
be a
biased estimate of Z.a(ij)p(ij} . We observe that the foregoing estimates
^J
are valid for a population of mating pairs of an arbitrary degree of in
breeding, subject only to the limitations mentioned previously on the use
of the inbreeding coefficient under the present circumstance s.
The variance of the estimate of (S.a(ij)p(ij))^ follows easily ftom
the variances and covariances of the estimates of

Q

... ,Q, .
OX
^
Unfortunately the variance of the estimate of the mean fitness of the

population cannot be derived by the foregoing procedure.
It is of some interest to note what will happen if we do not construct
an estimation population of mating pairs described by the genotypic array
given by Equation A.t, but instead proceed to take mating pairs in which
both parents come from the same inbred line. In this case the probability
of obtaining t

infant offspring per infant mating pair is given by
i2rgbt(iDrsH(ij)'6(rs)p(i3rs) ,

where the

(A.12)

p(ijrs) take on different values according to the relationship

of identity by descent between the genes (i), (j), (r) and (s) as given
in Equation A-3. As in general

p(ijrs) ^ p(ij)p(rs), we see that if we

proceed in the same way as in the case of mating between inbred lines we
obtain in this case ZtQ^ ^ (Z:.a(ij)p(ij))^, with the result that we are
t «'
13
unable to obtain estimates of either the mean fitness or the square of the
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mean, fitness of a population.
Another angle from which one could try to approach the estimation of
the mean fitness of a population would be to try and estimate the

a(ij)'s,

from which the mean fitness of the population under consideration can be
calculated.

A possible procedure here would be to use the function g(Q)

of the Equation A.11 and to differentiate with respect to the different
t(ij)'s and b^(ijrs)'s. However, for this approach at least the number of
alleles should be known exactly. In the type of situation in which we are
interested in fitness and loads, this would not in general be the case.
If the genotypes are identifiable one could consider repeating the
mating (ij) x (rs) n times. In this case the probability of obtaining
t

infant offspring per adult mating pair is

b^(ijrs) -

Let us write

A^ = b^(ijrs) and let us denote the number of matings with t

offspring

by n.. Hence, Sn, = n . It follows that the probability of obtaining
t
-j; t
nQ,n., — ,n^ adult pairs with respectively 0,1, ... ,k infant off
spring per pair is

2(A) It then follows from the Equation A.13, by the same type of argument
^t
that we used on Equation A.11, that Zt — will be the unbiased estimator
t ^
of Ztb.(ijrs) . With product fecundity it will be true that
t t
Etb^(ijrs) = b(ij)b(rs) . Now^if different genotypes are included in the
matings one will be able to see whether the assumption of product fecun
dity is tenable or not.
The problem of the estimation of fitness distributions certainly
deserves more attention than it has been given here. However, at present
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our- main objective is to investigate the theory of genetic loads, and since
we obtained enough information to enable us to give our inquiry into load
theory a rational basis, ve will leave matters as they stand.
The concept of two life phases of the individuals in a population was
introduced because of its value in the discussion of population structure.
For example, it was shown that in the single locus case the infants have
Hardy-Weihberg structure of gene frequencies, and it is obvious that unless
there is no viability selection, the array of adults will not possess the
Eardy-¥eihberg property. In any practical situation as many life phases
can be distinguished as is desirable, but since the distinction between
two life phases provides us with adequate conceptual tools and sia^lifies
matters, the only distinction that we will make in this chapter is between
infants and adults.
The difficulty involving the description of the genotypic array of the
population by the use of Wright's coefficient of inbreeding has already
been touched upon. Althou^ it is conceptually bothersome, it is believed
that the problem, is more apparent than real in the case of genetic loads.
Accordingly we will proceed to use the inbreeding coefficient for the des
cription of the genotypic array and justify its use for the estimation of
the load ratio in the sections dealing with this aspect of the problem.
2. The mutation load
We consider a single locus with alleles denoted by (i),
i = 1,2, ...

From Chapter HI it can be seen that Eardy-We1 nberg

structure can be assumed for the population at infancy. The fitness of an
infant genotype is defined in the same way as the previous section and in
the same way as it was defined in Chapter HI, except that from, now on we

Ikk

•will •write

x(ij) instead of

a,(ij). ¥e do so in. order to emphasize that

fitness is now treated in the same way as a metric trait associated with
selectively neutral genes and that due care must therefore be exercised to
remain within the bounds within whi(^ a legitimate correspondence exists
between the two ways of looking at the characteristics of fitness. The
bounds within \âiich such a legitimate correspondence exists has been
delineated in the previous section.
The justification for the calculation of the random mating load from
the following description of a population will be come apparent in the
subsequent development of our theme. It should be noted that in this sec
tion and the following one (on. the segregation load) we are most of the
time concerned with the development of functional or structural rela
tionships-

The problem of the estimation of the quantities involved will

be touched on in Section k.
In. order to calculate the random mating load we write:
Genotype

(ij)

Frequency

p(i)p(j)

Fitness

x(i3),

where x(ll) > x(ij) for i ^ 1 or
unity so that

p(i)p(j) for i ^ l

j ^ 1 and where
and

(A.l4)

p(l) is near to

j ^ 1 can be considered to be of

negligible magnitude. These assumptions are quite legitimate since from
Chapter HI, Section F.l.a we have that an equilibrium is stable in such a
case. In Section F.l.c. of the same copter we gave approximate solutions
to the equilibrium equations in the two-allele case «nd showed that tbese
equilibria will be stable under most conditions that one is likely to en
counter. In. the m-allele case approximations to the equilibrium gene
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frequencies can be obtained from, the derivations leading to Equation F»l8
in Section F.l.b. of Chapter III.
We assume

x(ll) = c

and

x(lj) = c(l-h(;j)s(QQ)) , j ^ 1, where

s(5j) >0 and 0 < h(j) <1 , and where

c

is a constant factor common to

All genotypes. From the definition of the load (Chapter TI, Equation 1) it
follows that for the random mating load we have
= 1 - (1 - 2

= 2p(l)j^p(j)h(j)s(jj) ,

since the p(i)p(3) are very smmll for i ^ 1 and

(A.15)

j

1 , and where

denotes the random mating load.
To calculate the inbred load we assume that complete homozygosity is
achieved without any change in gene frequencies. We write

where x(ll) = c

Genotype

(jj)

Frequency

p(j)

Fitness

x(jj) ,

(A.16)

and %(jj) = c(l - s(jj)) for j ^ 1 . From Chapter H,

Equation 1 the inbred load is then
= I - (I - jgiP(j)s(jj))
=

•

(A.17)

It follows from Equations A.15 and A.17 that

P(d)s(53)
L
'0
since we assume

(a.i8)

p(l) to be approximately equal to unity. It follows then

ikS

from the fact that the mean of positive numbers is always greater or equal
to the smallest value and less than or equal to the largest that
1 _
_ ^,
1
2 max(h(5)) - L - 2 min(h(j)) '

(A.19)

This result agrees "with the two allele case given by Crow (195^) and which
was also derived in CShapter II.
3-

The segregation load
We assume that the fitness of the genotype (ij) is x(ij) and that

its frequency is

p(i)p(j) -

The assuzgition of Hardy-Weinberg frequencies

is legitimate in the context of Section 1 if the parents and offspring are
counted in infancy. We also assume that we are in a system in which the
mutation rates are so small that the approximation of a selection system
with mutation by a system without mutation is satisfactory. This topic was
covered in detail in CJhapter III, Section F.l.b. For present purposes we
assume that all the alleles (i), i=l, ... ,m are internal points of the
genetic system as defined in Section III.C and in subsequent developments
given in Chapter III.
We have
Genotype

(ij)

i,j = 1,2, ... ,m

Frequency

p(i)?(3)

Fitness

%(ij) = c(l - s(ij)), 0 < s(ij) < 1 .

We denote
x(..) = Z Zp(i)p(j)x(ij)
x(i.) = ?p(3)x(i5) .
J

(A.20)
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The change in gene frequency is
Sp(i)p(j)x(ià)-p(i)x(..)
_i
Ap(i) =
x(..)
= p(i)Cx(i>)-x(.>)l ^
2C(..)
•which is in agreement •with Equation B.ll of Chapter HI for reasons
acplained in Section A.l in the derivation of Equation A.2.
Since we assume that the population is in equilibrium throu^ selec
tion •we ha^ve that at equilibrium
x(i,) = x(..) .
If it is assumed that the optimum genotype, one of the heterozygotes,
has fitness

c, then ve define the fitness of the genotype (ij) as

c(l - s(ij)), where s.. = 0 for the mm-ximal genotype.
We then ha^ve that
c(l-s(i.)) = x(i.) and

c(l-s(..)) = x(..) .

It follows from the foregoing that at equilibritaa
s(i.) = s(..) .

(A.21)

In an infant population derived by random mating, the random mating
load is
c-c Z Zp(i)p(j)(l-s(ij))
L =
0

c

= s(..)

(A.22)

= s(i.) at equilibri'um.
¥e have that

s(i.) > s(ii)p(i), so that at equilibrium

s(.-) > s(ii)p(i).
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It follows that
m
> iiiP(i)s(xi) =
where

,

is the inbred genetic load.

It follows that
%^Ll
or
< m,
where

(a.23)

m is the number of alleles in the genetic system at eguilibriim.

It shoiHd be noted that for the totally inbred population the mean of
the population is given by
c^|l^p(i)(l-s(ii)) .
It follows that if we calculate the load to be
m.
= i5L^(i)s(ii) ,
we have to assisme that the maximal genotype in the inbred population is
still the one with fitness c . The difficulty is of course that we
asstoned the Triavî-mal genotype to be a heterozygote, and that in a totally
inbred population there will be no heterozygotes. The problem is now to
reconcile the above calculation of the inbred load with the definition of
the genetic load as
-

,

* ( - - )

"

xmax

Let lis accept for the moment that the following representation of a
population in terms of the inbreeding coefficient is valid:

1^9

Genotype

(ii)

(ià)

Frequency

Fp(i)

(1-F)p(i)p(j)

Fitness

Q(X-s(ii))

c(l-s(i3)) .

It follows that the mean of the population is
C[F Zp(i)(l-s(ii)) + (l-P)Z Zp(i)p(j)(l-s(ij))]
i
ij
= cCF-F %(i)s(ii) + (l-F) Z Zp(i)p(j)(l-s(ij))] ,
i
ij
and hence that
c[(l-F) + F 2p(i)s(ii) - (l-F) Z Zp(i)p(j)(l-s(i3))]
=
:
^
.
c
Then
Lim
F
1

= Zg{i)s(ii) = L,
i

This argmaent justifies the definition of the inbred load as it is given in
the foregoing, "because the use of the inbreeding coefficient in the present
context is considered to be legitimate, as will become clear later.
h. The estiTnption of load ratios
We have now derived properties by which one can determine the nature of
the load in a population if one has an estimate of the magnitude of the load
ratio and sœne idea of how many genes per locus to expect and of the degree
of dominance as measured by the

h(j)'s

of Section 2.

For the purpose of laying bare the arguments eumloyed for the deriva
tion of the estimation procedure in the literature (that of Morton, Crow
and Miller (195^))7 ve will derive a zmHti-loci result by an essentially
single locus procedure. In Section B of this chapter it will then be shown
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that this result is a special case derived from a more general one on the
assumption of no linkage between loci. We leave the Justification of the
description of the genotypic array by the inbreeding coefficient until the
end of this section. Further, we assume that in a population with degree
of inbreeding F, the genotypic array can be written as follows:
Genotype

(i^ i^)

(i^ j*), (i^

Frequency

Fp(i^) + (l-F)p(i®")p(i^)

(l-F)p(i*)p(j*)

Fitness

x(i^i^)

j^)
(A.2it)

.

The mean fitness of the population due to gene action at locus a is
then:
(i) %ien F = 0
=0 = Z* ZaP(i*)p(j*)=(i*j*) ,

(ii) For arbitrary F
xj = F 2^p(i^)x(i®'i^) + (1-F)2^ 2^P(i^)p(D^)x(i^j^),
i
i 3
(A.25)
(lin.) For F = 1
3^ = ZgP(l*)=(l*ï*)

Also "we define the load at the a-th locus to be
_a
max
^ ""T
x

^

so thav
3? =

•

(A-2G)
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We have then from Equations A.25 and A.26 that
a

^a .

a
(l-F)Xg

= XG + F(XJ - XG)
0

(A.27)

" 0

= Zhaxb-bb + POï-Ib)!] •

(^-28)

Kow if the loci act multiplicatively and independently ve have that
the total fitness is
" a
^ = aîl=^ •
Also, if the effect of a single locus on fitness is small, we have that
-fro"

•

It follows that
-tal.I'O +

- aW-o)»

or

XP = X^E^C- (A -Î- EF)] ,

(A. 30)

wnere
"".a
^ = a&^O

,
^

_
e,a
® = a&.^ - all^o

If we postulate additive gene'action between loci we have that the
total fitness is

^

^ a

'

so that in this case the Equation A.28 hecomes
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If ve assume zero correlation, over loci between
^max

^1

Lq

and between

can write Equation A.31 as
^=

"ïdiere

and

'

n is the number of loci. Let us write

tA.3£)

D = x (l + — 2 LÎ) and
max
n a O

E = X ( ~ 2 L ? - ^ £ L ^ ) , s o t h a t i t f o l l o w s t h a t E q u a t i o n A .3 2 c a n b e
max n a ±
n a 0
^
written as
Xp = D + S? .

(A.33)

If we assume multiplicative gene action between loci and x
= 1,
max
we see from Equation A.30 that we idJl be able to construct estimates of

ii£
S^o'
since

Under the assun^tion of additive gene action between loci the same type of
approach would apply to Equation A.33, since
D 4- S — 1
î-r
It will be better to delay a full discussion about the estimation problem in
the context of genetic loads until the derivation of the n-loci case has
been given. However, some aspects of the problem, pertinent in the present
context will be noted.
The derivation of the properties of

given here differs in two

ir^rtant respects from that given by Kbrton, Crow and î&iller (I956).
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First, these authors ia effect assumed,

= 1 for all a> and conse

quently they could write Equation A.30 as
= exp[- (A+BF)3 .
Second they assuine that they have a estimate

(A.3^)
of

, which they then

substitute for x^, in the Equation A-3h-, from whence they then proceed by
taking logarithms for the purpose of doing a wei^ted regression analysis
of Log y^ on F.
In contrast to this, we showed for a population derived from inbred
lines with the same inbreeding coefficient F, that

E(zp) =

, where

Zp is the mean number of infant offspring per infant mating pair.

The

construction of the population from inbred lines for the purpose of estima
tion was discussed in Section 1.
It is apparent that the differences "between the approach of Marton.
Crow and Muller (195^) and the one followed here will in general lead to
divergent consequences. However, it will be shown in the next chapter that
when natural selection operates through differential mortality an unbiased
estimate of the mean viability of a population can be obtained. Siis fact
will allow theoretical justification of some aspects of the theory of
itorton. Crow and I^uller (195^)It has been mentioned that a serious objection to the part of the load
theory as developed in this section lies with the use of the inbreeding
coefficient in describing the genotypic array. The description of the genotypic array of a population by F(?p(i)(ii)) -i- (l-F)(Ep(i)(i))^ presupposes
selectively neutral genes, no mutation and that the population was derived
from an original population, which itself arose by random mating, by a
process of mating based purely cm ccmsanquinity.

15^

However, it is possible to argue that although thé use of the inbreed
ing coefficient F veakens the logical cogency of the load argument, in
practice no great error is introduced. The argument would be that with an
organism having something like 10,000 genes, one cannot apply strong selec
tion to each of them. If the effect of inbreeding on decreasing hetero
zygosity is, say, 25 percent per generation, this means that even intense
selection cannot counteract the increased homozygosity of more than a gmat i
fraction of these in any one population.
There is also another sli^tly different way of looking at the effect
of describing the genotypic array by the use of the inbreeding coefficient
F for the purpose of estimation of the load ratio. Let us assume that the
population can be placed in an experimental situation where all genes be
come selectively neutral. Suppose furthenzore, that fitness is under these
circumstances^ an observable characteristic in the same way as is, say, wool
production in sheep. In other words, we assume that an experimental situa
tion can be created in which the load theory holds exactly. !Ehe parameters
estimated under such an idealized experimental situation would then be
applicable to the description of papulations under natural circumstances.
From this point of view, then, the errors in our estimates in practice
derive from our inability to create a suitable experimental situation. One
•v/ay in which the ideal experimental situation is often approximated in
practice is to have all inbreeding to take place in one generation so as to
give selection as little chance as possible to counteract the effects of
inbreeding. It is clear that the effect of selection would be to introduce
some divergence between the theoretical F

and a "realized" F

beyond

that which can be expected on the basis of finite population size. This
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question -will "be given ftîrtîier- consideration in the next chapter.

B. The xvro-loci Case
1. The description of the genotyoic array on inbreeding in the case of
selectively neutral genes
Following Shikata (19^5) ve define the following inbreeding coeffi
cients in the two-loci case with the first locus denoted as the a-locus and
the second as the b-locus
= Prob[a^ = *2 , bt =

and

^10 -

= S'\

^01 =

^ %'h'

^00 =

\^
^

V '

(B.l)

'
V '

from which it follows that we have
^1. =^11 + ^10 =
vTith.

obvious extensions to

a^ = a^ means here that

'

F ^ , F^ and F ^ . The equality relation

a^ and

a^ are genes identical by descent. We

note that straightforward correspondences exist between the functions
ezzmloyed here for the description of the inbreeding process and those used
by Schnell (19^1) for the same purpose. Schnell's work can therefore be
consulted to develop an understanding about inbreeding in the case of more
than one locus.
It is well known that "without selection and nsitation the genotypic
array of a randan, mating population in equilibrium can be written as
I

3 where p(i^) is the freçaency of the gene
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("i1\

»-h

fi-rmt loons

where nfi2\

is the freouencv of the erene

2
(i ) at the second locus.

By the type of argument -which was employed by Kempthorne (1957) in. the
single locus case, ve have by virtue of the Equations B«1 that, with mating
based purely on consanguinity, the genotypic array resulting from inbreed
ing will be given by
^11 &

^ 2^p(ibp(i^)p(f)(i%V)

+ FQI 3^^ ^(i^)p(5^)p(i^)(iVA^)

+F

(B.2)

.ZL 2Zgp(i^)p(j^)p(i^)p(j^)(i^j\^j^) .
ij i j

It is now easy to see that by random mating between members of inde
pendently derived inbred lines one would obtain a population with an array
of mating pairs, given by the square of the array given as Equation B.2.
2he process is entirely analogous to the case of a singl e locus which was
spelled out in detail because of its simple explanation of the principles
involved.
2. The relationship between the mTmber of offspring per mating and mean
fitness
The quantities involved in obtaining the expected number of offspring
per mating pair are in the two-loci case entirely analogous to the single
locus case, #iich was covered in extenso in Section A.l of this chapter.
In the two-loci case, the expected number of infant offspring for the in
fant mating pair (i^j^i^j^) x (r^s^r^s^) is
Hence, we have that E(a(i^j^i^j^)a(r^s^r^s^))

a(i^j^i^j^)a(r^s^r^s^).
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V

/ /

12
12
for a random mating population and where p(i i ) = p(i )p(i ) in the
case of Hardy-Weinberg structure at each of the constituent loci»

From

the comments in the previous section it is also clear that with random
mating between infants from different independent inbred lines of the same
degree of inbreeding, the eacpected number of infant offspring from a speci
fic subpopulation of infant mating pairs would be given by the square of the
genotypic array denoted by Equation B.2, where the symbols

1 1 22
a(i j i j )

1 1 22
are substituted for the syinbols (i j i j ). It is again of importance to
note that this will be true only if the population from which the inbred
lines were derived, had Hardy-'Jeinberg structure at each locus.
In the situation under consideration the variance of the number of
infant offspring per infant mating pair is .
2

Zt^^(i^j^i^j^r^s^r^s^)t(

r^s^r^s^)

lYrV ^ '
^

X p(iVi^3^)p(rVr^s^) - ( ^
^ a(i^j\^j^)p(i^j^i^f))^ .
i ji j
(BA)

The reason for the cosgaratively simple- structure of the Equation 3.4 is
that because of our mating scheme of random mating between equally Inbred
1 1 2 _2
lines, the frequency of the mating between the infant genotypes (i j.1 j )
and (r^s^r^s^), p(i^j^i^j^r^^r^j^) is equal to p(i^j'^l^j^)p(r^s^r^s^),
1 1 22
where the p(l j i j ) take on values according to the relationship of
1
identity by descent between the genes 1 and

1
2
j and between 1 and

as it is given in the array represented by the Equation B.2.

2
j
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¥e note here that it is easy to obtain the recvLcrence relations for
the calculation of

and F^^ in the case of selfing with

arbitrary linkage, but that thus far the only other case in which detailed
derivations has been obtained is that of full-sibbing (Cockerham. and Weir,
1968). Zhese authors can also be consulted for a general survey of the

topic.
The relationship p(i^j^i^j^r^s^r^s^) = p(i^â^i^5^)p(r^s^r^s^)
between titô frequencies of individuals from different inbred lines causes
the covariance between the infant offspring of the infant mating pairs
A X 3 and. C x D to be zero if A, B, C and D are all obtained from dif
ferent inbred lines. She argument is entirely analogous to the case given
in Equation A.9 where the covariance will be equal to zero if p(ijde)
= p(ij)p(de). In the case where

A

and

C

or B and

D are derived

from the same inbred line formulas analogous to the Equations A.9 and A.10
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
can easily be developed. However, the evaluation of p(i j i j r s r s ),
representing the frequencies of pairs of individuals such as A and C or
B *-^(1 D, would present a severe problem-

The problem of iiie relationship

between two individuals,as defined by the relationship of identity by
descent,is difficult enou^ in the single locus case as one has to deal
with 15 isutually exclusive events. With two loci there will be I5 x I5
events that need to be considered. The case of n loci will encozoass
-_n

.
evenz^s.

3. The relationship between population seen fitness and loads on
Inbreeding

In the same way as in the single locus case we denote the fitness of
a genotype (i^j^i^j^) by x(i^j^i^j^) instead of a(i^j^i^j^) in order
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to ençhasize that in some •ways these nuribers are going to be treated in
the same manner as measurements on a metric trait associated with selec
tively neutral genes and therefore that due care must "be exercised in our
thinking. The assumption of Hardy-¥einberg structure of gene frequencies
in the population before inbreeding implies the assumption of multiplica-.
tive or additive gene action, between loci as was shown in Section D of
Chapter III. In the additive case we write x(i^j^i^j^) = x(i^j^)
22
+ ]c(i j ) and in the multiplicative case we write

1 X 2 2
x(i j i j )

¥e now define the following mAans
^ = ^^P(i^)p(i^Mi^i^i^i^) ;

(B.5)

3:^ =

j^)p(i^Mi^jVi^) ,
i j i

ana

^00 ^ A
i 5 i 3

)P(j^)p()P(

•

By an obvious extension of the Equations B.5; ve write in the additive case
1

2

1

2

1 2

1

2

^

in the multiplicative case we write
12
12
x^ = x^3ç^

ana

12
12
x^^ = x^x^ , etc.,

1
1
2
2
where x^ , x^ are mean fitnesses at the first locus and x^ , x^ are

mean fitnesses at the second locus.

l6o

la the saaa way as in the single loons case it follows from Equations
B.2 and B.3 that the population mean fitness,

12

, can be defined

^ll'^lO'^Ol
on inbreeding as being

(B.6)
since PqO'
^ - ^11 - ^10 • V
We note that in the absence of linkage between loci the relationships
2
= F > F^q = F(l-F) and F^^ = P(l-F) hold, where F

is the single

locus inbreeding coefficient. In the case of no linkage and of additive
gene action between loci. Equation B.6 becomes by virtue of the extensions
to the Equations B.5
° '•''o "

•

(B-7)

In the case of no linkage and multiplicative gene action between loci the
extensions to the Equations B.$ cause Equation B.6 to become on
simplification

Woi °
The Equations B-7 and B.8 are entirely equivalent to the Equation A.27 from
which the single locus load formulas were developed. It is therefore clear
that the loads in the multi-loci case will be equivalent to the loads in
the single locus development if there is no linkage between loci.
There are also other ways by which equations similar to those obtained
in the single locus case can be obtained.

By substituting the additive

form of the Equations B.5 into B.6, and by rearranging and summing the
relevant terms we get

l6l

IP

^ 1

Since F,

. 7t

,1

2.^

,

= F. = F , say. Equation B.9 is precisely equivalent to
«x

Equation B.? and hence the conclusion foLlova that linkage has no effect in
the case of additive gene action between loci.
As is to be ea^cted, the case of multiplicative gene action between
loci is slightly more con^licated than the additive case. Entirely
analogous to the single locus case we now define the following loads:

,12
max ^
I'll --^[2
'
max
x^ - x^
,12
max
00
^00 - ^12
max
(B.IO)
^

12

,12
max ^01
'œ. = -l2
max
and
12 _ 12
,12
max" *10
^10 = —12
max
1
1
1
2
2
2
.12
Remembering that x^ = x^^(l-L.^) and x^ = x^^(l-L^) and that xPiaTT
1 2
= X
X
. it follows easily from the Equations B.IO that
max TOflv '
^
12
3_
2
12
1
2^
, etc., lAere
and 3^ are inbred loads at the
first frtci second loci and 'where

1

and

2

are random mating loads at the

first and second loci respectively. Hence, for small loads at each locus
we have
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,12 _ ,1 ^ ,2

ni " ^1 • n. '

(B.11)
and
_12

1

2

h.o^h.^^0 •
Let us npw substitute loads for the means in Equation B.6 according
to the relationships given by the Equations B.IO to get

- wS - Wm)•
Sence, on substituting the Equations B.ll in Equation B.12 and on summing
over the necessary terms ve obtain
°
or
- ^0 - ^0 since F_

^ - 'O - 4'^ ,

= F , = F , say, and hence
^

F_

(B.1U)

= F.= 1-F . Equation B.l4

V/*

»V

is the two-loci eq^valent to Equation A.28 in the slngp.e locus case.
ij-.

The load ratios at each of the two loci
From our work in Section F of Chapter HI it is clear that the same

limits can he attached to the range of values of
^
4
—T and
^0

^0

as in -Qie single locus case which was given in Equations A.19 and A.23.
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la Section C'3 ve showed that at equilibrium in the case of additive
gene action between loci,the same Hardy-¥einberg frequencies obtain at each
of the two loci as that which would have followed fr<m a: consideration of
each locus separately. The same property holds in the case of multiplica
tive gene action between loci, provided that the linkage between the loci
is not too tight.
In Section HI.F.S.c we showed in the discussion on Equations III.
P.30 throu^ III.F.33 and on Equations III.P.36 throu^ IH.P.^O that, if
the siutation rates are small, a system with mutation can be reasonably well
described by a system without mutation.
Eie foregoing results are of importance for the segregation load. The
results of importance for the mutation load are that of Equations III.F.25
and lil.P.26, and of Equations m.F.Ul through HI.P.Wj-. In the transposi
tion of these results to the consideration of the single locus loads, it is
well to remember that in the derivation of Equation A.19 we were not con
cerned with the precise values of the gene frequencies, but rather with the
assumption that some are small, and others are near to unity.
C. The n-Loci Case
1. The relationship between population mean fitness and loads on inbreeding
The theory of loads in the n-loci case is pretty much a straightforward
extension of the 2-loci case. Again we have to assume ^rdy-Weinberg struc
ture of gene frequencies in the population. The conditions under which this
is a possibility was given in Section III.G. Since we deduced from Theorem 5
that all possible two-loci Hardy-Weinberg systans must be stable in order
for the n-loci system, to be stable, we have from Theorem 1 in Section HI.D

that itt the case of multiplicative gene action "between loci, the linkage be
tween loci must not be too tight. Additive gene action between loci will,
of coiirse, be enough to guarantee the existence of Hardy-Weinberg equilib
ria, as follows from Chapter HI. It follows from the discussion in
Sections III.E and IH.G that, in the case of the fitness matrix being of
full rank on the internal points, the n-loci Hardy-¥einberg equilibrium will
be the only possible stable equilibrium under the assumption of additive
gene action between loci.
In the same way as in the Equations B.l we denote the inbreeding coef
ficients here as F ,,

„ , where j = 0,1 for a = 1,2, ... ,n. If y

takes the value uniigr for a particular a, it meana that at that locus the
status of identity by descent between genes holds. Similarly the value zero
for y indicates that the status of not identical by descent is under cona
sideration. It follows that the genotypic array of a population without
selection, derived from a random mating populaticm in equilibrium by a pro
cess of mating based purely on consanguinity, can be written in the n-loci
case in a fashion precisely analogous to Equation B.2. In the same way as
l2 n
in the Equations B-5 ve also define means denoted Igr x *"

, with

72/2''^n
y = 0,1 for i = 1,2, ... ,n. If y = 1 the genes at the a-th locus are idena
a
tical by descent with an associated frequency of p(k^) for the k^-th allele.
If y = 0 the genes at the a-th locus are not identical by descent, and
a
hence the frequency associated with the a-th locus is p(r^)p(s^) for the
r^-th and s^-th alleles respectively- It follows that at infancy the popu
lation mean fitness on inbreeding, which we denote by x^* "

can be

written as
^12..J.

J2...n

_

(c.l)
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la the case of additive gene action, hetweea loci we

write

, Hence, in this case Emiation C.l becomes
%-yn ^^^a

- ? =^0 ^
since F«
«L« * ••

= P^

= F _

•JL* # * %

# *.L* •••

-f

'

(C-2)

s= . . . = p , s a y , a n d s i n c e

F
=F _
=F .
= ... = 1 - P , t d i e r e a d o t i n d i c a t e s t h a t a
\j* * * %
% o* * * #
% # o« # * »
subscript has been summed over. If we remember the relationship
= x^ (l-L^ ) then it is easy to see that Equation C.2 leads to
max"
y^'
Equation A.31, and hence that with additive gene action between loci an
essentially sin^e locus approach led to the correct results.
It is now necessary to define n-loci loads as
12...n _ 12...n
max
" ^lyg-'-yn

12...n
Va-^n"

max

/•« ox
^

12 n
•where ^Cg^x'' is the value of the genotype with the maximam fitness.
¥e also have under the assumption of multiplicativiiyr that

Tnay

a=l max

and that
^12...u

,

f

in the same way as in the multiplicative case of the Equations
Hence, if we recall that
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xf. =

•vdiere

),
•'a
is the load at the a-th locus, ve can vrite that

^a
- a < § <

= 4;;"

+ ... + (-l)V ....
*1

4SS.

) ,

from, vhicji it follows by the Equation C.3 that
j^l...n
_ 2 i,a _
„ a
^
yi-'-^n
^ ^a ^^^^a^b ^
- ... - (-1)*^^
^1^2

^

_a
c
°
^b
.

^n

We now assume the loads at each locus to be «man enough so'^that their
products with each other are of negligible magnitude. From the previous
equation it is clear that althou^ "Uiere are very many of these «man terms
of load products, tiiey occur in a series with alternating signs to its
terms. Hence, the equation

will probably hold to a satisfactory degree if the loads at each locus are
•reasonably small.
virtue of Equation C.3 it is now possible to write Equation C-1 as

If we now substitute Equations C.h into Eq^tion C.^ we get

V

16?

X2«. c.
x_
r

=. X

•ma-ir
max

-F £
^ L?
a
xk

fl-p)2
^
•
'
- oa u

or
(0.6)
since, as before,

= P

1

= P
- = P, say, and since
% **

P.
= P.
= P.
= ... = P
= 1 - F , where a dot indicates
\/* % * #
* V* • * •
* u* % * *
••••O
that a subscript has been summed over.
'He now transform Equation C.6 to

which is equivalent to Equation A.29 in the single locus derivation. This
involves not only the assuzgtion that the loads at each locus are small,
but also that their sums over «n loci must be small. Such an assunption
may be justifiable in a few cases, as will be noted in the nesct chapter on
applications of the load theory, but in general such an assumption of
gmaii sums of loads seems not to be acceptable as there must be very many
loci determining fitness. It follows that one can expect the estimation
procedure pertinent to Equations A.29 or A.30 not to be applicable in all
cases.
In order to ease our notational problem, let us write the Equation
C.6 in the form

Cc.7)

where
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max

and

\ - a&Pl

•

2. The estimation of genetic loads
We now assume that we have a population of mating pairs which is
divided into subpopulations derived from inbred lines accordijag to the
scheme outlined in Section A.l. Each subpopulation is constructed from
independently derived inbred lines which are inbred to the same degree of
inbreeding as measured by the inbreeding coefficient

F. Each subpopula

tion is, therefore, characterized by the degree of inbreeding of its con
stituent inbred lines, and each of the.different subpopulations is asso
ciated with a different inbreeding coefficient.
We presume that the number of infant offspring per infant mating
pair is observable and denote by

z.. the number of infant offspring from

the j-th infant mating pair of the i-th subpopulation. It follows by
extension from the results given by Ecpiation A-1 in tJie single locus case
and by Equation B.3 in the case of two loci that

,

(C-8)

or in words that the expected number of infant offspring per infant mating
pair is equal to the square of the mean fitness, under the conditions as
noted before. From these considerations and from the Equation C.7 it
follows that a natural model for the situation under consideration is
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z.. = C^rci-L.) + fL.-Dw.]^ + e.. »
XJ
V
• u J.- i IJ

Cc.9)
. --

•where

denotes the degree of inbreeding of the subpopulation i, and

•where

e.. denotes the deviation of the nximber of infant offspring from

the j-th infant mating pair from, the mean of the i-th subpopxilation. It
follows front the description of the model that E(e..) = 0 , where E
j
j
indicates that the expectation is taken with respect to the variable
indicated by the second subscript.
Recall now that we wish, to estimate — . It is then easy to see from
2
- -0
o
the relationship
)= c [(l-L^) + (l,Q-L^)w^!r > which follows from

'h.
— is non-estimable if c is unknown. 33iis conclusion

Equation C.9,that

0
follows since there is no way by which

can be expressed as a function
^0

of the S(z..) only.
It is J however, of some interest to proceed with the derivation of
estimation procedures in order to get some idea of what may be achieved
if estimates of

c

are available or if

c is known.

The natural extension of Equation B.4 which gives the two-loci formula
for the variances of the

e^^ indicates that

Var(e^^) =

, since the

variance of the z.. depend on the degree of inbreeding of the i-th subpopulation as it is described by the multivariate inbreeding coefficients
?
. . The magnitude of these multivariate inbreeding coefficients
^i^2***^n
2
depend on the degree of linkage "(Aiich will in general be unknown. The o\
also depend on the unknown parameters "rôiich describe the fitness of the
various genotypes. We note that
the matings j and

Cov(e^^,e„,) ^ 0 , if the infants from

3' have parents from the same inbred line. This

follows from Equations A.9 and A.10 in the single'locus case and from the
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discusaioa of the considerations following Equation B.4 in the case of t%o
loci. The use of more than one individual from the same inbred line as a
parent in the estimation of the mean fitness of a population may be im
possible to avoid under some circumstances.
The Equation 0.9 can be vritten in the form
+ 2(1-Lq)(Lq-I^)w^ +

+ e_ ,

(C.IO)

corresponds to a polynomlaJ.. model
2

2.. = f + gw. + hw. + e.. .

ij

(C.ll)

1

If the relavant variances and covariances of the errors of the model
of Equation C.IO can be estimated, a veighted regression analysis can
then be performed on the basis of ijie model of Equation C.ll. Then, if
c

is known, or an estimate of c

is available,

and

can be estimated

according to their correspondences with f, g and h.
We Trill also consider an adaptation of the maximum likelihood approach
here, since it gives us the opportunity to extend the sing!e locus results
on the estimation of the mean fitness of Section A.1 to the multi-loci case.
For the moment, let us assume two loci to ease the notation. Also
assume that we take only one individual from each inbred line as a parent
in our estimation population. We know that in the case of the event of
both infants surviving to adulthood the probability of obtaining t
offspring per infant mating pair is given by

infant
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3. 1 2 2

It is aow aecessaxy to reimaber that the p(i j i j ) depend on the degree
of inbreeding of the inbred lines that constitute the mating pairs of the
subpopulation i. We therefore denote the foregoing expression by
in the case of the subpopulation i.
We note that we have to include the probability for the event of zero
offspring due to the death of one or both members of an infant mating pair
before adulthood in the probabiliiqr for zero offspring as we defined it in
the above. It is also clear that the definition of the

is in no

•nay dependent on the assungotion of a specific number of loci, or on the
assuiE^tion of a specific number of alleles per locus.
lat-us now classify the outcome of n^ independent matings from the
subpopulation of mating pairs, i, with respect to the number of offspring
per mating, and let us denote the number of matings with t offspring in
k
the ith subpopulation by n^^, . Hence,
~
follows that the
probability of obtaining n.^,n.^, ... ,n.^ infant pairs with respectively
0,1, ... ,k

offspring per pair is

lO
where we assume

li

ik.

P^^ > 0 for all i and for t = 0,1, ... ,k .

The maximum likelihood estimators of the P.. are, of course, well
known, and are sii%g>ly given by

for
t. Bbwever, we are at
1
present not interested in the estimation of the P^^ . From the defini

tion of the various quantities involved we have that the expected number of
infant offspring per infant mating pair in the subpopulation i is given
2
by ZtP,. = X. , as follows from the extension to the Ecpation B-3 and vheTe
t it
1
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is the mean fitness of the i-th subpopulation. It folloMs fr<m the
Equation C.7 that
'
•Hhere

(C.13)

denotes the degree of inbreeding of the subpopulation i.

It is also necessary to note that the Equations C.13 will always be
consistent, because the relationship given as Equation C.? is an Identity
relationship and will, hold good as long as all the subpopulations i were
derived from the same original population.
Let us now assume we have three independent subpopulations, i.e., that
i = 1,2,3. It is also clear that we can take square roots on both sides
of the Equations C.13 without it being necessary to be concerned about the
signs, since the left-hand side of eac^ equation is always positive, and
so is

c on the right-hand side.

By the Equation C.13 we can, therefore,

write
^

= =t(i-Lo) 4.

= CUI-LQ) + (l.Q-I^)Wg]

^

= CC(I-Lq) +

(C.14)

'

We Immediately note that we are essentially in the same trouble as we
were in the case where we tzried estimation by least squares. The Equations

C.lh are of the form y^ = a + bx^ , which allows the estimation of only
two parameters. In terms of TnaYiTmim likelihood theory the trouble arises
because a many to one relationship exists between

and
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The next step in our inquiry is to try and trace the reason for the
T

""l
non-esti'.ïïiability of —, or alternatively of c, L_
Lq

0

and L, . From the
1

Equations C.l4- it is clear that the problem is essentially that we have
only two independent equations to solve for the three unknowns c,

and

L^. This problem arises from the substitution of the two quantities
n^
n
defined in the Equation C.3 for the means x "
in the Equation C.l.
^2*''^n
For each mean two quantities are substituted, namely the corresponding
load and the value of the maTrimal genotype. It can be seen from Equation
C.l that if we know all 2^ of the multiple loci inbreeding coefficients
we would be able to estimate the 2^ means associated with them by the
procedure set forth in the Equations C.l^. If we look at the Equation C.l
in a multiple regression context, we observe that there are 2^-1 in
dependent multiple loci inbreeding coefficients which can be used as
independent variables in the estimation of 2^ means. In contrast to
this there are in the Equation C.5 2^ loads to be estimated together with
the unknown value of the Tnavimai fitness of the population; The subse
quent simplification of the Equation C.5 did nothing to alleviate this
problem. The fact that in the least squares procedure, which we employed
in this section, bo%i sides of the Equation C.l has to be squared, only
makes the estimation problem more complicated, but does not alter its
substance.
The foregoing argument arose form the load theory in the case of
multiplicative gene action between loci. It is, however, readily apparent
that the problem also exists under the assimgtion of additive gene action
between loci, as can be seen from the Equation C.2 and subsequent
developments.

17^

Since aH the means that can be estimated from a population are func
tions of loads and the value of the maximal genotype, one possible way
out of our dilemma would be to try to obtain an estimate of the value of
the TnaxT mal genotype. Unfortunately the estimation of the value of the
maximal genotype seems to be a practical impossibility. The maximal
genotype is either a complete homozygote, or is completely heterozygous at
all loci affecting fitness. In the case of many loci the probability of
such a genotype occurring mwst be extremely small»

Added to this diffi

culty would be the problem of identifying such an individual when it is
present in the population. These points are well discussed by Levene
(1963). It is unfortunate that the load theory should run into difficulty
in this way.
These problems in relation to the estimation of the maximal genotype
tie up with the only other conceivable approach to the load question.
This alternative approach to the estimation of the genetic load would be to
estimate all the fitnesses and to calculate the load directly from these
estimates. In this case we would look at the likelihood function given as
Equation C.12 as a function of all the probabilities for survival and off
spring. a^wever, it is apparent from our discussion on Equations A.11,
A.12 and A.13 and from the definition of the quantities

that for this

procedure at the very least we will have to know the number of loci and
the number of alleles per locus. Such knowledge will only be available in
very exceptional cases, so that we will not pursue -Hie matter here.
Two other topics are also of interest. The first is the matter of
error in the realized F's or the w^'s in the terminology employed here.
We will, however, delay the discussion of the results that we were able to
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obtain in this area to the ngrt ^pter,since it vill fit in better there.
The second topic pertains to the relationship between the theoretical and
estimated load ratios. We recall from Section

that the load theorems

which distinguish between mutation and segregation loads pertain to ratios
at a single locus^ i.e., we proved results on — , where the superscript
^0
LJ
a indicates the a-th locus. It follows that estimates of Z — > would
a T&
0
be the easiest to interpret. However, it follows fr(m the discussion on
Equations C.7 and C.9 that if an estimate of the mmximml genotype were
available, we would be able to obtain estimates of

About the only thing that can be said of this problem, it seems, is that
the values of

tl-4
will not differ much if a relationship
all a, •vmere k is a constant.

= kL^ holds approximately for
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Y. THE APPLICATION OF LOAD IDEAS

A. Loads in the Case of Ifetric Traits
1. General remarks
Loads can also be defined for metric traits such -as mortality,
morbidity due to specific causes and different sorts of abnormalities.
For a more detailed description of these traits. Crow (19612) and especially
Morton (i960, and references contained therein) can be consulted. In the
present context it is sufficient to state that these metric traits may be
components of fitness, and that thus far all applications of load theory
in an experimental context have been to metric traits.
It is of great importance to note that "we have to assume HardyWeinberg equilibria in order to use the inbreeding coefficient in the des
cription of the genotypic array of a population.

Of even greater im

portance, however, is to remember that the theorems which were designed to
allow discrimination between the mutation and segregation loads on the
basis of the ratio of the inbred load to the random mating load, only hold
good when the trait under consideration is fitness itself, or tdien the
genetic control of each component of fitness is totally independent from
that of the others. The reason for this is that the equilibrium frequency
of a gene is determined by its relationship-to fitness.
Since it fits in well with our previous discussion, and since it is
in one form or another the trait to which the load theory has been most
often applied, we will modify the theory of the previous chapter to fit the
necessary assumptions for metric traits in terms of the trait viability
(or mortality) between infancy and adulthood.

This simple division of the
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life of an individual into two phases is considered to be adequate in
conveying the nature, if not the precise magnitude, of the problem involved
in the application of load theory.
2. Load theory in the case of metric traits
a. The single locus case

We have from the Equation 17.A.7 that

the expected number of adults per infant offspring is
FZp(iH(ii) + (l.p)Z.p(i)p(j)t(ij) ,

(A.1)

i

"Where all the terms are as defined previously.

It

follows that the ratio

is an unbiased estimate of the mean viability of
a population with degree of inbreeding F, if we define the mean viability
of a population as being equal to the expression given as Equation A.l.
We see here that viability (or mortality) is a property of an in
dividual, as opposed to fitness which is the property of a pair of individ
uals. It follows that it will be unnecessary to construct subpopulations
for estimation purposes in the manner outlined in the previous chapter. It
remains, however, necessary to be cautious about the use of the inbreeding
coefficient F. The reasons for this are the same as those outlined in
Section 17.A.l.
It is easy to see that the variance of the nunfcer of adults per infant
offspring is equal to
Z t(ij)p(ij) - (Z
ij
ij
where

,

(A.2)

p(ii) = Fp(i) if the genes are identical by descent and

p(ij) = (l-F)p(i)p(j) otherwise. The covariance "between the number of
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adults per infant between infants from, the sasfê inbred line is
2 t(ij)t(r8)p(ijrs) - (S t(ij)p(ij))^ ,
ijrs
ij
•where the

(A.3)

p(iôrs) take on different values according to the relationships

of identity by descent between the two individwtls with genoiqrpes (ij) and
Crs)> as was outlined in Equation I7.A.3«

The covariance for the number

of adults per infant between infants from independently derived inbred
lines will be zero. It follows that the variance of the ratio
tSS a!^r It

^ derivEd from the expressions given as

Equations A.2 and A.3 if we know the relationship between different in>
dividuals in a population or a sample from a population.
The rest of the argument for loads in the case of metric traits pro
ceeds now exactly according "to the outline given in Section IV.A A. The
reason for this is that we cah describe, for example, the mean viability
in the fashion of Equation IY.A.25. As opposed to the case of fitness, we
find that for the trait viability the approach of Marton, Crow and J&Qler
(1956) will hold good. The reason for this is that the expectation of the
proportion of infants surviving to adulthood is equal to the mean via
bility of the population. However, as was pointed out in Section IV.A.t,
the assumptions of Morton, Crow and Miller's model require the limiting
s^ropositions of no linkage between loci and that the maximml genotype has
a nunerical value of unity. The supposition of no linkage between loci
can be relaxed if the sums of the loads are small, as follows from the
discussion on Eq^tion 17.C.6 referring to its possible equivalence to
Equation IV.A.29.
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The iadiisioa of an, environznental effect is aa additional feature of
the model of Morton, Crow aad lAiller (195^) which deserves some attention.
Let as denote the environmental effect by

q and assume that the environ

ment acts mwltiplicativelji so that we can modify the Equations IY.A.29
and IV.A.30 to write
Zp = qxp =

eacp [- (A+BF)] .

It is then obvious that, with a regression analysis of Log
the case of xWlflv

(A.4)
on F in

equal to unito,
' the environmental effect will be in-

eluded in the estimate of A .
b. The multi-loci case

To keep the notational problem within

bounds which allow easy manipulation, we will again exes^lify our general
formulation by the two-loci case.
1 1 22
As we did before, we denote by t(i j i j ) the probability of sur1122
vival from infancy to adulthood of an infant with genotype (i j i j ).
We will consider only multiplicative gene action between loci, so that we
write

. Additive gene action between loci

will not be considered here, since to write t(i^j^i^
does not make sense as it Implies that survival can be due to the effect of
either the first or the second locus.
It follows easily by the technique of conditional expectation that the
^pected number of adults per infant is given by
1 1^ 2 t(iVlV)p(iVlV) ,
i à i j
where the

(A.5)

1122
p(i j i j ) will take on values as exemplified in the Equation

17.3.2. The variance of the number of adults per infant offspring is

l8o

- ( 1 1% 2
i à i 5

(A.6)

îKxe covariaace between the number of adults per infant for two infants from,
the same inbred line is

ij ij
, rVrV
-( 1
2 t(iViV)p(lVi¥))® ,
ijij
•where the

(A.7)

11221122
p(i jijrsrs) take on values according to the two-loci

analog of Equation IV-A.S-

This matter was covered in Section IV.B.2 in

the discussion following Equation 17.B.4. It follows from the Equation A.7
that the covariance between the number of adults per infant for two infants
from independently derived Inbred lines will be zero, since in this case it
would be true that

p(i^j^i^j^r^s^r^s^) = p(i^j^i^j^)p(r^s^r^s^) .

In the case of two loci the relationship between loads and the mean
viability follows exactly the pattern given in Section 17.3.3, and is
exemplified by the Equations 17.B.5 and by the Equations ranging from
I7.B.10 throu^ I7.B.14. In the case of an arbitrary number of loci the
relationship between mean viability and loads follows the pattern of Section
I7.C.1.
In the context of this and the previous chapter the inclusion of an
environmental effect in any sort of general way will cause considerable
difficulty. The remedy to the situation would be to introduce a variable
environment into the derivation of the equilibrium conditions tûiich are

I8l

necessary for the load theory. This does not seem to "be an easy wdertaJcing and will not he attempted here. However, one can easily introduce
a constant probability of death, or survival, affecting all individuals
equally. Let, for instance, the probability of a random environmental
death be (l-k). On the assumption that the environmental and genetic
causes of death act independently,,the probability of survival of an infant
with genotype (i^j^i^j^) is k t(i^j^i^j^). It follows that in this case
the expected number of adults per infant is equal to .
k 2 •t(i^j^i^j^)p(i^ô^i^Ô^). It follows that in the case of n loci, the
Equation IV.C-7 become
kcCl-L^ + (L^- I^)F] ,
where x-, * * *
a

(A.8)

in this case simply represents the mean viability of a popu-

lationwith degree of inbreeding F.
She introduction of a constant multiplicative environmental effect
will not have any influence on the stability conditions derived in Chapter
TTTj since in the formulas for the change of gamete frequencies the
environmental effect will cancel. This remark is of ingportance in the
cases wiiere one is willing to assume that the genes which influence via
bility have no effects on other components of fitness, so that the load
ratio theorems are applicable to them.
The estimation of genetic loads in the case of metric traits is a topic
which can be best discussed in the next section on the application of load
theory.

reason for this is that estimation procedures are dependent on

the experimental situations in which they are ez^lc^ed.
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The a-pplication of load theory in the case of gastric traits
a. The estimation of loads in an experiment

The application of

load theory will be discussed with reference to the work of MalogolowkinCohen and associates (196^). This paper was chosen because of its clear
\
display of the experimental set-up and the extensive reporting of its data
on Drosophila willistoni.
The experimental flies were obtained from eight different localities
and consisted of females enseminated in nature. The progeny of the dif
ferent females were obtained in different cultures.
with an inbreeding coefficient of

To produce offspring

, groups of ten virgin females and ten

males which were obtained from the same female progenitor were allowed to
produce eggs, of which the viability to adulthood was studied. These
matings were treated as follows: the ten pairs of flies were allowed to
mature for 3 to ^ days at 25°C in the same creamer with culture medium.
Then each group of flies was transferred without etherization to a clean
spoon with cornmeal-zzplasses-agar medium, to which carbon black was added
for easier visibility of the eggs. After approximately 12 hours, a portion
of the culture medium with 50 eggs deposited on it was lifted from the
spoon and transferred to a regular half-pint culture bottle with cream of
wheat-molasses-agarless médium. Two such 50-egg samples (i.e., a total of
100 eggs) were taken from each group of parents. iniA cultures were allowed
to develop at 25®C. Conçlete counts of the adult flies hatching in the
cultures were made.
To obtain eggs with inbreeding coefficient zero, groups of ten virgin
females from one progenitor were mated to males from the progeny of another
wild collected mother.

Yet another procedure was to mate a sin^e male
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with two females from, different cultures, i.e., a male from progeny A was
mated to a sin^e female from progeny B, and four days later the same male
was mated to a female from progeny C. The females were separated and
allowed to produce offspring; ten females from one progenitor were mated
to ten. males from the other. A mating of ten males with ten females is
called a cross, and in this case the resulting eggs have an inbreeding
coefficient of .125»
For the purposes of analysis the data from the exg^riment was classi
fied according to level of inbreeding, locality from which the wild
collected progenitors was derived and according to the number of cultures
with a certain percentage of survival from egg to adult stage. With a
single exception all localities were represented in the class with suzrvival
of 97 to 100 percent. It is a fair assumption, therefore, that the value
for the maximal genotype in this case is unity.
The authors then assumed that the data can be described by Equation
A.h with

= 1, and proceeded to take logs on "both sides of the equa

tion so as to do a regression analysis. The problem with this type of
approach is that it ignores the congalications that arise from the nature
of an error term which should "be incorporated on the right-hand side of
Equation A.^ in an experimental situation.
Let us therefore proceed to consider the assuiiç>tions under which the
models that we derived previously can oe assuned to fit the given experi
mental circumstances.

We first note l^at for the purpose of describing

the relationship "between the mean viability and the loads by the use of the
inbreeding coefficient we had to assume Hardy-Weinberg frequencies at all
loci. IMder the assumptions of Section HI.A we showed in the subsequent
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sections of Chapter- III that Kardy-Weinberg frequencies are possible with
multiplicative gene action if the lirùsage between loci is not too tight.
We vill not assume additive gene action here, since we do not consider it
applicable to viability as we pointed out previously in this chapter and in
Section III.D. From the work reviewed by Li (19^7) it is clear that ti^t
linkage and deviations from multiplicativity may cause considerable devia
tions from ^rdy-Weinberg equilibria. It is clear from Equation IV.B-2
and its derivation that deviations from Eardy-Weinbei^ equilibria mi^zc
cause considerable difficulties.

matter will be referred to again in

Section 4.
%)istasis and linkage are, however, not the only types of causes of
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibria that we have to keep in mind. It
is clear, at least under the assumptions for the derivations in Section
m.B, that product fecundilgr is necessary for the panmictic structure of
gamete frequencies, and that the panmictic structure applies only to the
•moment of union between sperm «nH ova before any non-random mortality occur.
In terms of the experimental situation under consideration it Tneans that we
have to assume that all unions between sperm and ova result in eggs with
the same probability, regardless of the genotypes involved. The effect of
differential mortality is relatively easy to keep track of, and will be
examined in the next section. The effects of the other causes of deviations
from Hardy-Weiriberg equilibria are refractory.
Eow, under these assumptions the expected nurdber of adults per egg is
1 1^2 2

,

(A.9)

i ji J
as was e^lained in the derivation of Equation A.$, and where we now use x's

\
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instead of t's in conformity to tbe notation of the previous chapter.
Again "we exemplify the case of

n loci by the 2-loci case. Let ns nov

denote by r.the number of adults from the k-th egg derived from the j-th
cross at the i-th level of inbreeding. Then we denote the proportion of
ê'^iik
^ • , since the number of

eggs per cross surviving to adulthood by
eggs used vas always equal to 100.
It follows that
E(z..) = 1
2
^
i 3 i Ô

7

where the e%ï)ectation is taken with reference to the third subscript in
r.

, and where the ri^t-hand side is a function of the i-th level of

inbreeding throu^ the genotypic frequencies. Hence,
2.. = q ezp[- (A+Bw.)] + e.. ,
IJ

i

ij

(A.IO)

if we assume the relationship betvreen the mean viability and loads given by
Equations A.4 to be justifiable under the circumstances of the experiment."
In Equation A.IO, w^ indicates the degree of inbreeding of the i-th level
of inbreeding, and the term e.-= Ze.
denotes a sampling error with
k
E(e^^) = 0. It should be noted that an environmental effect peculiar to
the j-th cross at the i-th level of inbreeding is not included in Equation
A.IO. Under the present circumstances this omission is probably justifiable
since the expeiriment was conducted under well-controlled circumstances.
Also, we assume that the Equation A.IO will be applied on the basis of data
within localities of origin of the progenitors, so that an extra subscript
for localities on the

's would be unnecessary.

The standard procedure in the literature is to take logarithms for the
estimation of the loads, Tdiich are functions of A and B. However, it can
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easily be seen from, the Equation. A^IO that this is not a procedure for
which adequate justification can be given. It is dear that in general
E(-log z.j) / log q. + A +

,

\

so that we are not in a Gauss-Markov set-up, even when

q = 1 and under

the assumption of homogeneous error variances. It is very difficult to say
what sort of properties least squares estimates of A

and

B will have

under the present circumstances.
The structure of the error variances in the model given as Equation
A.10 also deserves some attention. From the experimental set-up and from
the Equations A.3 and A.? we see that cov(e^ijk'^ ^ ^ > where the
magnitude of the covariance between e^^^ and
the eggs

e^^^, will depend on whether

k and k* are full-sibs, half-sibs or from different pairs of

parents altogether. It is clear that the structure of the relationships
between the different eggs may vary from cross to cross, since we denoted
by a cross a mass mating between 10 males and 10 females. For this reason,
and since the variances in the Equations A.2 and A.6 depend on the degree
of inbreeding of a population through the genotypic frequencies, we have
to write varfXe. „ ) = 0?., where it is understood that o?. c?., / if
k
ij
iD
1 k'
ij^i'or j ^ j' . If the parents from the different crosses are un
related it will be true that

cov(e^j^^,= 0 if i ^ i' or

j ^ j' .

It is not stated whether the parents in the different crosses were related
or not, but for the purpose of this discussion we wiH assume that they are
unrelated.
It is clear that we are in a situation with a very coTfiplicated error
"v#

structure. For the purpose of examinÎTig the effect of the logarithmic
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transformation on the error structiore of the population^ ve will sin^lify
matters a bit by assuming that a cross consists of a mating between a
sin^e male and a single female and that individuals from different mating
pairs are unrelated. We also assume that only one egg per cross is taken
at random, and that it is noted whether the egg gives rise to an adult fly.
In this case

r.. = 1 if the j-th cross gives rise to an. adult, and zero
2r .
otherwise. Let j = 1, ... ,s,so that in this case we write 2^ =
•

It follows for the two-loci case that E(z^) is equal to the expression
given as Equation A.9, so that we can write E(z^) = ^ , where
represents the Equation A^9f

is a function of the i-th level of in

breeding throu^ the genoi^ic frequencies.
From, our assungtion of independent mating pairs it follows that
cov(r..,r..,)=0 if 3^2'- Hence, from Equation A.6 it follows that
13 ij

(A.n)

Var(z^) =

Yhm situation now corresponds to that of a binomial with a probability of
success (or in 15îis case, survival)

. 2hat we are indeed in a sinrole

binomial situation follows easily when we consider that under our simpli
fied assumption we have s

lJp2 2
i a ij

independent events with probability of survival

= 0^ ,

in our present notation.
The point is that we are now in a situation for which it is well known
that to homogenize the variances of the z^ the correct transformation is
sin'^^y^^. In this case the homogenization of var(z^) will also
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accomplish the homogenizatioa. of Yar(e^) , since

differ only

by an additive constant. We conclude then that the transformation log(z^)
"Kill not "be satisfactory "with regard to the homogenization of variances.
There is no reason why this conclusion whovtld not carry over to the more
con^lex

case of the experimental situation of Malogolowkin-Cohen and his

associates (196^). This statement is in accord with approximate variances
of the z.. that can be derived by the use of Taylor's expansion of a
differentiable function.
The foregoing argument is not meant to imply that a

sin \jz^ trans

formation is recommended. The en^hasis is rather on the fact that the
logarithmic transformation will not cause the error variances to be homo
geneous. Thus, another objection against the use of the logarithmic trans
formation is added to the one already given in the discussion which
followed on Equation A.10.
We are, therefore, in a position to state that the procedure of taking
logarithms on both sides of Equation A.10 for the estimation of

A

and B

does not have much, except computational convenience, to commend it. It
trill be a sounder procedure to derive a method of estimation directly from
the Equation A.10. However, we will not do so here since we have shown
that there is better justification for assuming Equation A.8 to be the
correct relationship between the mean viability and the loads, than is the
case with Equation A.4.

~

With the same justification from the experimental set-up as for
Equation A.10 we write, by virtue of Equation A.8, our model as
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2^ j = kCl-L^ + (LQor

(a.12)
2.. = a + bw. + e.. .
la
1
ij

wheref as we Jioiuted out before, we have to write
•BÈtere

var(e..) = c?. , and
XQ
ij

cov(e..,e.,.,) =0 if i ^ i' or j ^ j'. This last statement
Xj X J

follows from our assumption that the parents involved in the different
crosses are unrelated.
Let us now assume j = 1,2, ... ,s. and let us write z. = 2 ^ii
—^
®ii
^
j
an d e. = 2—. It follows that varfe. ) = 2 ij . Hence, we can

j ®i

estimate

3 s.

a and b fjrom the model given as Equation Â 12 by doing a

weighted regression analysis of the z. on the w. , where the wei^ts are

fij
Under the assumption of k = 1 the weighted least squares estimates
of L and
Q

are obtained from the equations

A

a =1 -

A

A

and b =

A

A

- L^,

where the circumflex indicates that we are dealing with estimates of the
A

A

parameters involved. She variances and covariances of L and L, also
0
1
follows easily from the variances and covariances of a and ^ .
The reason why we have to assume that the probability of a random
death, 1 - k , is known
-i-H
estimate ^. The only
°
a fr-.fl- b is to obtain

(for covenience we took k = 1) is that we wish to
way in which this can be done from estimates of
H
— under the assurnption of known k . With un-

known k we are again in the position which we discussed at the end of the
last chapter of trying to estimate three unknowns from two equations.
•

\
2—

\

is, of course,, going to be a biased estimate of =— . To reduce
%
0
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the bias a .nethod first"proposed by Quenouille (195^) can be used.

Miller

(1964) can be consulted for a discussion of this method which was dubbed
the "jackknife" method by Tukey.

Mller also discusses an approximate

distribution for a jackknife estimator. The jackknife method was employed
by Levene and associates (1965).

Although it was not clearly stated that

such is the case, it appears that Levene and his associates employed the
jackknife to reduce the bias in their estimates of A

and

B which result

frcsn. the taking of logarithms on both sides of Equation A.10.
An approximate formula for the variance of

— is
^0

Var(L^)
Var(-) =

^0

- 2
^0

L^Cov(L^,L ) ^
^ Var(l,^)
-^0

(A.13)

^0

The problem with doing a wei^ted regression analysis on the model of
Equation A-12 is of course that the wei^its will be unknown. The best that
can be done in this situation is to estimate Z ij from the mean squares
3 Si
between the 2..'s for a given i . This estimator will at least be unbiased. This was also the method of dealing with the problem of hetero
geneous variances recommended by Malogolowkin-Cohen and his associates
(1.96k) for their analysis based on taking logarithms on both sides of "
Equation A.10.
For the simplified case in which only one individual from each inbred
line is measuzred for estimation purposes, after the fashion which we
explained for the derivation of Equation A.11, maximum likelihood estimators
for

and

it, or r— can easily be constructed by following the same
1
1^0
pattern as that of Section C.2 of Chapter 17- The reason for this being

the case is that we are here in a simple binomial situation where it is easy
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to derive the likelihood of a sample.

In, the case where related individ

uals are measured the likelihood of the sangle will become unmanageably
complex, especially if more Ijian one locus is involved.
It is clear from the foregoing that the correct analysis of an
experiment depends on the error structure induced by the experimenter.
This aspect received rather scant attention in the load literature, and was
therefore covered in considerable detail. Since we assumed thus far the
error structure to have been coiiç>lete]ly of a sampling nature, we will in
vestigate the possible nature of an environmental error very briefly.
In the same way as we introduced an environmental probability of survi
val in the derivation of Equation A-8, we can introduce an environmental
probability of survival with reference to the j-th cross from the i-th level
—of inbreeding. This would make sense in a case where «n the offspring from
a specific cross shares a common environment.
Let us assume that the probability of survival of the k-th egg of the
1. 1 2 2
j-th cross, given that the k-th egg has genotype (i j i j ), is

1 1 2 2
g^j-ùCi j i j where

g^^ is the environmental probability of survival in

-the j-th cross. It follows that the expected number of adults per egg; of
the j-th cross in the i-th level of inbreeding is
2'^(iViV)p(iVi^3^) •

Eence, our model in this case can be written as

+ C{^ - 12^(-Vi¥)p(iYi¥)3},
% j
i J 1 j

(A.l4)
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or, by Eqystion A.8, assuming k = 1, Q = 1, as

^ijk "

~ ^0 "*"

®ijk^ '

(A-15)

by virtue of Equation. A.l4. By conçaring the terms in Equation A.i5 with
those of the preceding equation we see that E(e.., ) = 0 by reason of
Equation A.l4.
It is evident that the model represented by Equation A.15 would
require a far different type of approach in estimation procedure than the
one represented by the Equation A.12 or the one represented by Equation
A.10. This again high!i ghts the need for a careful consideration of the
nature of the error structure in the analysis of load ea^riments.
b. A cona&rison between the alternative models

Since «n the

estimates of loads in the literature have been obtained on the basis of the
model represented by Equation A-10, it is of some interest to derive some
sort of relationship between these load estimates and the ones that one
would obtain by the use of the model represented by the Equation A.12.
From the derivation of these equations we have the correspondences A
and L , B and L^-

,a

Q

and 1 -

assunrotica of î = 1, q = 1 and

and b

and L^-

, all on the

c = 1. In order to avoid confusion, we

will denote the load estimates on the basis of the model represented by
A

Equation A.10 by A

A

and

from Equation A.12 by

B and the corresponding load estimates obtained
and (L^-

.

We will now compare the two models, represented by the Equations A.10
and A.12 respectively^ by comparing the functional relationships from which
they originated. We therefore recall the functional relationships given
by the Equations 17-A.30 and 17-C.7 to write
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Xp = exp[- (A+BP)]

(...16)

Xj, = 1 - L^- (L^- Lq)F ,

(A.I7)

and

where

denotes the mean viability of a population with degree of inbreed

ing P.
It follows from the Equation A-l6 that

A = -log(x^) and from the

Equation A.17 that L = 1 - x^ . An expansion in series form of -log(x^)
Q

is
-icgCV - 2[(^)
.
3,

(A.18)

which will always be convergent, since 0 < x^ < 1 . Also all members of
the right-hand side of Equation A.I8 will be positive since x^- 1 < 0 •
We now substitute

A = -log(x ) in the Equation A.I6 to get
V

BF = log(x^) -log(Xp)
or
EF = log(-^)

On expansion log(—) yields

us'oally the terms on the ri^t-hand side of Equation A.I9 will be positive,
since the mean fitness in,general declines with inbreeding-

Also

will in general be small, so that the series will converge rapidly.
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From Equation A.1% we now obtain

and
L^)F = x^- x^ .
O
It follows from Equation A.I8 that A > L. , since %—— > 1 , with
2
0
equality in the case of x^ = 1 . Since ^
>1 it follows from
Equation A.19 that

B >

= 1 -

L^) , with the equality holding in the case of

In the load work it is usual to estimate the ratio
and

-r

A

. Now if •=
1+Xq

are reasonably small, we use the first terms of the Equations

A.18 and A-19 to give the relationships

and

and, hence

L

Q

(A.20)

(1 + Xg)A 7

will hold to a fair degree of approximation.
We write, as before, Zp for the observed viability and indicate esti
mates with a circumflex. We then get a rough idea how the estimates of the
various quantities will differ by considering the equation •

•

The Equation A.21 is of more value than it will seem at first si^t,
because the inbred data are often concentrated at one or two points. In
human data, for instance, the number of first-cousin marriages exceed the
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other consanguineous marriages by far. In the data of Malogolowkin-Cohen
and associates (196^) most of the data in the iiibred class have a coef
ficient • of inbreeding of one foiirkh. In other cases there may be other
criteria for the choice of the

for tise in. the Equation A.21, for one
61might want to know what the largest or smallest valûtes of —g—— are

likely to be.

^

It is also clear that tâien the mean viabilities are hi^, there will
not be mach of a difference between the estimates from, the two models. An
instance of this being the case can be found in the human data used by
î4>rton. Crow and Mailer (195^), where the lowest mean viability from off
spring of first cousin-marriages is near to 80 percent. The other use of
Êi-ÎQ
ê
Equation A.21 is singly to show that in general —-— < x •
^
A
For the sake of argument we will now assume that the genes which in
fluence viability and the genes which influence the other cojnponents of
fitness are independent from ea<^ other. Hie theorems on the load ratios
given as Equations IV.A-19 and IV.A.23 are then applicable and we see that
B
•
fh^o
will give in general a higher estimate of —
than — ^ and
A
^0
^0
hence would tend to favor the mutation load hypothesis. However, an
examination of the data from some of the most reliable load experiments
with the aid of Equation A.21 would seem to indicate that the differences
between the results that would have beai obtained from an analysis based
on the model of Eq^tion A.12 and that which follows from the actually used
model of Equaticm A.10, are not great enou^ to modify conclusions as to
the possible nature of the origin of the loads.
There is one aspect related to the foregoing discussion that is still
of some iiroortance to consider, and this has to do with Morton, Crow and
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Muller's (1956) concept of lethal equivalents. Prom Equation A.10 we have
that for F = 1
E(number of adults per egg) = e2^[- (A+B)] ,

(A.22)

\

and from Equation A.12 we have that for F = 1
E(number of adults per egg) = 1 -

,

(A.23)

where in both of the above equations we assumed no random environmental
cause of death. ÏMder this assumption A+B was designated by Morton and
his associates ^1956) as the number of lethal equivalents per gamete. The
analog of
-

A+B in the alternative model given by the Equation A.12 is

Since the left-hand sides of Equations A.22 and A.23 must always be

positive we see that on the basis of the model represented by Equation A-10
there can be any number of letheû. equivalents, but that on the basis of the
model represented by Equation A.12, the number of lethal equivalents must
always be less than unity.
It is now well to remember that the model of Equation A.10 was derived
on the assumption of no linkage between loci or alternatively on the assump
tion that the loads are so small that 1 - L^- F(l^- L^) can be represented
by expL- (L + (ik, - L )F)], as was pointed out in the discussion on Equa
Q

Q

tion IV.C.6. In the case of (L^- L^) being relatively large, the fore
going approximation may still hold good for smaTi values of F, but in such
a situation the Equation A.22 represents an invalid extrapolation to the
case of F = 1 -

We conclude, therefore, that estimates of the number of

lethal equivalents which are greater than unity, fall outside the parameter
space.
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The data of Morton, Crow and Mailer (1956) give too large a number of
lethal equivalents in about all oases, on calculations based on the models
of Equations A-10 and A.12»

This is also the case with many of the esti

mates of Malogolowkin-Cohen and his associates (1964), and with quite a
few estimates of Levene and associates (1965). A reason for this may be
that the approximation represented by the Equation IV.C.4 does not hold
good. The failure of Equation IY.C.4 to hold may be due to there being
too many loci which have a relatively large influence on viability in such
a way that the loads at these loci are not small. On the other hand, it is
conceivable that other deviations from the basic assumptions of load theory
may have the same effect.
Opposed to this we find that the human data of Keel and Schull (1962),
the Drosqphila data of Mettler and his associates (I966), the Drosophila
pseudoobscura data of Stone and his associates (1963), of Dobzhansky and
his associates (19^3) and of Torroja (1964), all give estimates falling in
the parameter space.
Obviously an sorts of considerations are in^ortant in an inquiry into
the reasons for estimates not falling in the parameter space.

Matters like

the nature and origin of the populations are inporbant, for they determine
whether one can assume the population to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
A consideration of the possible nature of the error term deserves also some
attention, as we pointed out in the discussion of Equation A.I5. The list
of possible considerations bearing on this topic is virtually endless, and
for this reason matters will be left as they stand.
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it.

SoKte effects of departures from the basic assumptions
la this section we examine the possible effects of two departures from

the basic assumptions in load theory.

One is the effect of differential

mortality during a previous life stage on the study of loads pertaining to a
second life stage and the other is the possible effect of selection on the
description of the inbred genotypic array by the coefficient of inbreeding.
The trouble with other possible sources of deviations from the basic
assumptions is that they cannot be dealt with in the conceptual framework
of load theory. In these cases the best that can be done at present is to
point out why they undermine the structure of the theory. This will be
done in Section b.
The papers in the literature which contain interesting information
about matters which cannot be exhaustively discussed here, are those of
Crow (1963), Levene (19^3), Haldane and Jayakar (1965) and Schull and Keel
(196$). However, it is felt that the material contained in this chapter
will provide an adequate background for the evaluation of the force of the
arguments presented by these authors.
a.

The effect of differential mortality on loads

For our study

in this section is desirable to derive a few results on loads with refer
ence to two life phases which may occur in some organism. Again we will
exemplify the general case with a consideration of the case of two loci.
Let us consider the survival from egg to adult in two stages, e.g. the
survival from egg to larva and from larva to adulthood. Let the

1 1 22
probability for the genotype (i j i j ) to survive from egg to adulthood
be
probability of survival from egg to larva and

is the
is the
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probability of survival from, larva to adulthood. Then further let
= -tj^(i^j^)'£^(i^j^)
it follows that

for k = 1,2 . As a consequence of this

= ^(i^j^)t(i^j^) . We also assvune that

max(t(i^j\^) = maxC-tj^Ci^j^)) = max(t^(i^= 1 > for k = 1,2 .
In viability studies it makes sense to write t^(i^j^) = 1 - s^(i^j^),
where

s^(i^j^) is the probability for a death during the k-th life phase.

It follows that we can write
t(iVi^j^) = 1 - sCi^jVà^)
= [1 - s^(iViV)][l - SgCiViV)]
= 1 - s^(iVi^3^) - SgCi^jVj^),
1 1 2 2
if s^(i j i j ) and

(A.24)

1*^22
Sgfi j'^i j ) are small enou^ so that their products

can be neglected. In the same way we can write
i(iVi^â^) = 1 - s^(iV) - s^(i^f) - s^CiV) - SgCi^f),

(A.25)

if again the different products are small enough to be negligible.
The expected number of adults per egg is
1 1^2
i jij

= 1 - iV (iV)p(i^D^)
i j ^
p o

-

p p

p^pS^Ci J )p(i'5 )
i j

- i2^S2(iV)p(iV)
i 3
- ggpS (iV)p(i^j^) ,
i j

(A.26)

1122
where the p(i j i j ) follow the pattern set forth in the Equation IV.B.2,
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1 1
and where the p(i j ) and

22
p(i Ô ) are assumed to follow the usual

pattern of neutral genes on inbreeding, when the iiibreeding process started
off from Hardy-Weinherg frequencies.
By our usual definition of a load (Equation 1, Chapter I) we have
I^(k) = 1 - ^^p(iV)[l-Sj^(iV)] =

(A.27)

and
i§(k) = 1 - 2^p(iV)ci - yiV)] =

for k = 1,2 , and where F
included.

,

can take all values from 0 to 1 , endpoints

We note again that in the present set-up we assume the

maxirrwl

genotype to have a value of unity at all loci. It also follows from our
definitions of the various quantities involved that we can write
= 1^(12) = 1 - ^Z^p(i^j^)[l-s(i^j^)]

= 1 - _^2^p(i^D^)Cl-s^(i^j^) - SgCi^j^)]
= 1^(1) + 1^(2) ,
for

(A.28)

a = 1,2. Thfi notation which we introduced in the Equations A-27 and

A-28 is self-ezplanatory, out none the less deserve some coannents. First,
it is important to note that the result of Equation A.28 holds only in the
case where the naTiTnai genotypes have a value of unity and where the selec
tion coefficients are so small that we can assmrtR their products of negli
gible magnitude in comparison with the other quantities involved. Second,
we see that the load for the second life phase is commuted on the assuirotion of Hardy-%eihberg gene frequencies. It is, of course, not true that
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the population, will be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at the end of the
first life phase. This matter will be further discussed later on.
In the conceptual framework given at the end of Section IV.A, the
expected number of adults per egg in a population characterized by the
inbreeding coefficient F, is by Equations A.26 and A.27
.1.1% j-OV.i-j-i j'

1 - 1^(1) - l|(l) - 1^(2) - I§(2) , (A.29)

or by Equation A-28

1 1^ 2t(i^j\V)p(i^jVf) = 1 - 1^(1) - L_(2).
ij1j
^
^

(A.30)

The Equations A.29 and A.30 generalize immediately in the case of

n loci

to
3(adults per egg) = 1 - ZL^(l) - |E^(2) = 1 - 1.^(1) - Lp(2)

(A.31)

and
E(adults per egg) = 1 - 1^(12) = 1 -

.

(A.32)

We are now in a position to consider the effect of differential mor
tality in one life stage on the load estimates in a succeeding life stage.
As before we will exen^lify matters by the use of the case of two loci.
The expected number of adults per larva is easily seen to be of the
form

E(adults per larva) =

where the

1 -i o o
3 i 3 )p(i j i j )

,

(A.33)

1122
p(i j i j ) are in Hardy-Weinberg form at equilibrium with no
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2. 3. 2 2
inbreeding, and where the p(i j i j ) follow the pattern of Equation lY.
B.2 on inbreeding.
It should be noted that the Equation A.33 holds for any metric trait
-which should be considered to be the property of the larva rather than the
n 1 22
eggs. If we let x(i j i j ) be the measurement of the trait on the
1 X 2 2
larval genotype (i j i j ), we will get the equivalent of the Equation
A.33 to be
1 12 2
E[x(i j i j )]

2K(iViV)^(iViV)p(iVi^d^)
11 2 2
11 2 2
*
S-C^CiVi 5 )p(i D i Ô )

(A.3^)

In the steps that follow we will employ the type of notation which we
used in Equation A.28. For instance, loads pertaining to measurements on
t h e c o m p o s i t e t r a i t d e n o t e d b y ' C ^ (i

^

j

^

i

^

,

will be denoted by 1,(12) . It then follows by the Equation IV.C.7, for
the case of

n loci and on the deletion of the random environmental effect

from Equation A.8, that Equation A. 33 or A. 3^ becomes
c(l2){l-I, (12) + [L (12)-L(12)]w }
E(adults per larva)

(A.35)
c(l){l-I^(l) + [I^(l)-L^(l)]w.}

•where

w^ is the degree of inbreeding of the subpopulation at the i-th level

of inbreeding, and where c(l2) and

c(l) are the Tnaxlmal genotypes on

the camposite and first life phase traits respectively.
There do^s not seem to be any general way in which the Equation A.35
can be simplified. Some simplification is, however, possible if the assunrouions hold which led to Equation A-28. These assumptions were that both
traits have a Tno-sri mai genotype with value unity and that the selection
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coefficients pertaining to genes at each locus are small. This last
assumption is more restrictive than the one that the load at each locus
must be small, which we recall, was used in the derivation of Equation
IV.C.T.
It follows then by the Equation A.28 that the Equation A.35 becomes

E(adults per larva)

1 - L (1) + [L (1)-I.(1)> - L (2) + [L (2)-I.(2)]w
^
2
±
i 2
2
i
1 - Lq(1) + [EQ(1) - I^(l)]Wj.

which, if the different quantities involved are small, becomes

E(adults per larva) = exp - {L (2) + [L^(2) - 1,^(2)]W^} .

(A.36)

Q

In the type of experimental set-up that we discussed previously the •
Equation A.36 will lead to the type of model exemplified by the Equation
A-10. The results of Levene and his associates (19^) on data on Tribolium

survival rates from eggs to larvae to adults, can be interpreted with the
help of the results embodied in Equation A.36. These results show good
agreement between the estimates of L (12) and L^(l2) - L (12) and the
Q

Q

sums of the estimates of 1,^(1) and 1,^(2) and of L^(l) - 1,^(1) and 1^(2)
- I» (2) . Exactly how much support this result gives to the theory encom
Q

passed in Equation A.36 is difficult to evaluate precisely. The reason for
this statement will become evident after some more comments on Equation A. 35The interpretation that can be given to the lethal equivalents of
34brton, Crow and Miller (I956) in a study with two life phases ou^t now to
be evident from a conroarison of Equation A.31 with Equation A.23-

The

lethal equivalents of the conçosite trait would singly be equal to the sum
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of the lethal equivalents of its components. This statement vill, of
course, hold only under the conditions -which led to the derivation of
Equation A.31.
Care should,however, be taken in the interpretation of the load ratios.
Let lis, for instance, assume that fertility differences do not complicate
the picture. I&en the equilibrium gene frequencies will depend on the
total viability from egg to adult and the load ratio theorems will apply to
the loads conç^uted on survival data from, egg to adult.
It is of some interest to inquire what will happen in an analysis of
data in which the simplification of Equation A.35 to Equation A.3^ does not
hold(l-y)

It is dear that the denominator of Equation A.35 can be written as
with 0 < y < 1 , so that it can be expanded in a convergent

series. Hence, it follows that the Equation A.35 can be regarded as a
polynomial in the

w^ of degree

n > 2 . If a polynomial is fitted to data

on this basis and it fits significantly a degree of more than two, one can
probably conclude that the representation of the data by a model based on
the Equation A.3^ is invalid. From an experimental point of view, however,
the problem, would be that it could be difficult to obtain enough different
5* values in a population to determine what sort of polynomial fits the
data best.
It is noteworthy that nonlinearity in the regression on the inbreeding
coefficient can also be induced by linkage even if the mortality from egK
to larva depends on a different set of genes than the mortality from larva
to adulthood-

Let us consider a 4-loci case, where the first two loci

determine survival from larva to adult, and the second two loci determine
survival from egg to larva. As before, we assume multiplicative gene
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action, between loci, $o that we can write

E(adults per larva)

^-5
r-r
-i ^ h. k
Z%^(i^j^)4^(i j )p(i^j\ j )

'

(A.37)

vhere

refers to the survival from larva to adult and 4^ to the survi

val from egg to larva. The property that gives rise to the trouble result
ing from the Equation A.37 is that on inbreeding it would not be true that

p(i^j%Vj%^) = p(i^jVf)p(i^j^iV) ,
as follows easily if we consider the U-loci analog of the Equation IV".B.2
in the case of linkage between loci (1,2) and loci (3,^). Hence, on apply
ing the result of Equation 17.C.7 to the Equation A.37 we obtain

B(aault3 pe. la^) =

^
'=(3t)Cl

where the mxiTrai genoi^pes are denoted in the same way as in Equation
A.35-

The same type of argument then applies to A.38 as was applied to

Equation A-35 when it was argued that its denominator can be expanded in
a convergent series.
These results on differential mortality causing curvilinear regression
equations to obtain, are icgortant, since in the literature curvi 1,1 nearity
is usually ascribed to epistasis.
o. The consequences of departures from Eardy-Weinberg frequencies on
load theory-

The problem caused by epistasis in load theory is of a two

fold nature. First, epistasis other than idie kind generated by

2O6

multiplicative gene action between loci in fitness,, or comp<meats of fit
ness,will caxise the assumption of Hardy-¥einberg equilibria no longer to
hold. Second, epistasis of the type mentioned causes the. single locus
loads not to be meaningful any longer, and the load ratio theorems not to
hold.
The assmnption of Hardy-Weinberg frequencies is necessary in order to
describe the genotypic array with the coefficient of inbreeding F and its
multivariate analogs, as it was outlined in Section IV.B. In the single
locus case Jacquard (1968) derived a formula describing inbreeding in the
absence of Hardy-¥eihberg structure.

It may be possible to extend this

work to two loci, althou^ it will not be easy.
The next step would then be to try to calculate multi-loci loads of
the type defined in Equation IT.C. 3-

The problem here would be that a

multivariate regression analysis will be involved, and that it will have
to be a system of great complexity, depending at the very least on 2^-1
multi-loci inbreeding coefficients, where

n is the number of loci. The

problem is furthermore compounded by the fact that we will in general not
knoiT the mnfner of loci in a genetic system, or their linkage relation
ships. The knowledge of the linkage relationships is necessary for cal
culation of the multi-loci inbreeding coefficients. Also these iiibzreeding
coefficients are difficult to calculate, and recurrence relations have been
derived only for two special two-loci cases.
If ail these

problems do not seem to be prohibitive enoxigh one might

reflect on the fact that there are no theorems available in the case of
non-multiplicative epistasis by which one can try to make deductions as to
the nature of the origin of different types of loads. There does not seem
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to be a general principle by which, such theorems can. be derived»
If such is the case, the only reason for the calculation of loads
would be as a tool for the study of the fitness of populations. Here one
should remember, as was pointed out in Chapter II, that loads from dif
ferent genetic systems give information about the mean fitness of popula
tions only if the

genotypes of the different genetic systems are

of the same magnitude. There is no reason why such should be the case.
We conclude then that the only reason for the study of non-multipli
cative epistasis in a load context would be to try to develop tests by
which one can determine whether the load assumptions hold. From the fore
going considerations it follows that this will be no easy task which can
be disposed of by an application of techniques which are already in
existence. It will, therefore, not be attençjted here.
The problems due to deviation from Hardy-Weinberg frequencies because
of too tigbt linkage between loci will be pretty much the same as those
due to epistasis. Here also the load theorems, will not hold, since we had
to assume Eardy-Weinberg frequencies in their derivation. The description
of the genotypic array by the various inbreeding coefficients will be
invalid, for the same reasons as in the case of epistasis.
That the occurrence of this problem is quite possible follows from the
fact that studies on the fine structure of the gene showed that the unit of
recombination is in all probability a nucleotide pair. Benzer (19^7)
compares the total linkage length and total SM content of a

T^ virus

particle and concludes that the ratio betvreen the linkage distance and the
molecular distance is of the order of 10-3 percent recombination per
nucleotide pair. These are rather small values, so that one would judge
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that the Equatxoas III.D.1Y or III.D.20 may oftea force a coaclusxoa that
the existence of Hardy-Weinberg frequencies is impossible. On the other
hand, one might argue that with these small recombination values the last
term of the ri^t-hand side of the Equations III.B.8 will for adjacent
nucleotide pairs be smal 1 compared to the other quantities involved, so
that with the aid of the Equations III.P.2^ one will "be able to show that
the alleles at a coiiî)osite locus may have Hardy-Weinberg frequencies if the
T T 22
matrix (a(i j i j )) has the requisite properties. Stability at the
1 1 22
composite locus i^^lies, of course, that the matrix [a(i j i j )] can not
1 1
22
be the Sronecker product of the matrices [a(i j )] and [a(i j )]. We

thus have a pattern that requires, for Hardy-Weinberg frequencies to be
possible, comparatively large recombination values between units of func
tion that interact with each other in a multiplicative fashion, and small
recomni nation values within such units of function (or cistrons).
It does not seem to be easy to judge whether the pattern of gene
action and recombination values that would result in Hardy-Weinberg fre
quencies at all cistrons is probable or possible. This matter certainly
deserves further inquiry, but since the requisite information does not
appear to be readily available, we will leave matters here. In the case of
additive gene action between cistrons linkage will, of course, not be a
problem at all if the recombination within cistrons is small.
c. The effect of selection on the description of the genotypic array.
by Ti-eaTis of the coefficient of inbreet^TTig

The effect of selection on

inbreeding is difficult to handle mathematically.

We will therefore con

sider the simple case of a sin^e locus population. We assume that we
start off with a population of infants with Hardy-Weinberg frequencies.
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and Subject it to one generation of full-sib mating.
Let us consider the mating between the offspring of two individuals
with genotypes (ij) and (rs) respectively. Me start off with the two
infants (ij) and (rs) , which survive to adulthood with probabilities
-t(ij) and t(rs) respectively. The mean number of offspring of the
mating (ij) x (rs) we denote by b(ij)b(rs), as we did before. The
array of full-sib infants in the population is therefore

5s^(i)p(3)p(r)p(s)a(ià)a(rs)
2C [i(ir) 4- t(jr) + ^(is) + ^(js)] ,
where

(A.39)

is a normalizing factor to make the probabilities or relative

frequencies add up to unity. The array of full-sib adults in the popula
tion is given by

G)p(r)P(s)a(ij)a(rs)

.

X [^t(ir)(ir) + Wjr)(ôr) + ^^is)(is) + t^js)(j8)]

(A.ho)
where

again a normalizing factor, but different from the one in the

previous case. Full-sib mating now takes place, and tbe array of mating
pairs is given by

ÏÏ-îj ^sP(^)p(ô)?(:')p(s)a(iô)a(rs)
X [^^(ir)(ir) -f- it(jr)(jr) + ^t(is)(is) + Wjs)(js)F .
(A.^1)
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Due to the fact that the mean, mrnber of offspring of a pair of adtilt geno
types, say, (ij) and (rs) , is given by b(ij) x b(rs) in -which 'b(ij)
is ascribed to (ij) and b(rs) to (rs) , the array of relative frequen
cies of infant offspring that can be ascribed to the pairs of infants in
the parental generation is
5 ij is^Ci)p(j)p(r)p(s)a(ij)a(rs)
X [^a(ir)(ir) + ia(jr)(jr) + •^a(is)(is) + ia(js)(js)]^ .
(A.42)
We now find it useful to classify the mating pairs according to -whether
•chey have -fewo -variables in common, like (ir) and (ir) , or one variable
in comnon, like (ir) and (jr) , or no -variables in cozmion, like (ir)
and (js). ¥e find that of the lo possible mating pairs there are four
•with -fcwo -variables in common, eighk -with only one in common and four -with
no -variables in common.

Because of the symmetric way in which the varia

bles enter in Equation A.42, we can write the array of relati-ve frequencies
of offspring from the different mating types as

xj rs '^^^^^§^^^H^a^(ir)[(ir) x (ir)] + |a(ir)a(jr)C(ir) x (jr)]
X ^(tr)a(js)[(ir) X (js)]} ,
where

Q(ij) = a(ij)p(i)p(j) , a^(ir) = a(ir)a(ir) and where

normalizing factor.
It follows that we can write the offspring array as

(A.^B)
D

is a
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£ è=:C--?.Q(jr)Q(is)[a^(ij) + a(ir)a(ij)]} (il)
X

SJXf

Ji'Ô

+ Sj ^C|3Q(ir)Q(ôs)[a^(ià) + 2a(iJ)a(ir) + a(is)a(rj)] -

+ Z^Q(ij)Q(rs)[a(ir)a(jr) + a(ir)a(js)]} (ij)
We see that if "we assxime

(A.44)

a(ij) = constant, for all i, j, we get in

Equation A.44 the usual array of
^ Zp(i)(ii) + Ç

i)p(j)(ij) .

In the same way the Equation A.4l yields
è ?-p(i)p(ô)[(iÔ) X (ij)] + i Z: p(i)p(j)p(r) [(ij) x (ir)]
ijr
-i- i

i)p(j)p(r)p(s)[(ij) X (rs)] ,

which corresponds to the values given for fuH-sibbing in the discussion on
Equation IV.A.3We see fron the Equations A-4l and A.44 that there is no easy pattern
for the description of the effect of selection on inbreeding. The only
possible generalization seems to be that if there is a szall difference in
the fitnesses, the infant arrays will be reasonably well predicted in the
short ran by the usual inbreeding formulas.
It is also easy to see that the Equation A.44 cannot in general be
written in the form
f Çq(i)(ii)
where

f is a constant such that

(l-f)Zjq(i)q(j)(ij) ,
0 < f < 1 and

q(i) is the frequency

of the i-th allele. As a consequence the work on equilibria under
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selection and inbreeding, as reported hy Li (1967)^ is invalid^, since it
depends on this sort of description of the genotypic array.
For these reasons the use of the usual concepts of inbreeding theoryhas to be sharply circumscribed in situations where selection is operating.
In the development of the load theory we have emphasized frequently the
approximate nature and short term validity of the use of the different in
breeding coefficients.

The main arguments in this regard were given at the

end of Section IV.A. The weakness in these arguments is, of course, that
they are not of a precise quantitative nature, and in this section we have
not been able to improve matters.
The alternative approach of working with loads in a generation matrix
context, where selection can be accommodated, was rejected, because with
this type of approach no use can be jade of Crow's load ratio theorems.
The reason for this being the case is that in the derivation of the load
ratio theorems in Section IV.A we had to assume that the gene frequencies
would not be influenced by the inbreeding process.
One would also like to try to determine the influence of selection in
the estimation, of

a. and

b

z
where

from the model

= a -i- bw 4- e

,

w. is degree of inbreeding at the i-th level of inbreeding in a

population, and

z^. represents the measurement on the j-th individual at

the i-th level of inbreeding. It is conceivable that for each level of
inbreeding there mi^t exist a F' which will give a better relationship
between the mean viability and the loads-

The problem would be that we

will not be able to calculate such a F', and conquently we will be forced

\
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to use the conventions.! F

in the estimation of a

and b. This vill

result in bias in our estimates. To try and investigate this bias we will
have to consider other inbreeding systems that might be used for the
purposes of the estimation of loads in the same way as we did with fullsibbing.
It is clear that this problem will involve heavy algebra, with a
possiblility of poor returns relative to the time and effort that it might
require. Although it might be well to keep the existence of this problem
in mind, a solution will, therefore, not be atteng)ted here.

B. The Possibility of Estimating Loads in the Case of Fitness
In the previous sections it became clear that deviations from the
basic assumptions can cause many problems in the estimation of loads. ¥e
gave much attention to the effect of differential mortality before the
life stage of interest, and the effect of such mortality on the estimation
of loads in metric traits was pointed out.
We now revert to our terminology of Chapters III and 17, and will talk
again about the possible meaning of our terms infant and adult in a practi
cal situation. It is clear that the properties of our infant population
will only occur at the moment of fertilization, before any chance of nonrandom deaths occur. In the case of genetic death^ the population at any
later life stage will exhibit the type of genotypic array characteristic
of a population of adults.
In practice no population can be observed at the stage which we des
cribed as infancy. In humans, for instance. Stem (1963, p. 86) mentioned

2l4

that from.25 to 4o percent of all zygotes perish prior to delivery. Gowen
(1963, p. 87) can be consulted for references on other mammals.

He states

that the more frequent values for loss between ovulation and birth are
between" 30 and 50 percent. These values are certainly hi^ enou^ for
their effects to be taken into serious consideration.
The type of problem that will result from differential mortality will
be well illustrated by considering the expected number of adult offspring
per adult mating pair. ¥e will consider the case of two loci under the
assuzzptions of Sections IH.A and HI.B, We also assume mating between
individuals from different inbred lines in the fashion described in Section
17.A.
X X 2 2
X l 2 2
Consider now the adult mating pair (r^r^r^r^) x (s^s^s^s^) . Under
the assungtion of no mutation we get the infant offspring array
Z
s-,2:2=0,1
where the

v

Z

, 1 gl 2 g2 s
'

are recombination values as defined in Section HI.B.

Let us assusie that the mating under consideration gave t

offspring. Then,

since we assume a multinomial situation, the expected number of infants
1 1 2 2
with the genotype (r s r s ) will be tv ^ T. _ • It likewise
^ ^1 ^2 ^2
^ 2 V2
follows that the expected number of adults for the mating pair under con
sideration, given t

infant offspring, is

Z^ _
0,1

Z ^ _tv
Y
-tCr^ s^ r^ s^ ) ,
XjX^ ^1^2
^1
^2

X X 2 2
where -t(r s r s ) is the probability of sttrvival from infancy to
"b. :^i ""2 3^
adulthood of the genotype under consideration. By the same type of
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argument as "was used in the derivation of Equations IY»A»1 and IV.B.3 it
follows that

E(number of adult offspring per adult mating pair)

22 22
Vi Vi ïi'ï2=0'^
, 1 1 2 2, , 1 1 2 2 ,
== P(VlVl)F(VlVl)'
•wnere

VI

1 1 22
As "before, the pC^q^I^O^I^ will take on values according to Equation
17.3.2 in an population of mting pairs constructed from inbred lines.
Since

Z
= 1 , it follows that with -t(r^ s^ r^ s^) = 1 for all
Xj^2^
^ ^1^ ^2
variables involved, the Equation B.1 reduces in the case of random, mating

to the Equation 17.B.3The Equation B.l illustrates precisely the problem which will result
from an atten^t to apply load theory to fitness in practice, for as we
pointed out at the beginning of this section, our inability to count off
spring at conception forces us into a situation equivalent to adult to
adult observations on parent and offspring in terms of the model erçiloyeà
in Chapters III mna iv. We note that even if we have an estimate of the
mean viabxliiy, which appears in the denominator of Equation B.l, we still
would not be able to construct an estimate of the square of the mean
fitness of the population. Hence, we are in no position to derive a model

2l6

like Equation IV-0^9 for the estimation of the genetic loads.
A moment's reflection will convince one that a maximum likelihood
approach in the manner of Equations IY.C.13 and IV.C.lt -will be of no
avail here. The reason for this is that an adult to adult analog of the
expression ZtP^^ will not be equal to the square of the mean fitness of
the population, but -will have to be a function similar to Equation B.l, of
the various quantities involved.
It is clear, therefore, that "we are here in a situaticm in "which we
will have to be able to estimate the coefficient of recombination, the
viabilities and mean fertilities involved in Equation B.l in order to be
able to apply the load theory.
In the li^t of our work on estimation in Chapter IV" it is fair to
assume that in order to estimate all these parameters one will have to
know things like the number of loci and the number of alleles per locus.
Such knowledge is in general not available, and indeed if we already knew
so much about the genetic structure of a population, it will be unlikely
that loads will add much to our information.
The comments in the previous section about the disturbance caused in
load theory by non-multiplicative epistasis and too tight linkage in the
case of multiplicative gene action between loci carry over to the appli
cation of load theory to fitness-

Bowever, these sources of disturbance

are really not too worriscaae, because it is conceivable that one could
evolve tests to detect deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibria and the
load theory will then simply not be applicable. The real shipwreck of the
load theory is on the rocks of differential mortality and, as follows from
our discussion at the end of Chuter 17, lack of information about the
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value of the maximal genotype. This unfortxinate conclusion follows,, for
even though the population mi^t have Hardy-Weiiiberg structure at the
moment of conception, these factors will cause the load theory to yield the
•wrong answers.
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VI. SUMMARY MD CONCLUSIONS

3ie key assumption, underlying all of the theory of genetic loads is
that of thé existence of Hardy-Weihberg equilibria at all loci that in
fluence fitness. The conditions under •whida such equilibria can be
expected to exist in an infinite population were, therefore, investigated
in some detail for the case of two loci with an arbitrary number of alleles
per locus. This procedure had the advantage of simplifying the notation to
a considerable extent, while nevertheless retaining eno\j^ generality in
many circumstances to allow straightforward generalization to the case of
n loci.
To keep the mathematics workable, two life phases, infant and adult,
non-overlapping generations and a uniform environment were assumed. In
order to ensure the existence of Hardy-Weinberg equilibria, it was further
necessary to ar ?iime no sex difference in fitness,ramdom mating and that the
expected number of offspring of a mating pair is the product of two means,
one corresponding to each parent. This last assu2g)tion was referred to by
the term product fecundity. It seems that in general the only modes of
gene action that lead to the existence of Hardy-Weinberg equilibria at «n
loci are those of additive and multiplicative gene action between loci.
In the case of no mutation and additive gene action between two loci,
the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a stable
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is that both the constituent single locus cases
are in stable ^rdy-Weinberg equilibria. In the case of no mutation and
multiplicative gene action between two loci, both single locus cases must
also be in stable Hardy-Weinberg equilibria, but in addition the linkage
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betveeiL the two loci must not be too tight> as indicated by a simple ftine-^
tion of the characteristic roots of a transformation of the single locus
fitness matrices.
In the case of additive gene action between loci there is no reason
•tfhjr the two-loci result should not generalize to the case of

n loci,

althou^ no rigorous proof was derived.. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for the stability of a Sardy-Weihberg equilibrium in the case of
n loci with multiplicative gene action between loci was shown to be deter
mined. by the degree of recombination between loci as well as the character
istic roots of a single transformation of the single locus fitness matrices.
It was shown that the modulus of a linear combination of these character
istic roots weighted by the recombination values must be less than or equal
to unity in order to ensure Hardy-Weinberg stability.
The foregoing results refer only to local equilibria, i.e., they do
not allow ai^ statement about possible non-Eardy-Weinberg equilibria»
However, in the case of additive gene action betvreen two loci it was shotio.
that the mean fitness is nondecreasing from one generation to the next. In
the case where the two-loci fitness matrix is of full rank, this statement
allows the deduction that the stable Hardy-¥einberg equilibrium trxill be a
global equilibrium, that is, in this case no other stable equilibria exist.
This statement seems to be applicable to the case of n loci, althou^ the
development of a formal proof may be quite difficult.
Another topic of interest in the study of stable equilibria is the
relationship between

'•nnTn azean fitness and the fitness at Eardy-Weihberg

equilibrium. With additive gene action between two loci it was shown that
a Eardy-Weinberg equilibrium is stable if and oi0.y if it represents a local
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mxisiuffi. of the Eiaan fitness function»

In the case of multiplicative gene

action between loci the Kardy-Weinherg equilibriim does not give a maximum,
for the mean fitness function.
All of the foregoing discussion refers only to internal points on the
equilibria or œaxiiaa, that is, only to points where the equilibrium fre
quencies are greater than zero and less than unity. The possibility of
new genes,"Which may arise through nutation, becoming established in a
population with Hardy-Weinberg structure was dicussed in conjunction with
the stability of border points. Clearly, if a gene is associated with an
unstable border point it will increase, and there nay be a chance that it
will be established in the population. The stability of border points in
a Hardy-Weinberg systea. depends on the non-zero equilibrium gene frequen
cies, the equilibrium zean fitness and the fitnesses of the new gene in
heterozygotic coabination with the established genesThe foregoing work was based on the assumption of no nutation. The
problem ifith nutation is that it causes the equilibrium equations to
beccce systems of cubic equations to which literal solutions can only be
obtained in the simplest cases.

In this respect the effect of nutation is

the saas as that of recombination between loci with arbitrary gene action
beti-reen loci. In the case of a single locus with two alleles the effect of
zutevion was considered in detail by the analysis of the single cubic
ecuilibrium. equationshown that with

In both the sin^e locus and two-loci systems it was
zutation rates, especially in the case of mutation to

the border points, a selection system with mutation can be locally approxi
mated by a selection system ...thout mutation.

This result is of importance

for the segregation load, since the assumption of a selection system with
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out mutation is unrealistic. For the present purposes only cases -were
considered where Hardy-Weinoerg equilibria are possible on the internai
points of a selection system,.
In the cases "where a selection system by itself could exist only on
the border points, heterozygosity can be maintained iQr a balance "betveen
mztation and selection, a situation which, in load terms, would result in
a mutation load.
In this study load theory was considered from, the point of view of
its ubility as a tool for the stu^ of the genetic ardiitecture of a
population. Hence the whole development was aimed at the estimation of
the ratio of the inbred load to the random mating load in the cases of the
laztation load and the segregation load. A concise discussion of these
matters was given in Chapter IIIn the present approach to the estimation of the load ratios it is
necessary to assume that the requisite inbreeding is accomplished rapidly,
so that selection would not interfere too much with the description of the
genotypic array by the inbreeding coefficients.
In this study the basic premise is that fitness is the properly of a
pair of genotypes. This implies in general that the only observable
connected to fitness in an experimental context is the number of offspring
per mating. Hence it is necessary to construct populations for estimation
purposes by random mating of infants derived from different equally inbred
lines.

single locus inbreeding coefficients that characterize the

different sub-populations derived in this way, are then used for the pur
pose of doing a regression analysis.
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Pr<m the way in vhich fitness is defined, it is also possible to shov
that the expected number of infant offspring per infant mating pair is
equal to the square of the mean fitness. This will also be true on inbreed
ing vith random mating between inbred lines, if one takes care to stay
within, the limits enforced by selection on the description of the genotypic
• array by multi-loci inbreeding coefficients. An alternative approach, .
suggested by the method of maximm likelihood, for the estimation of popu
lation mean fitness was also explored.
In the context of the assumptions that would result in Hardy-Weinberg
frequencies it was found that the regression of the number of infant off
spring per infant mating pair on the iiibreeding coefficients of the dif
ferent estimation subpopulations will allow the estimation of the genetic
loads for fitness in the case where the value of the Tnavimfli genotype is
known.

There are two problems here. The first is that the value of the
THR-xiTna"! genotype will not "be known and that it will be impossible to esti
mate in most cases. The other problem is that the stage designated in this
study by the tern infancy would correspond in practice to the moment of
conception before any differential mortality occurs. In an experimental
situation it is often only possible to observe ihe number of births. It
is shown that if there is a significant degree of mortality before birth,
the load theory will no longer apply. The same conclusions apply in the
context of the approach suggested by the method of mRTnmm likelihood.
The load theory in the case of metz-ic traits, as ezeurplified by the
trait viability, was also examined. In most cases where the load theory
has been applied in practice, it was to the trait viability. Here the
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model that follows frosi the present investigation is somevhat different
from the one in the literature. Reasons are given why this alternative
model is considered to be more realistic. However, it is concluded that in
most cases the two models will lead to the same conclusions.
It is axiomatic that the correct analysis of data depends on the error
strucrbure that derives from an experimental situation.

An attempt has -

therefore been made to expose the assumptions which underlie the usual
analysis of load data by looking at data from an actual ez^eriment.

An

indication as to the correct analysis in the case of errors of a sampling
nature is given. It is also shown that an environmental effect peculiar
to individuals from a specific cross at a certain level of inbreeding would
give rise to an error structure entirely different from the one arising
from random sampling.
The problem with the application of load theory to traits other than
fitness is that the load ratio theorems that distinguish between mutation
and segregation loads are in general no longer valid. In the case of
viability these theorems would only be applicable if the genes that in
fluence viability are independent in action from the genes that influence
fecundity.
In the case of metric traits it was furthermore shown that differen
tial mortality before the time of measurement will cause the regression on
the inbreeding coefficient to be curvilinear. With respect to the dis
turbance caused by non-multiplicative epistasis it is concluded-that such
epistasis presents a situation to which the concepts and theory of genetic
loads are inapplicable.
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In the case of the application of load ideas to the trait viability,
only muLtiplicative gene action was considered, since it is felt that the
assvaiption of additive gene action between loci woxîld be tmrealistic. In
the case of multiplicative gene action between loci, deviations from.
Kardy-¥einberg egiiilibriim can occur if the linkage between the different
loci is too ti^t. The deviation from. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium will in
validate the description of the genotypic array by the use of nulti-loci
inbreeding coefficients, so that the effect of too tight linkage on the
load theory will be similar to that of non-multiplicative epistasis.
Eie effect of selection on the genotypic array was investigated in
the sizgle case of a single locus with one generation of full-sib mating.
It is concluded that the usual description of the population by the use
of Wrighb's inbreeding coefficient would be a reasonable approximation
only if the differences between the fitnesses of the different genotypes
are snail. Sie genotypic array produced under the present circumstances
cannot be described in such a way as to support the procedure of deriving
the conditions for equilibrium gene frequencies under selection by the use
of Wright's coefficient of inbreeding.
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